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Abstract 
The critical problems facing the security community today are management 
problems, not software or engineering problems. Most worms and viruses can be overcome 
with a combination of network hardening, patch management and user education. In fact, 
patches were available for all of the headline-grabbing worms that appeared in 2003. The 
damage they caused is attributable to the inability of modern organizations to apply patches, 
harden networks and educate users and these threats will not be overcome by purchasing 
more software or the invention of some fortuitous new self-healing technology. 
The real challenge is to disseminate the knowledge required to overcome 
vulnerabilities to a distributed staff at a reasonable cost. Historically organizations have 
turned to two methods to disseminate knowledge, structured methodologies and discussion 
forums. Structured methodologies provide explicit instructions but are costly to develop and 
notoriously out of date. Discussion forums allow for instant communications but suffer from 
information overload and an extreme lack of context, where the same questions get asked 
over an over again. 
This paper presents a framework for developing dynamic methodologies that 
combines the explicit instructions and context of methodologies with the instant feedback 
and timeliness of discussion forums. It describes the principles upon which the framework is 
based and the technology required realize its goals. This paper then details the proof-of-
concept application that implements the framework and provides awalk-through of the 
operations of the program. Finally, a developer guide is presented that explains the code and 
critical decisions that were made in its construction. 
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Introduction 
A spate of recent attacks has highlighted the weaknesses in modern computer security 
and illustrated serious deficiencies in the strategies used by modern organizations to secure 
their technological resources. This paper will highlight three major attacks that occurred in 
2003. The damage caused by each of these attacks was entirely avoidable and due to either 
mismanagement on the part of administration or negligence on the part of the user. Worse, 
the steps required to defeat these attacks are simple to implement. In order to prevent the 
widespread damage from Internet worms and viruses, organizations must begin to implement 
basic security practices. 
For the security community, 2003 began with the SQL Slammer worm that spread 
around the world in a number of seconds and took down the Internet in less than 15 minutes. l
This worm was extremely well crafted but did not carry a malicious payload and was 
therefore not designed to do extensive damage. It preyed upon awell-publicized 
vulnerability in SQL Server, for which a patch had been released six months before. The 
SQL Slammer worm infected its host through a little known or used port, 1434, which is used 
to resolve address conflicts. 
The fact that numerous organizations had exposed port 1434 to the Internet shows 
that these organizations have done a poor j ob of network hardening. Security dogma requires 
that all ports be closed except for those ports explicitly required for approved traffic. 
Slammer's use of an obscure network port shows that its victims were not following basic 
security guidelines. 
The combination of the MS Blaster and Welchia worms in the summer of 2003 
overwhelmed many networks. The MS Blaster worm initially compromised a vulnerability 
in Microsoft's RPC functionality.2 The Welchia worm purported to be a "good" worm by 
downloading and installing the patch required to stop the MS Blaster worm.3 However due 
to the fact that Welchia also exploited a WebDav vulnerability to propagate, it caused a 
similar level of damage. 
Throughout the attack, administration staffs were forced to focus on updating 
software patches to the exclusion of other vital duties. Even though patches had been made 
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available more than a month before the attacks and widespread publicity brought warnings of 
impending damage to the entire security community, many organizations failed to react until 
the malicious code was actively undermining their infrastructure. When organizations are 
incapable of preventing damage in the face of ample of notification, it shows a lack of 
priority and focus. 
Like all email viruses, the SoBig.F virus was actively transmitted by users who 
opened attachments containing malicious code. This was the sixth virus in the SoBig series 
and widely believed to be the work of email spammers hoping to hijack machines to turn into 
open relays.4 This would allow them to broadcast their seam without fear of identification. 
Remarkably, the user community has not learned to identify .pif attachments as potentially 
hostile. Administration teams must educate users to avoid hostile email viruses and hold the 
users accountable for their actions on the network. 
These three examples show that the major challenges facing modern security and 
administration teams revolve around implementing basic security guidelines and keeping 
patch distributions up to date. These are management issues. Many modern security failures 
are avoidable and a result of poor management practices. These deficiencies can only be 
overcome with clear security policies and the management commitment necessary to see 
them put into practice. 
Therefore the challenge becomes one of distributing security guidelines and 
implementation methodologies concerning topics like network hardening, patch management 
and user education. These guidelines must provide a level of detail that enables existing staff 
to diagnosis vulnerabilities before they are exploited and remediate any exposures. This is 
essentially a knowledge distribution process. 
Modern organizations use two broad categories of methods to distribute information 
to their employees. First, structured methodologies allow management structures to codify 
the activities required to successfully complete a process and publish this information out to 
the respective work teams. In fact, a set of security methodologies already exists and is 
freely available on the Internet from the Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), a 
well-respected, non-profit organization devoted to computer security with strong ties to the 
Federal Department of Homeland Security. 
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The CERT example also highlights the Achilles' heel of structured methodologies, 
that they are notoriously difficult to keep up to date. CERT provides detail-level security 
methodologies for both the Windows and UNIX platforms but these refer to Windows NT 
4.0 and Solaris 2.x.5 NT 4.0 was replaced by Windows 2000 Server which was itself 
replaced by Windows 2003 Server. SUN is now shipping version 9.0 of Solaris. 
The second category of knowledge dissemination methods is known as discussion 
forums. Although the formality and scale of these forums ranges widely, from the Usenet to 
group-wide emails, these tools allow organizations to communicate in real time. They allow 
team. members to broach issues in a distributed fashion and collaborate on solutions without 
regard to geography or time zone. 
They also suffer from acute information overload as they are utterly devoid of 
context. Each issue is raised individually and resolved in isolation from the other goals and 
activities of the team. While they are excellent tools to answer specific questions, it is very 
difficult to transmit best practices or "lessons learned" with discussion forums. Even forums 
like the Usenet that are searchable are often unwieldy due to the sheer volume of 
unorganized information. In the end, the same questions are asked over and over again. 
This paper presents a framework for generating and maintaining dynamic 
methodologies. Called Knowledge Trees, this framework combines the strengths of both 
structured methodologies and discussion forums while avoiding their weaknesses. By 
combining the power of new technologies like XML, XSLT and Java Servlets with concepts 
like declarative programming, it is possible to create a new tool that provides explicit, detail-
level instructions and deals with exception conditions at the same time. Dynamic 
methodologies harness feedback to stay current and use context to tame information 
overload. By combining the strengths of both categories of tools into a single dynamic 
application, organizations should be able to provide their employees with the detailed 
knowledge required to overcome their security challenges. 
This paper also presents aproof-of-concept application called Project Jalisco which 
demonstrates the ease with which the knowledge trees framework can be implemented. The 
application is a combination of Java Servlets and objects, XML documents and schemas and 
XSLT stylesheets. The presentation tier relies on Tomcat, a Servlet engine freely available 
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from the Apache Group. The code is presented at the end of the paper along with a 
developer's guide that explains the functions of the program and why certain decisions were 
made the way they were. 
No attempt has been made to make Project Jalisco a production caliber, enterprise-
wide server. Rather it is meant to demonstrate the feasibility and simplicity of the 
Knowledge Trees framework and highlight a series of issues that must be overcome to 
implement it. As well, while the framework could be implemented many different ways to 
accomplish different goals, some tasks will always remain the same. Even if a significantly 
different outcome is desired, certain components from Project Jalisco could be reused in any 
implementation. 
5 
Literature Review 
This paper will first detail three recent attacks and the underlying failures that they 
exploited. It will then discuss several approaches to overcoming these failures by comparing 
their strengths and weakness. Next it will identify and describe the core principles upon 
which a new application can be built. 
Recent Attack Profiles 
SQL Stammer 
The SQL Slammer worm appeared in the wild at 12:30 AM Eastern time on January 
25th, 2003 and shut down the Internet in less than 15 minutes.b It is also known as 
W32.Slammer and Sapphire. Unlike the majority of malicious code that is created by 
amateurs, this worm was only 376 bytes long and was obviously developed by someone with 
a deep understanding of computer science. No one has been apprehended. 
Anatomy of the Attack 
The SQL Stammer worm preyed on Microsoft's flagship database product called 
SQL Server as well as its smaller, application component cousin, MSDE (Microsoft Desktop 
Engine)g. SQL Server implementations usually reside on servers which are generally given a 
higher security priority and patched more frequently than common workstations. The 
vulnerability in MSDE played a large part in the attack because it is used as a component in 
many workstation software packages like Visio, BizTalk Server, and Project Server among 
many others.9 These machines are often given a far lower precedence by security groups. 
The worm propagated by sending itself in a UDP packet to port 1434.10 This port is 
used as the SQL Server Resolution Service which helps clients find the right database on 
hosts which contain more than one SQL Server implementation. It then used the system 
clock to generate random IP addresses and resend itself all over the Internet. 
Unlike the more common TCP protocol which requires a certain amount of time to 
complete the handshake and set up communications resources, UDP is blindingly quick 
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because it is merely a single packet. Because of its small size and its use of UDP, the worm 
was able to replicate itself as fast as the victim computer could put packets onto the network. 
After only three minutes of the attack, the number of infected computers was doubling every 
8.5 seconds.11
Damage 
After a mere fifteen minutes, 5 of the 13 root name servers, the foundation of the 
Internet, were down. All Internet and cell phones services in South Korea were down, 
affecting 27 million people. 13,000 ATM's of the Bank of America were off line and many 
airlines were forced to cancel flights.12 Microsoft itself was humbled by the worm. Mike 
Carlson, the director of data center operations for the Information Technology Group, stated 
in an email, "The network is essentially flooded with traffic, making it difficult to gather 
details concerning the impact." 13 MI2g, a security firm, has estimated the total damage in 
dollar terms at $1 billion.14
Resolution and Lessons Learned 
Fortunately for the Internet community, this worm had no harmful payload and 
merely clogged the infrastructure.15 The worm was memory resident and therefore could be 
removed by simply rebooting the machine. Therefore, there was no long-term damage. 
Even so, the SQL Slammer proved how vulnerable the Internet is to cleverly crafted attacks 
created by skilled hackers. 
One of the more poignant ironies of this attack is that the patch for this particular 
vulnerability had been available for six months to the day.16 System administrators had had 
ample time to patch their systems. Worse, this worm only used a single port, 1434, to 
conduct its attack. The implication is that every victim of this attack had exposed port 1434 
to UDP traffic from the Internet. This violates the first rule of network hardening, that all 
non-essential network ports be closed by default. Entry-level network hardening would have 
prevented individual organizations from being infected, yet the entire Internet was taken 
down in 15 minutes. 
MS Blaster and Welchia 
The recent activities of the MS Blaster and Welchia worms represent some of the 
most unusual security incidents in recent memory. The MS Blaster, or W32.Blaster or 
LoveSan worm, appeared on August 11 t", 20031 ~ exploiting a vulnerability discovered on 
July 16t", 20031 g. Bizarrely, on August 18t", 2003 a worm named Welchia or Nachi a eared pp 
that attempted to remove the MS Blaster worm.l9
Anatomy of the Attack — MS Blaster 
The MS Blaster worm begins its attack by exploiting a buffer overflow vulnerability 
in Microsoft's DOOM RPC.20 This service is commonly used to share files locally on a LAN 
but it is rarely used across the Internet.21 The virus opens a TCP connection to this port, 
exploits the vulnerability and begins a chain reaction that spreads the virus. 
The next step in the chain is to open port 69 to UDP traffic. The worm then 
downloads the msblast.exe file from an already infected host and activates the payload. Port 
69 is used by the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) and is used to load software images 
and configuration files for network devices. This port is also used in some Voice over IP 
implementations. 
Next, the worm opens a command shell on port 4444. This would allow a human 
attacker to login on and remotely control the computer from the Internet. This port is used 
for Kerberos authentication and also for Oracle 9i communications. Blocking this port could 
have significant consequences to the organization. 
Finally, this worm was designed to launch a denial of service attack against 
windowsupdate.com.22 This attack was supposed to occur at midnight on August 16t" but 
Microsoft was able to avert the crisis.23 They changed the URL of the update site to 
windowsupdate.microsoft.com, thereby hobbling the attack. 
Anatomy of the Attack —Welchia 
The Welchia worm not only exploits the same DCOM RPC weakness as MS Blaster 
but also attacks the WebDav vulnerability on port 80 that targets IIS 5.0 web servers.24 This 
vulnerability was first released on March 17t", 2003. The first task of the Welchia worm is to 
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locate the MS Blast process running on the infected machine, kill it and then remove the 
msblast.exe file.2s
Next the worm attempts to download and install the patch for the original 
vulnerability. Finally, Welchia scans the entire class C subnet (65,5 3 6 IP addresses) to find 
other vulnerable hosts. Some variants of the virus pick IP addresses at random and attempt 
to infect any computer than responds. 
Damage 
The MS Blaster worm was reported to have infected 120,000 computers in the first 24 
hours.26 According the Trinity Security Services, at the height of the infection an unpatched 
computer connected to the Internet would be infected by the MS Blaster worm within 8 
minutes. It would then begin compromising as many as 10 to 15 hosts per second.27 The 
resulting traffic crippled networks and even forced the Maryland Motor Vehicle 
Administration to shut down on August 12th, 2003.28
Although the Welchia worm pretended to be a "good virus", few network 
administrators were happy to see it. By exploiting a second vulnerability j ust a week after 
the MS Blaster worm had appeared, Welchia compounded existing efforts to patch systems.29
The ping flood released by Welchia looking for targets clogged networks and caused denials 
of service on critical servers. It even brought down Air Canada's computer system forcing 
the airline to check in passengers by hand and leading to massive delays.30 As late as 
September 23rd, the Welchia virus crippled the State Department's access to the Consular 
Lookout and Support System (CLASS) that is used to screen visa applicants for known 
terrorists.3 l
Resolution and Lessons Learned 
Much like the SQL Slammer virus, the MS Blaster and Welchia viruses had no 
malicious payload designed to erase hard drives or steal financial information. Unlike the 
previous virus, however, it was not as easy to remove as rebooting the machines. Network 
hardening would have provided some defense as well. Organizations must question why 
non-essential ports like 13 5 are open to external network traffic. 
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These worms also raise larger questions about the entire approach to patch 
management in modern organizations. Ted Julian, the chief strategist for network-security 
company Arbor Networks has said, "This worm shows that, even in a relatively sane 
scenario, what many are doing doesn't work. We had weeks to prepare, and we aren't able to 
• ~~32 secure everything. 
SoBig.F 
The SOBig.F email virus is the sixth in a series Of email viruses that first appeared in 
January 2003. It is widely believed that the virus was created by email spammers in order t0 
create open relays, from which they could send unwanted email without fear Of being 
identified.33 It has been compared to the LoveBug virus of 2000 as one of the largest email 
attacks of all time.34
Anatomy of the Attack 
The SOBig.F virus attacks Microsoft systems and arrives as an email with an 
attachment. It is activated either by an incautious user Or by an email client program that 
automatically opens attachments.35 The first step Of the attack is t0 copy itself t0 the local 
machine and update system registry values so that it will be run every time the computer 
bOots.36 
SOBig.F then begins propagating by sending itself t0 addresses discovered On the 
victim's computer. Sending the virus from a known machine increases the likelihood that the 
next victim will open the attachment. SOBig.F also spoofs the sender address, putting 
another address in the Sent From field37. This makes it even more difficult for administrators 
to track down the source of the infections, as they may appear t0 be coming from machines 
that are not infected. 
SOBig.F includes its own SMTP engine, which it uses t0 send emails independently 
from the user's normal email software.3S While the majority Of email viruses are easy t0 
detect as they quickly fill up the user's outgoing mailbox, most users will only notice 
SOBig.F's impact on the speed of their network connection. Since the E variant of the worm, 
this engine has also become multithreaded.39 This greatly increases the efficiency Of the 
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attack as it can send more than one email at the same time. The worm also attempts to infect 
computers via open network shares but fails due to incompetent programming. 
Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the virus is that between 7 and 10 PM UTC on 
Fridays and Saturdays the worm contacts a master server and attempts to download a Troj an 
program.40 There are reports of this Trojan being used to open email relays which allow 
spammers to redirect their traffic through hijacked machines. Communication to the master 
is initiated with a UDP packet to port 8998 and is sent to any one of twenty pre-determined 
servers. These master machines were successfully shut down by August 22, 2003 41 
Damage 
Security firm MessageLabs reported that at one point, one in every seventeen 
intercepted emails was linked to the SoBig.F virus.42 That surpassed the previous record of 
one in twenty-eight set by LoveBug in 2000. As email inboxes filled up, error messages 
contributed to bogus traffic choking computer networks. Asia was especially hard hit by 
SoBig.F as the widespread practice of pirated and unregistered software left many computers 
and networks defenseless. One Chinese security company, Beijing Rising Technology, 
reported that as many as 30% of Chinese computer users may have been affected by the 
virus. 
Resolution and Lessons Learned 
The virus was programmed to cease operation on September 10th. Free tools are 
widely available to remove the remnants of the program and virus software updates are 
available to block any similar attacks. Blocking outgoing UDP traffic on port 8998 deals 
with any risks associated with Troj ans.44
The most serious lesson learned from this incident is that all email viruses are 
preventable. Users should not be running peculiar email attachments that they were not 
expecting to receive. As well, organizations concerned with security should not allow their 
employees to use email clients that automatically run attachments. This is a simple matter of 
user education. Users must be trained to avoid .exe, .scr and .pif files as well as anything 
they were not expecting to receive. 
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Modern Knowledge Distribution 
The preceding list of major attacks demonstrates that modern worms and viruses are 
exploiting a failure to implement basic security guidelines. This is essentially a management 
issue. Organizations must produce clear and effective policies and distribute them out to the 
administration teams in the field. Historically, two categories of tools have been used for this 
purpose. 
Structured Methodologies 
Structured methodologies have many names and come in many different forms but 
they are always an attempt on the part of the organization to stop reinventing the wheel.45
Whether as the result of a benchmarking process or the output of a continuous improvement 
project, structured methodologies are published content that attempts to guide employees 
through the steps required to successfully complete some task. These methodologies may 
take the form of a checklist of activities, a list of instructions or even an index of important 
topics. In any event they are always an attempt to transfer a set of "Best Practices" from a 
group of experienced experts to another group of employees without having to incur the 
complete expense of relearning that activity with each additional person.46
One of the best examples of structured methodologies in the realm of computer 
security can be found on the CERT website.47 CERT is a nonprofit organization operated by 
Carnegie Mellon University that is dedicated to Internet security. Under the section entitled 
"CERT's Security Practices" lies a series of HTML pages designed to help system 
administrators harden their networks and computer resources. Speaking of this group of 
content, the web site states, "It provides guidance to help organizations improve the security 
of their networked computer systems."48 The following is a screen shot of the list of modules 
available from CERT as of the time of the writing of this paper. 
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Figure 1 Screen Shot of the CERT Security Guide Modules 
Each of these modules is broken down into a list of practices and each practice 
contains a list of issues that must be resolved to complete the task. These modules are 
written from a high level and give a general overview of the activities necessary to secure a 
server or harden a network. They do not provide the implementation specific details required 
to go about actually performing these tasks. Those detailed guides are called 
"Implementations," which are available on the site and will be dealt with in the next section. 
Deficiencies of Structured Methodologies 
Structured methodologies have been an enormous boon to modern organizations. 
They have reduced the learning curve for employees acquiring new skills and dramatically 
lowered the costs of transferring "Best Practices" throughout the organization. That does 
not, however, mean they are without any faults. 
Too General or Out of Date 
One of the most persistent criticisms of structured methodologies is that they are 
either too general to provide much value or are consistently out of date. The CERT website 
is a very good example of this criticism. For example, while the website discusses the steps 
necessary for "Deploying Firewalls," it does not list available firewall products, offer 
guidance on which products are appropriate for different circumstances or walk a user 
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through the steps required to install that product. The level of detail required to accomplish 
the task is absent from the high level modules. 
Instead, a set of "Implementation" documents is available to provide step-by-step 
instructions. Unfortunately, as of the time of the writing of this paper, those documents refer 
to Windows NT 4.0 and Solaris 2.x. The current version of the Windows operating system 
designed for servers is Windows 2003 Server which is two generations removed from 
Windows NT 4.0.49 Sun, the distributor of the Solaris operating system, is currently shi in pp g 
version 9.5
It is not that there is no useful information in these documents. However, security has 
never been a field where "close enough" was acceptable. Users looking for best practices, 
even from an internationally recognized security information center, are unlikely to be able to 
sort out what information is still current and what has become obsolete. 
Published Documents Contain No Feedback 
Published documents contain no internal feedback mechanism, regardless of whether 
they are physically printed out on paper or exist as electronic PDF or Postscript documents. 
Therefore, it is extremely difficult for the creators of the methodology to know if the content 
is still applicable to the current environment or even if it is still in use.51 If a reader is 
confused or uncertain how to proceed, there is no mechanism to handle exceptions. If the 
team members do not feel that the methodology addresses their needs, they are likely to 
disregard it and continue the practices that led to failure in the past.s2
Discussion Forums 
Like structured methodologies, discussion forums come in many forms and are called 
by many different names but they all share the common purpose of connecting disparate 
groups of people and fostering communication. They allow group members to send each 
other messages without regard to time zone or geography.53 These forums are usually 
centered around a common interest or business unit but rarely have much more structure than 
that. They are a place for people to state a problem or ask for help. They are a mechanism to 
collect feedback.s4 
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While many organizations still use broadcast emails for this purpose, a more formal 
example of discussion groups can be found on the Usenet. Google Groups55 are aweb-based 
window into this world and comp.hardware56 is an excellent example of a discussion forum. 
People with hardware problems come to this newsgroup, state their issues and ask for help 
from the community. Altruistic minded people then do what they can to offer suggestions.57
The messages are even stored and searchable in case someone else has had a similar problem 
in t e past. 
Discussion Forum Deficiencies 
Discussion forums have been around since the early days of the ARPANet and the 
public version in the form of the Usenet contains a truly astounding amount of information.58
Their flexibility and enormous scale, however, can also be their greatest disadvantage. 
Information Overload 
One look at comp.hardware shows that discussion forums are extremely susceptible 
to information overload. 
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Figure 2 Screen Shot of Google Groups comp.hardware 
This snapshot from September 16th, 2003 shows a series of messages that range from 
a burning hard drive to the welchia virus. There is also no guarantee that the answers one 
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receives will be correct or even intelligent.59 This is especially the case in the field of 
security as the people with the most to gain from helping a stranger may not have their best 
interests at heart. 
Lack of Context Limits Value 
Discussion forums often contain huge amounts of data, but due to an extreme lack of 
context this data may not provide very much value. Users keep pushing content into the 
forum but because there is no context to the conversations, the same questions keep getting 
asked again and again.60 When users try a text search, the inundation of answers can be 
overwhelming, prompting them to post their problem again.61 The true value of these 
enormous rivers of information remains untapped due to an inability to provide structure to 
the data. 
Principles of a New Solution 
In an environment where teenage pranksters can shut down national airlines62 and 
"good worms" disable terrorist tracking databases,63 it is clear that the security community 
must look to new and creative approaches to solve the pressing security needs of modern 
society. The old methods of educating users and disseminating software patches have clearly 
failed. Before describing the details of the proposed system, it is useful to review the 
principles governing modern computing and the corresponding security goals that they fulfill. 
Network Applications are Instant and Global (Availability) 
Any system that hopes to tackle the problems of modern computer security must 
support multi-user collaboration without regard to time zone or geography. In the modern 
era of instant communications and globalization, applications must be universally available.64
Applications that must shut down every night for batch processing disenfranchise users in 
other time zones. Applications that are dependant on human intervention for rollouts or 
updates impose astronomical cost on large organizations. 
Modern web technology in the form of web servers distributing HTML content 
represents the best, currently-available solution to this problem.65 Centralizing the data in 
one location and accessing it over the network eliminates the need to keep individual PC's up 
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to date. Web servers respond to global users and customers exactly the same as local ones 
and modern server pooling strategies allow for seamless delivery in the case of failure.66
Modern web technology has proved itself to be a durable and efficient approach and should 
be the foundation for any proposed solution. 
The Wrong Information is Worse Than Worthless (Integrity) 
Data integrity is central to any modern application but it is especially crucial in the 
security realm.67 Borrowing the term "moral hazard" from the financial industry, there is a 
significant amount of doubt about whether some information available on the Internet exists 
to strengthen or weaken security. Any central repository of controls or security procedures 
would be an attractive target for malicious hackers. 
None of this would be a problem if trusted sources maintained current and complete 
information available on the web. Unfortunately, the section describing CERT's guides to 
securing NT 4.0 and Solaris 2.x shows too clearly how hard it is to find timely information. 
For third parties to fill this role, data integrity must be a critical focus of application 
development. 
Fine-Grained Security is Essential (Confidentiality) 
Although the mantra of "Security by Obscurity" has long been. discredited,6~ there is 
no reason expose an organization's controls or its incident response plans to potentially 
malicious attackers.69 Information sharing is a crucial goal but, for many critical activities, 
this sharing must be limited to qualified people who have been determined to be trusted. 
This goal can be accomplished by incorporating robust but simple security into the 
application. A competent authentication scheme can keep unwanted outsiders from 
accessing the application at all. Fine-grained authorization mechanisms can keep users from 
accessing information that is not appropriate. 
Separate the Data Layer from the Presentation Tier (Flexibility) 
Separating the data layer from the presentation tier allows different users to see the 
same data in different ways.70 In the early days of web technology data was stored in 
HTML, which locked the data and the presentation logic together in a "page" much like a 
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physical page. If instead the data is stored separately in XML documents with different sets 
of presentation logic stored as XSLT documents, different views of the data can be created 
by combining the XML with the appropriate XSLT.71
The flexible nature of XML documents is also uniquely suited to storing amorphous 
and complex data like knowledge or process controls.72 The rigid structure of more formal 
relational databases makes them unsuitable for this task. This flexibility allows XML data 
structures to evolve and adapt to change more gracefully than older systems. 
Declarative Programming Engages Non-Technical Users (Accessibility) 
One purpose of declarative programming is to separate complex programming tasks 
from the simpler design and development tasks.73 This allows the programmers to focus on 
the parts of the problem that require their special skills while allowing non-technical team 
members to accomplish tasks that may require more design skills or business knowledge. In 
the early days of the web, many software engineers were asked to design web pages because 
the marketing department lacked technical skills. For many organizations, it proved easier to 
teach the marketers HTML than to teach the engineers to design.74
The effects of this separation can be dramatic. By pushing the design and business 
issues out of IT, development and maintenance become the responsibilities of the people who 
need and uses the application most. In the world of modern web technology, this can be 
accomplished by training non-technical team members to use XSLT for data queries and 
presentation transformations, leaving the server operations in the hands of the technical 
programmers. 
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The Knowledge Trees Framework 
Introduction 
The Knowledge Trees framework represents a general approach to disseminating 
knowledge and incorporating feedback in a context sensitive manner. It is not a physical 
application but rather an abstract framework that defines the requirements necessary to 
communicate complex security information to a large team over great distances. The actual, 
proof-of-concept application, Project Jalisco, is presented in a latter section. 
As a general framework, the ideas embodied by the term Knowledge Trees can be 
implemented in a number of ways. No single approach to this problem will be appropriate 
for all organizations, as the size and mission of the company will affect the resources 
available and the requirements necessary to fulfill the task. An application suitable for a 
large enterprise might be far too expensive for a small or nonprofit organization to afford, 
while a small application may not scale to the needs of the enterprise. With this in mind, 
Knowledge Trees represent a general theory of how to create and maintain dynamic 
methodologies. 
Goals 
The Knowledge Trees theory was designed to fulfill these goals: 
1. Distribute methodologies and other information without regard for time zones 
or geography. These means that access to the data must be instant and universal. 
2. Manage feedback in a context sensitive manner. Feedback must occur at the data 
node itself, instead of being sent to a universal email dumping ground or lost in the 
ether of the Usenet. 
3. Be a tool or workspace for the business units instead of a method for IT to 
publish content. Dynamic methodologies must engage and be useful to the front line 
employees. General statements and warnings from technology centers have not 
historically been effective at enforcing security generally or preventing virus or worm 
infections in particular. 
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4. The presentation view must adapt to the user. Different users have different needs 
of the data and those needs should be met by presentation views that are unique to the 
role that the user is performing. 
5. Enforce data integrity, user accountability and confidentiality. 
Challenges 
In order meet the goals listed in the preceding section, the Knowledge Trees 
framework must overcome a series of challenges. The solution to these challenges drives the 
structure of the framework. 
How Should the Data Be Stored? 
XML is the perfect choice for data storage in an application like the Knowledge Trees 
because it provides enough structure to maintain the data but also enough flexibility to grow 
and adapt overtime. In contrast to more formal database mechanisms such as relational 
databases, the structure of XML can change over time without any costly and complex 
reformatting procedures. 
XML documents are small text files that do not require complex or costly proprietary 
software to manipulate. All of the tools required to work with XML are stable and freely 
available in the form of Java. As XML has become more and more accepted in the business 
community, it is very easy to find qualified personnel to design and implement applications. 
Finally because XML is human readable, non-technical team members can access the data 
without the support of the IT department. 
How Should the Data Be Viewed? 
Web browsers are not only free but also nearly ubiquitous. Non-technical users are 
also very comfortable with their use. Therefore, in order to leverage the preexisting software 
and customer buy-in, interactions with the end users should be in HTML and HTTP. 
Fortunately XSLT exists to transform XML into HTML. It accomplishes this through 
the use of a simplistic scripting language and a processor. There are several processors that 
are freely available from the Internet. XSLT is based on XML and only slightly more 
complicated than HTML. It is much simpler than a true programming language. 
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How Can the Methodology Grow Dynamically? 
For the methodology to grow dynamically, the application must have some sort of 
bounds or rules to follow when adding new nodes. This implies that there is some sort of 
external document that defines the data structure, describing what is acceptable and what is 
not. Fortunately for the Knowledge Trees framework, the XML family of technologies 
contains just such a member. 
XML Schema, also known as XSD, is a data description language which defines the 
data structure of an XML document. This means it describes what a node could possibly 
contain and which nodes can contain others nodes. The application uses this schema when 
the methodology grows to determine if the changes are acceptable or not. An explicit 
example of this and all other ideas presented in this section can be found in the discussion 
concerning Project Jalisco. 
How Can the Application Scale in a Multi-User Environment? 
When a user wants to view a part of the methodology, two steps must take place. The 
node in question must first be located in the XML document and then that node must be 
transformed, via XSLT, into HTML to be returned to the user. The transformation is 
computationally expensive, but sorting through the XML is not. 
Given the goal of enforcing data integrity, it is important that the data be managed in 
one location in a single server. However, since the transformation will be the same for all 
requests, the transformation can occur on multiple servers in their own "presentation tier." In 
this way, data integrity is maintained on a single server but as many presentation servers can 
be employed as needed. As organizational demand grows more servers can be added, close 
to the user, to fulfill any requests. 
How Can Integrity, Accountability and Confidentiality Be Enforced? 
Another entity, the security manager, must be introduced to meet the security goals of 
the application. To enforce node-level security, a separate security document must exist 
side-by-side with the data document that holds anode-by-node list of who is allowed to view 
and update the node. This list must grow dynamically with the rest of the data when the 
methodology grows. 
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This security manager must also contain a list of acceptable users that determines 
what role they will play with regards to the data. This allows the security manager to deny 
access to outsiders and tell the application what view of the data is appropriate for the user at 
the same time. In this way, both authentication and node-level authorization can be 
achieved. 
Architecture 
Figure 3 represents a sequence diagram of the Knowledge Trees framework. 
HTTI~-
HTML 
Request 
`Data Query 
Response 
XNII., Data 
Username 
Pas~ward 
diction 
TruefFalse 
I~►~ode 
Figure 3 Knowledge Trees Framework Architecture 
The first step in the sequence is for the user to send a request to a presentation server. 
This communication is sent from a web browser so it uses the HTTP protocol. The 
presentation tier then converts the request into a data query for the data server. This 
communication uses the SOAP protocol, which is awell-accepted standard for computer-to-
computer communication. 
When the data server receives the SOAP request, its first task is to contact the 
security manager. The data server passes the username and password of the original user and 
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the action that they have requested. If the request is acceptable to the security manager, it 
will return the appropriate view for the user. If not, the data server will return an error 
message to the presentation tier which will be transformed into an error screen for the user. 
Assuming that the request was accepted by the security manager, the data tier then 
locates the node requested and prepares a query response. This is accomplished via 
predetermined XSLT stylesheets that correspond to the type of node. For each category of 
nodes there is an XSLT document that describes which children or data elements should be 
returned in the response. Said another way, this stylesheet tells the application how to 
answer the query but exists outside the application so it can be updated and maintained 
without interfering with the workings of the system. 
Once the data response is ready, it is packaged within a SOAP response for the return 
trip to the presentation tier. At the presentation server, the response in unpacked and run 
through another XSLT transformation that outputs HTML. Like the data transformations, a 
presentation XSLT document that corresponds with the type of node transforms the XML 
data into HTML that can be viewed by user. The response is then routed back to the original 
user's web browser and displayed for the client. 
Details of the mechanics of this process are covered extensively in the section 
concerning the proof-of-concept application called Project Jalisco. From the architectural 
perspective, it is important to note that the stylesheets exist outside the compiled code of the 
application. In this way, change can occur naturally in the system without forcing a 
recompile. 
As XSLT is a relatively simple "language", not much more complex than HTML, it 
also applies the principle of Declarative Programming by shifting the responsibility for the 
content to non-technical or semi-technical users. By pushing control of non-technical issues 
like design and content onto the business units that are demanding them, the IT staff is then 
free to focus on technical issues like network performance. The business units will be more 
satisfied with the results as design and other softer components are being handled by people 
qualified to accomplish them rather than by engineers trained to write software or diagnose 
network congestion. 
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Organizational Roles 
To understand the human interaction with the system it is important to understand the 
concept of organizational roles. The purpose of the system is to distribute large amounts of 
information to a large number of people and yet funnel feedback into specific places. In 
order to accomplish this, certain individuals will have to be responsible for maintaining the 
content in methodology. Someone must be tasked with organizing feedback into coherent 
additions to the methodology as well as pruning irrelevant or even malicious feedback from 
the system. Therefore, three organizational roles have been created to ensure the smooth 
functioning of the system. 
The first and most obvious role is that of user. Users represent the average client that 
needs the methodology to accomplish business tasks. From the perspective of the system, 
their primary responsibility is to provide feedback to keep the methodology current and 
identify possible opportunities for growth. Much like beta testers in the software world, 
users are also the best source for discovering errors or discrepancies in methodologies. Users 
account for the vast majority of people on the system. 
The most important role is that of node owner. Someone must be the final arbiter of 
what feedback is important and relevant and what can be left aside. This individual is 
responsible for the nature and quality of growth that occurs in their piece of the methodology. 
Therefore these individuals should have some expertise in their area and enough status within 
the organization to manage growth productively. 
The node owner should be the only individual with the authority to delete or update 
nodes. In some cases it is also convenient if the node owner has the sole ability to add core 
nodes to methodology as well. This can be accomplished through the use of special feedback 
nodes. Instead of allowing users to add nodes directly to the data tree themselves, special 
transient feedback nodes can be used that are not visible to other users on the system. In this 
way, the node owner can filter feedback privately without exposing potentially sensitive 
information to the entire group. 
The final organizational role is the supervisor. Node owners wield an enormous 
amount of power in the system and that power must be checked by an oversight function. 
The supervisory role would have access to see all of the feedback nodes without the ability to 
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make updates or deletions. In this way, the supervisors can verify both the content and 
timeliness of the node owners' work without creating unnecessary integrity issues. 
It should be noted that these three roles are listed as suggestions to ease the 
functioning of the system. They do not exist anywhere in the code of the application. They 
are listed in the security documents and returned to the data server by the security managers. 
This implies that a particular document may have as many different roles as needed or treat 
all users as node owners. The framework was created with enough flexibility to 
accommodate any number of roles required to serve the needs of the organization. 
Structure Versus Flexibility —Some Examples 
A dynamic methodology is a hybrid, somewhere between a static methodology and a 
discussion forum. Different circumstances will require different responses and in some cases 
the dynamic methodology will more closely approximate a static methodology and in others 
a discussion forum. Several examples are given below to clarify how the Knowledge Trees 
framework can be used in different forms for different cases. 
Stable Methodology 
General security methodologies that describe the procedures necessary to secure a 
network server or deploy a firewall are very stable and will not grow dramatically. This does 
not mean they should no have the capacity for feedback. New vulnerabilities may arise that 
were not thought of when the methodology was written. Certain members of the security 
team may be confused about the certain aspects of the system and require more training. It 
does, however, mean that feedback should be filtered heavily so that the dynamic 
methodology is not used to spread one team member's misunderstanding or bad idea 
throughout the organization. 
This is an example of fairly stable methodology. In this case, normal users should not 
be able to directly add nodes to the data tree without the ideas having been vetted by the 
subject matter experts. This is a classic use of feedback nodes. As genuinely new and 
important issues arise, they can be filtered and then incorporated by the node owners while 
the rest of the issues can be dealt with offline. 
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Brainstorming 
Brainstorming a completely new problem is the exact opposite case. Many times an 
organization knows it has a problem but does not necessarily know where to start looking for 
a solution. With an extremely flexible dynamic methodology, the team members can begin 
proposing possible solutions and then discussing and critiquing each other's ideas. If this is 
done online in a dynamic methodology, this conversation can take place without regard to 
time zone or geography. 
For example, large, global organizations are confronted by new security threats 
everyday. Security in these organizations is often carried out by administrations teams that 
are scattered across the globe and may not have ever met each other in person. An open-
ended dynamic methodology would give these dispersed teams a central location to deal with 
on-going problems. As the sun sets on a portion of the world, the next group of team 
members could work on the problem until the first group came back in the next day. 
In this circumstance, feedback nodes would get in the way of creativity. Users need 
the ability to add nodes directly in the data tree to support the brainstorming process. When 
the group rejects certain ideas, the node owners can prune them from the discussion. 
The Growing Tree Analogy 
A tree begins its life as a tender shoot that eventually grows into a solid trunk that 
supports thousands of tender branches and leaves. In much the same way, a dynamic 
methodology can begin as a very open and flexible brainstorming session that grows into a 
structured methodology. 
In the face of a novel challenge, a new dynamic methodology can be created and set 
to a flexible brainstorming mode. As the group discusses the relative merits of several 
proposed solutions, they will eventually settle on one or a few best practices to pursue. 
These best practices can then be locked down and the use of feedback nodes introduced. 
Once the best practices have been chosen, new discussions will arise concerning how 
to implement these policies, how to respond to specific situations, etc. These discussions 
will take place beyond the individual best practices, farther out on the node tree. As these 
discussions stabilize and are locked down, new discussions will form around implementing 
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the latest decisions and this process will continue indefinitely as long as the original problem 
remains a concern of the organization. Very soon, the original brainstorming session will 
grow into a complete methodology made up of the best ideas of the entire team. 
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Project Jalisco 
Introduction 
Project Jalisco is aproof-of-concept application that implements the Knowledge 
Trees framework. It was written in Java and has been tested on both the Windows and Linux 
platforms. This application is in no way, shape or form meant to be a production server. Nor 
does this paper claim that Project Jalisco can scale to the enterprise level or resist every form 
of malicious network attack. It is not intended to be commercial software. 
Instead, Project Jalisco is one real world implementation that proves that the 
Knowledge Trees ideal is not only achievable but can also be simple and cost effective. It is 
written in Java, so all the code should port to any platform that supports a Java Virtual 
Machine. The presentation tier of the application rests upon the Tomcat Servlet engine 
which is freely available from the Apache organization. The stand-alone data tier is designed 
to scale from desktops to servers by limiting or expanding the pool of threads available to 
process presentation tier requests. Project Jalisco is built on freely available software and 
components and should run almost anywhere. 
Project Jalisco is a single implementation of the Knowledge Trees framework that 
focuses on cascading existing methodologies onto the network and channeling upward 
feedback to the appropriate node owners. That particular, facet of the Knowledge Trees 
framework is only one subset of many possible approaches. Looser Knowledge Trees 
designed to foster creativity and new ideas, for say a new advertising campaign, may require 
a more flexible structure and be better suited to Usenet technology. Conversely, more rigid 
methodologies, like the steps required to comply with HIPPA requirements, may not require 
the overhead of dynamic documents and may exist as static HTML pages with SMTP links to 
facilitate feedback in the form of email. 
Even if the reader's needs or vision of the Knowledge Trees framework differs from 
the mission of the Project Jalisco application, the information contained in this section is still 
valuable. Certain functions, like the need to transport application parameters in an HTTP 
request, will be the same for every application that uses Internet technologies. These 
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components can be used piecemeal, therefore avoiding the overhead of recreating them from 
scratch. As well, a thorough understanding of Project Jalisco will give the reader a feel for 
the scale and complexity involved in implementing the Knowledge Trees framework. 
Data Structure 
Project Jalisco documents share a common structure based on the methodology 
paradigm. A process is the highest level node and is often expressed in the form of a goal to 
achieve, such as "Securing a Web Server" or "Deploying a Firewall." A process is made up 
of a series of activity nodes that represent broad categories of steps required to complete the 
process. Beneath each activity are task nodes, the lowest level nodes of the methodology. 
Tasks correspond to the individual steps themselves and should be as detailed as possible. 
Process 
• Activity 
o Task 
■ Issue 
• Response 
■ Issue 
• Response 
o Task 
■ Issue 
Deploying Firewalls 
• Configure Packet Filtering 
o Design Filter Rules 
■ UDP: Too Dangerous? 
• Use Proxy 
■ Automatic Anti-
Spoofing from Router? 
• Must Upgrade 
o Test and Document Filter Rules 
Figure 4 Project Jalisco Data Structure 
Beneath the task nodes lie two more layers. Issues represent common problems or 
misunderstandings that can occur while completing the task. Whenever the user is 
confronted with an issue they cannot resolve on their own, they can add an issue node to that 
task. The rest of the group can then reply to the issue with suggestions in the form of a 
response node. As there may be more than one way to solve the problem, an issue can 
contain as many response nodes as needed. 
There are also four feedback nodes for those cases when it is inappropriate to add 
nodes directly in the data tree: 
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• Error 
• Update 
• Addition 
• Help 
There are four different types of nodes available to help the node owner understand 
the context of the feedback. The error node is used in cases when a user believes something 
in the methodology is factually wrong. This could be a serious issue or it could simply 
represent a typo. The update node is used when a team member wants to suggest that the 
methodology has gotten out of date and needs to be updated. An addition node is used to 
propose a further topic be included in the node. Finally the help node is used when the user 
is lost and does not know which feedback node they should be using. All these nodes closely 
approximate emails message as they are made up of two components, a title or subject line 
and a message body. 
Screen Shot Examples 
Viewing Data 
The figure below represents an activity node in the "Deploying Firewalls" process. 
The first section of each screen represents the list of nodes above the current node in the data 
tree. Clicking on "process:Deploying Firewalls" would take the user to that process node. 
The next section contains the main data of the node. 
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Figure 5 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Activity Node 
The middle section of this screen lists the names of the children of this node. There 
are four task nodes below this activity node. The next section contains a list of nodes that the 
individual user is allowed to append to this node. This list is specific to the user and the 
security group that he or she is a part of. As this example is from the node owner's 
perspective, they are allowed to add core task children as well as the four feedback nodes. 
Finally, the last section allows the user to update or delete this node. The exact nature of 
what is displayed will vary depending upon what role or security group the user is a member 
of. 
The next screenshot represents the first task node from the previous activity node. 
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Figure 6 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Task Node 
The next figure represents an issue node below the previous task node. 
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Figure 7 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Issue Node 
Finally, the last screenshot in this series represents a response node that corresponds 
to the previous issue node. 
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Figure 8 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Response Node 
Adding and Updating Content 
When a user wants to add content to the system, Project Jalisco will refer to the XML 
Schema connected to the data and automatically generate an input screen based on the 
predefined parameters. The following example shows a simple feedback node that contains a 
subject field and a message field. 
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Figure 9 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Add Screen 
When the user wants to update data, a similar process takes place, but the form fields 
are automatically filled in with the data already in the system. The user can change whatever 
is required. Empty fields are ignored and thereby "deleted." 
€;i~ ~~
;subject Using host names instead.; 
_ .. . 
imessage Is there any +nay we could 
Submit 
_ _: 
Figure 10 Project Jalisco Screen Shot update Screen 
Organization Roles and Views 
The first example in this section displays the node owner view and is taken from the 
task node entitled "Designing the Packet Filtering Rules." Feedback node children appear in 
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red. The node owner sees both core issue children and feedback nodes. They have the 
ability to add both core and feedback nodes as well as update or delete the node in question. 
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Figure 11 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Owner View 
Users on the hand have a much more limited view. They only see the core issue 
children and therefore have no access to feedback nodes that other users have added. In 
addition, they have the ability to add feedback to the node but not any core children. 
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Figure 12 Project Jalisco Screen Shot tlser View 
The supervisor view has access to feedback nodes like the node owner view but does 
not have the ability to update and delete. 
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Figure 13 Project Jalisco Screen Shot Supervisor View 
This functionality is contained in the main presentation stylesheet and can be changed 
or extended depending upon the needs of the organization. 
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Security Structure 
Introduction 
Node level security is one of the primary goals of the Project Jalisco application. If 
knowledge dissemination is the objective, it is absolutely crucial that the integrity of the data 
be protected from both malicious users and accidental damage. The security structure of the 
application was written with the following goals in mind: 
• Confidentiality — It is vital that only authorized users are allowed access to sensitive 
information. 
• Integrity —Data integrity can be maintained if only specific, cleared users are able to 
add, update or delete nodes in the data set. 
• Availability —For this application to be useful it must do its utmost to deflect denial-
of-service attacks designed to keep legitimate users from the data. 
• Accountability (Nonrepudiation) — In a distributed, non-hierarchical environment, 
responsibility for the content of the data will be shared amongst many member of the 
team. To maintain order and professionalism it is vital that every user's behavior is 
logged appropriately. 
The security structure is made up of several different components. First there is a 
user list that maintains each account's username and password as well as maintaining the list 
of security groups they are a part of. It also keeps track of what documents they have access 
to. The login process validates the user's credentials against this list and then sets a session 
dependent cookie in the user's browser for each subsequent request. 
Every time the user contacts the application, his or her credentials are passed to the 
security object, called an Auth object. In the authentication procedure, the username and 
password are again validated against the user list. Assuming this is successful, the list of 
security groups to which the client belongs is added to a Vector object for the subsequent 
authorization process. 
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Once the user has been authenticated, the Auth object determines whether or not he or 
she is authorized to view the particular node represented by the XPath value. Every XML 
document has a corresponding security document that mimics its structure exactly. Each 
node contains four tags, one for each of the supported operations: select, add, update and 
delete. These tags hold a list of security groups that are allowed to perform the requested 
action. They can also hold usernames for individuals that are not members of an acceptable 
security group but need access to the node regardless. The Auth object is responsible for 
determining whether the user's specific request against the specific node should be allowed 
to proceed. 
As the intent of the Knowledge Trees framework is to enable dynamic 
methodologies, it is crucial that Project Jalisco's security structure be able to grow 
dynamically along with the original XML document. To that end, when a new node is added 
to the primary document tree, the Auth object also adds a corresponding node to the security 
tree. This new node will inherit all the security properties of its parent. When nodes are 
deleted from the primary document tree, they are also pruned from the security tree. 
A detailed discussion of both the user document and the format of the security 
documents follows this section. As well, a hypothetical scenario is given in the final section 
to illustrate the flexibility of the system in the face of a required exception. Finally, the 
details of the Auth object and how it performs its task can be found in the section entitled 
Auth under the Data Server Objects heading. 
User Document 
The user document is maintained by a data server and covers all of the XML 
documents that the server contains. It is used in both the login and authentication 
procedures. It holds three important pieces of information. First the username and password 
uniquely identify an account. Second, the groups tag lists all of the security groups that this 
account is associated with. Third, the portal tag contains the URI's of every document the 
user is allowed to access. Optionally, it can also contain an XPath value if the highest level 
node the user is allowed to access is not the root node. See the section entitled Exception 
Scenario below for more details. 
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This is an example entry in the user.xml document: 
<user> 
<username>Hamilcar</username> 
<password>eryx</password> 
<groups> 
<group>ktOwners</group> 
</groups> 
<portal><uri>kt</uri></portal> 
</user> 
t'igure 14 Security tTser Document Example 
This user tag displays an account called Hamilcar with a password of er~yx. This 
account has only one security group, ktOwners, which indicates that this account serves the 
role as a node owner for the document. This token, ktOwners, has the word owners in it but 
this value could be anything. Large complex documents should have many distinct node 
owners. Finally, this account has access to only one document with a URI of kt. Because no 
XPath tag is offered, it assumed that the account has access to the root node. 
It is important to mention that this document must be protected from malicious users. 
Exploitation of this document would undermine the security structure. Data servers should 
be physically isolated from the rest of the network, communicate only with presentation 
servers and listen on no other network ports than the one required to serve its purpose. Only 
qualified administrators should have access to the machine. 
Security Documents 
Each XML document has a corresponding security document that replicates its data 
structure for each node in the tree. Each of these nodes contains a list of available actions for 
the node and, within these, a list of usernames and security groups that are allowed to 
perform these actions. It is recommended to use security groups for routine activities and 
only use usernames for exceptions. This will result in easier maintenance, smaller security 
documents and a greater likelihood that mistakes can be avoided. 
Below is a sample entry for one node in a security document: 
<activity> 
<id>1</id> 
<select> 
<ktUsers>user</ktUsers> 
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<ktOwners>owner</ktOwners> 
<ktSupervisors>super</ktSupervisors> 
</select> 
<add> 
<ktUsers/> 
<ktOwners /> 
</add> 
<update> 
<ktOwners/> 
</update> 
<delete> 
<ktOwners/> 
</delete> 
<activity> 
Figure 15 Security Data Document Example 
This node corresponds with an activity node with an id of 1. There are three security 
groups which can view this node. The other three tags correspond to data manipulation 
actions and each contains a list of security groups that are allowed to perform these functions. 
Each select tag contains a mode value. It is this value which tells the presentation 
server which view of the data should be displayed to the client. This functionality allows 
different users to see the same data different ways. For example, some supervisors may need 
to see all the feedback that a node contains while others may not. The proper place to 
implement these issues is in the presentation tier, which for Project Jalisco is in the XSLT 
stylesheets. There is no limit to the- amount of flexibility that this system can support. See 
the section entitled XML, XSLT and XSD for details. 
For a document built completely online, the Auth object will ensure that the security 
tree grows along side the document tree. Many documents, however, may be started outside 
the system and need to be incorporated into an existing data server. To extend the growing 
tree analogy, it may be more efficient to construct the base or trunk of the methodology 
outside the system and then let the group members fine-tune the knowledge online. In this 
case the security document must be created in a single batch. Appendix Y (makeSec.xsl) 
displays a stylesheet designed to create a security document in one step. The administrator 
will have to modify the "values" template to correspond to the desired security configuration 
of the document in question. 
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Exception Scenarios 
The real test of a security structure is how well it deals with exceptions. Computers 
are designed to operate in stable conditions that rarely mimic the complexity and constant 
change of daily life. As applications move from simple tasks like storing census data to more 
complex, more "human" tasks like disseminating knowledge, the need for flexibility and 
dynamic change becomes more acute. With this in mind, the security structure of Project 
Jalisco was design to incorporate two major exception scenarios. 
Adding an External User to a Specific Node 
Throughout the construction of a dynamic methodology, the team members may well 
confront specific challenges for which they lack the requisite expertise. Said another way, 
certain specific problems may require the input of individuals who are outside the team. For 
example, a sales group may be confronted with a technical challenge that requires the 
expertise of the IT group. Also, a sales group in Brazil may need advice from the Tokyo 
office concerning a product that is particularly popular with Japanese customers. 
Although it is possible to create new security groups to overcome this problem, this 
approach quickly becomes cumbersome. It is much more efficient to simply add certain 
users to the security nodes in question. A sample user account is shown below: 
<user> 
<username>Mago</username> 
<password>trebbia</password> 
<groups> 
<group>techUsers</group> 
</groups> 
<portal><uri>kt</uri><xpath>/kt/process[id=3]/activity[id=l]</xpath> 
</portal> 
</user> 
Figure 16 Security User Document Exception Example 
This user account is not a ktUsers and therefore should not be able to view the 
document. However, the security document shown below shows that the Mago user account 
has been added as an exception. The portal tag above contains an xpath value, indicating that 
Mago does not have access to the entire document, but rather his access begins at the first 
activity node of the third process. 
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<activity> 
<id>1</id> 
<select> 
<ktUsers>user</ktUsers> 
<ktOwners>owner</ktOwners> 
<ktSupervisors>super</ktSupervisors> 
<Mago>user</Mago> 
</select> 
<add> 
<ktUsers/> 
<ktOwners /> 
</add> 
<update> 
<ktOwners/> 
</update> 
<delete> 
<ktOwners /> 
</delete> 
<activity> 
Figure 17 Security Data Document Exception Example 
Once the Mago tag is added to the security tree and this activity node, all children that 
are added to this node will inherit the new security attributes. Therefore the Mago account 
will have access to any growth that takes place in the document tree. As well, if the 
methodology takes a turn into an area that does not require Mago's expertise, his tag can be 
removed from that node. He will not have access to that node or any other node that 
branches beyond it. 
In this way it is possible to allow any user to view or manipulate certain portions of a 
document. It does not require cumbersome additions of security groups that will only be 
used for one account. Allowing access to one part of the document will also allow access to 
what grows from that node, but this new access can just as easily be curtailed. 
Denying Individuals Access to Sensitive Information 
It is also possible to deny certain individual users, who are already part of an accepted 
security group, access to certain information. For example, if a widely distributed 
organization was conducting an annual peer review of their team members, they may want to 
collect that information online for reasons of convenience. This would allow all members to 
raise issues and provide feedback without regard to geography of time zone. It would be 
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inappropriate to allow the individual in question access to the data as it was being collected 
because some team members may require confidentiality to participate. 
It is possible to accomplish this task with security groups but it is extremely 
inconvenient. A separate security group would have to be created that excluded each team 
member individually. Then every team member would have to be added to every security 
group that did not correspond to their own review. There should be a better way. 
Instead of new security groups, this problem can be solved by adding the individual 
user account into the select tag and setting the mode value to point to a null or error mode. 
<activity> 
<id>1</id> 
<select> 
<ktUsers>user</ktUsers> 
<ktOwners>owner</ktOwners> 
<ktSupervisors>super</ktSupervisors> 
<Mago>null</Mago> 
</select> 
<add> 
<ktUsers/> 
<ktOwners/> 
</add> 
<update> 
<ktOwners/> 
</update> 
<delete> 
<ktOwners/> 
</delete> 
<activity> 
Figure 18 Security Data Document Blocked User Example 
Because the Auth object first attempts to find a specific username value before 
cycling through the account's security groups, in the example above Mago would be given 
access to the node but no information would be displayed because his mode was set to null. 
This is true even though his security group would normally allow him access. This assumes 
that the main presentation stylesheet included functionality to return nothing or an error if 
this mode was passed as a parameter. 
In a very large document this same technique can be used to assign node owners to 
individual nodes and sections. Instead of creating one or a handful of owner security groups, 
individuals can be given that access instead. 
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A thorough analysis will always provide scenarios that even the most flexible 
application has not anticipated. However, the ability of Project Jalisco to selectively grant 
and deny access broadens the application to point that it can accommodate the vast majority 
o circumstances. 
XML, XSLT and XSD 
XML —Extensible Markup Language 
The following is an example segment from one data document. It represents the first 
task of the sixth activity node in the "Deploying Firewalls" process. The content of the body 
nodes has been truncated to fit the page and this task's issue and feedback nodes have been 
excluded for clarity. 
<task> 
<id>1</id> 
<title>Design the Packet Filtering Rules</title> 
<body>The packet filtering rules should default to drop. This 
<body>The best way to determine which packets should be allowed 
<body>Depending on the placement of the firewall and the nature 
<body>Source routing should not be allowed in any modern network. 
</task> 
Figure 19 XML Example 
As can be seen from the example above, xml is both human and machine readable. It 
is made up of starting (<task>) and ending (</task>) tags that surrounded content. This 
content can be text, other tags or some combination of the two. XML is machine readable 
because the name of the tag gives the computer the context for its use and the starting and 
ending tags tell the computer where the data begins and where it ends. 
XSLT —Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation 
By itself, XML does not actually do anything at all. It requires XSLT to convert it 
into HTML so human users can see the content in their web browsers. Below is an example 
stylesheet that corresponds to the XML example given above. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" 
xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" 
xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
</xsl:output method="html"/> 
<xsl:template match="task"> 
<html> 
<head><title><xsl:value-of select="title"/></title></head> 
<body> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="title body"/> 
</body> 
</html> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template match="title"> 
<span class="title"><xsl:value-of select="."/></span><br/><br/> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template match="body"> 
<span class="body"><xsl:value-of select="."/></span><br/><br/> 
</xsl:template> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Figure 20 XSLT Example 
The first paragraph of information refers to technical matter required by the processor 
and the fact that the output will be in html. The template sections are the most important. 
When the processor encounters an XML element it will look for a corresponding template to 
find instructions on how to proceed. 
When the task element is encountered, the skeleton of the HTML document is created 
and the title is set to the value of the title element in the data node. The apply-templates tag 
then tells the processor to look for both title and body elements. When those elements are 
found, the processor refers to their corresponding templates to continue. In this case a span 
element is wrapped around them for formatting purposes and a blank line is added with two 
br tags. 
CSS —Cascading Stylesheet Language 
The experienced user will note that the HTML created in the previous section 
contained no formatting. It did contain <span> tags that held class elements. These tags 
describe the type of data represented in the content. This data type can then be formatted 
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using a CSS stylesheet. Below is an example CSS document that corresponds to the original 
XML document. 
.title { font-weight bold font-family "Verdana" } 
.body { font-family serif } 
.subject { font-weight bold font-family "Verdana" } 
.message { font-family : serif } 
.item { font-family : serif } 
.interim { font-family "Courier" color 0033ff background-color : 
cccccc } 
.sectionheader { font-family serif } 
.childtopic { font-family serif } 
.footertopic { font-family serif } 
.header { font-family : serif } 
Figure 21 CSS Example 
This document contains formatting instructions for each specific data type that can be 
applied to the entire document at once. The magic of this approach is that consistency is 
enforced throughout the document. If any changes are required, they need only be made 
once and they will appear instantly throughout the application. No data needs to be 
reformatted nor do any scripts need to be run. If an exception needs to be made, a new line 
can be added. 
Data Tier 
The actual XSLT functionality in Project Jalisco is more complex than the example 
shown above. In fact, two distinct stylesheets are run in both the data and presentation tiers 
for each transaction. For the data tier, one standard stylesheet is run to collect application 
data and then the node-specific data is run against the node in question to return the query 
data. 
The Data Main stylesheet is responsible for finding all the parent and child nodes of 
the requested data to provide the links the client uses to navigate around the document. It 
also contacts the schema, discussed in a later section, to determine what type of nodes could 
be added to the data tree by the user, if any. Its last task is to locate the node requested by the 
user and call the node-specific data stylesheet. 
This node-level stylesheet is the query that should be written and maintained by the 
business units themselves. Its task is to determine which of the children nodes contained in 
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the data should be returned to the presentation tier. This task is simple and not beyond the 
means of the average college-educated white-collar office worker. 
Presentation Tier 
A similar pair of stylesheets are run at the presentation server. First, the Pres Main 
stylesheet takes the list of parent nodes and creates the header bar that contains links to all 
the previous nodes in the tree. Next a footer is created that contains all the child nodes that 
lie on the next level down in the tree. Finally one more bar is created with a list of nodes that 
the user is allowed to add to the tree at this point. When all of the preparatory work is 
completed, the node-specific presentation stylesheet is run against the data. 
This node-level stylesheet is the formatting supplied by the business units and 
corresponds closely with the XSLT example provided above. Much like the data tier, the 
lion's share of the complexity is contained in the standard application stylesheets and the 
responsibilities of the business units are fairly light. The creation of the node-level 
stylesheets is not much more difficult than HTML and allows the interested parties to control 
the most important aspects of the application. 
XSD — XML Schema 
XML Schema documents, commonly known as XSD, define the data structure of an 
XML document. Said another way, they define the bounds of what an XML element could 
contain. This is especially critical when new nodes are being added to the tree or existing 
nodes are being updated. An example of the schema for a task node is given below. 
<xsd:element name="task"> 
<xsd:annotation><xsd:appinfo><link>id</link><display>title</display> 
</xsd:appinfo></xsd:annotation> 
<xsd:complexType> 
<xsd:sequence> 
<xsd:element name="id" type="xsd:integer"/> 
<xsd:element name="title" type="xsd: string"/> 
<xsd:element name="body" type="xsd: string"/> 
<xsd:element ref="issue" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
<xsd:element ref="error" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
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<xsd:element ref="update" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
<xsd:element ref="addition" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
<xsd:element ref="help" minOccurs="0" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
</xsd:sequence> 
</xsd:complexType> 
</xsd:element> 
Figure 22 XML Schema (XSD) Example 
Extraneous details aside, this example shows that a task node can contain eight 
different types of child nodes. There are two types of child nodes. Independent or ref 
children are complete nodes that exist below the node in question in the data tree. These 
nodes would be displayed on their own screens. 
Dependent or name nodes are data elements of the node and cannot exist outside the 
node. They are displayed when the node is displayed. Dependent children are defined with 
their data type. This helps the application validate data supplied by the user. 
Addition 
The process of adding a new node begins with the schema. The Data Add stylesheet 
refers to the schema to determine what data elements the user is allowed to add. This only 
refers to dependent children. Independent children would be added by another addition 
request. 
The list of data elements and their data types is sent to the presentation tier. There 
this information is converted into an HTML form that gives the user the ability to enter the 
required data. If any fields are left blank they are ignored. 
Although not shown in the task node example, Project Jalisco is also capable of 
handling enumerations of choices. In some cases, a user might need to select from a 
predefined list of choices. Project Jalisco will automatically create a drop down list box from 
that list of choices, thereby limiting the opportunity for user error. 
Update 
The update process is similar to the addition process but slightly more complicated. 
The schema is referenced to determine the possible bounds of the node. In the update 
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process, however, this form is filled in with the content that previously existed within the 
data tree. 
When the data arrives at the presentation tier it is converted into another HTML form. 
The user can then add or change any information as required. As blank input boxes are 
ignored, the user can delete a data element by erasing the content. This information is then 
sent back to the data tier and which creates a new node and replaces the old one. 
Servlets 
Introduction 
Project Jalisco relies on Servlet technology to implement the presentation tier. This 
strategy utilizes the freely available Tomcat Servlet engine available on the Internet from the 
Apache group. Servlets were chosen for this product because they offer a simple and easy 
interface between the Java programming environment and HTTP network communication. 
Said another way, they offer a simple way to create a dynamic web server with freely 
available yet stable components. The developers can write relatively simple Java classes 
called Servlets, which will be called by the Tomcat server when appropriate. There is no 
need to reinvent the wheel by developing an HTTP server when a stable, performance-tested 
open-source project is available to the public. 
The use of Servlets in this way allows Project Jalisco to implement the presentation 
tier with maximum performance and flexibility and a minimum of investment. The 
presentation tier is the place to engage in standardized but necessary activities that do not 
require access to production data. For example, computationally intensive XML to HTML 
transformations can occur away from the data tier, thereby allowing the data tier to process 
more requests more efficiently. Basic security services like SSL can be offered to the client, 
without interfering with the data layer, simply by configuring the Servlet engine. 
The first task of each of the seven Servlets described in the developer's guide is to 
take a client request from the Tomcat server and convert it into a data query for the data tier. 
When the query results are returned, the Servlet transforms the XML returned from the Data 
Server object into HTML, a format the client's web browser can display. The Tomcat server 
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is responsible for the mechanics of translating between the Java environment and the HTTP 
protocol. 
Although most system administrators are already familiar with the Tomcat server, 
these Servlets should perform equally well with any other Servlet engine that conforms to the 
Servlet standard. 
The Purpose and Function of the Servlet Engine 
The first task of the Tomcat server is to receive an HTTP request from the client and 
call the appropriate Servlet. To generate a request a user might click on a link with a URL or 
even type that URL into the Address Bar on the browser. A sample is provided below: 
http://www.presserver.com:8080/Select?uri=kt&xpath=/root 
Figure 23 L1RL Example 
This would result in the following HTTP request: 
GET /Select?uri=kt&xpath=/root HTTP/1.1 
Host: www.presserver.com 
Figure 24 HTTP Example 
Tomcat would compare the request (Select) with its predefined list of available 
Servlets and call the corresponding Java object. It parses the text of the HTTP request into a 
Java object called an HttpServletRequest object so that is can be manipulated 
programmatically inside the Servlet. It also passes an empty HttpServletResponse object so 
the Servlet can reply to the client. 
When the Servlet is finished processing the client's request, the HttpServletResponse 
object is returned to Tomcat. The Servlet engine then parses this object back out into the text 
file that is the HTTP response. This is accomplished by translating data values in the object 
into response headers that the browser will recognize. Finally the complete response is 
returned to the client. 
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Data Server Objects 
This section details the purpose and functionality of the objects that make up the 
Project Jalisco Data Server application. Each object's section has a brief overview of the 
task the object is designed to fulfill followed by an in-depth discussion of the workings of 
each function in the developer's guide. The code referenced by these pages is available in 
the appendices at the back of the paper. 
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Figure 25 Project Jalisco Data Server Object Diagram 
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The Data Server is the prime entry point of the application that interfaces with the 
presentation tier and orchestrates the thread pool of Data Workers. These Data Worker 
objects are designed to take a request socket from a client, process the request and return the 
appropriate result. They are the workhorse objects of the program. The Content Broker 
object is the central repository of the XML data and XSLT transformers for the thread pool. 
It has been designed to operate in a multithreaded environment. The Cleaner Worker 
represents a low priority thread that periodically saves data and prunes the system of 
unneeded resources. The Auth object is responsible for authenticating users and maintaining 
node level security information. The appIndex object is responsible for converting unique 
identification tokens into full-length URLs. Finally the Logger is a simple object that logs 
system events. 
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All of these objects working in concert create the data layer of the Project Jalisco 
application. As Java is a platform independent programming language, these objects should 
perform on any system or architecture that supports Java. The system has been designed to 
scale easily by manipulating certain command line parameters. It can be run with only a few 
Data Workers for a small machine with limited resources or be expanded to as large a pool as 
the system resources will support. More information on this topic is available in the next 
section. 
Data Server 
Appendix A (DataServer. j ava) 
The main function of the Data Server is to receive communication from the 
presentation servers and to assign that task to one of the Data Workers in the worker pool. 
The data server implements a socket server on a port number that is assigned at the command 
line. In this way, it can receive TCP/IP connections in the form of sockets on whatever port 
the administrator requests. 
Because data integrity is a key goal of the application, it is crucial that multiple 
presentations can send data requests simultaneously. As a complicated replication strategy 
would impose too high an overhead burden, this application accomplishes the goal with a 
thread pool. Each thread represents an identical copy of a Data Worker object that waits in a 
common pool until it is assigned a task by the Data Server. If another request arrives at the 
server while the first worker is still engaged in a previous assignment, that task will simply 
be handed off to the next worker in the pool. The number of workers in the pool is 
determined by a command line parameter and, therefore, can be set by the administrator of 
the program at runtime. 
This functionality relies heavily on the work of Paul Hyde and his authoritative book, 
"Java Thread Programming."75 With the permission of the author, I have incorporated one of 
the objects in the book, the ObjectFIFO. FIFO is an acronym for "First In First Out" and this 
object maintains the pool of data workers and returns a worker on request. 
Finally, the Data Server also instantiates a Cleaner Worker object, whose task it is to 
periodically contact the Content Broker and tell it to save documents that have been altered. 
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This thread is intentionally given a lower priority than the Data Workers so that it will not 
interfere with core operations of the application. The Cleaner Worker is explained in more 
detail below in the sections concerning the Content Broker and the Cleaner Worker itself. 
Data Worker 
Appendix B (DataWorker. j ava) 
The Data Worker object contains the main functionality of the data server application. 
The primary task of the Data Worker is to decode a data request from a Presentation Server 
object, fulfill that request and send the response back to the client. This process can take 
many forms, depending on the request made by client, but the basic steps involved are 
similar. For the specifics of each individual action, a detailed analysis of each function is 
given in the subsections that follow. 
The client request takes the form of a SOAP request that corresponds to current Web 
Services standards. This message must be read from the socket in the form of a text string. 
The next task is to convert this string into an XML document, so that it can be manipulated 
programmatically. 
Once the request is in a usable form, the next task is to extract several key values from 
the client request. The most important issue is to determine what type of action the client has 
requested. The Data Worker supports eight specific requests: 
• The Select request is the most common and simply returns a set of data to be viewed 
by the client. 
• The Add function returns a predetermined form to add new data to a specified point. 
• The Add Commit functionality saves the new data into the XML tree. 
• The Update function returns a predetermined edit form, loaded with the current data, 
so an authorized user can make any necessary changes. 
• The Update Commit form saves the altered data to the XML tree. 
• The Delete request will remove the specified node. 
• The Login function serves as the gateway to the application by verifying the 
credentials of the user. 
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• Finally, a Clean Up request forces the Content Broker to save its data by calling the 
cleanUpQ function. 
At this stage, four other variables are extracted from the SOAP request in order to 
complete the transaction. The username and password will be used to authenticate and 
authorize the user. The URI variable represents the alphanumeric text string that uniquely 
identifies the XML document requested. This is not the complete URL, which is stored in 
the index and retrieved by the appIndex object for convenience. Finally the XPath variable 
represents the exact location within the document of the node that the user has requested. 
Once the parameters of the request have been identified, the request is passed off to 
the appropriate function. Each type of request has its own function, which is described in the 
developer's guide. However, the central functions follow a common approach. 
The first step is to prepare the Auth or security object with the credentials supplied by 
the client. The username and password are then authenticated against a predefined list. If 
this process is successful, the Auth object then attempts to authorize the requested action 
against the document specific security information that it contains. If either of these 
processes fails, a SOAP Fault is generated and returned to the Presentation Server as an error 
condition. The details of this process are listed in the following section concerning the Auth 
o ~ ect. 
Assuming the client supplied the correct username and password and has the 
authorization to proceed, the main functionality will commence. This can take two forms. 
For data retrieval functions, like Select, Add or Update, this implies transforming an XML 
document with an XSLT stylesheet that corresponds with the name of the node in question. 
This process will result in a SOAP Response object that will be returned to the Presentation 
Server where it will be transformed into HTML. 
For data manipulation functions like the Commit function or the Delete function, the 
data will be altered according to the instruction received from the client and the data will be 
saved. A redirect statement will be returned to the Presentation Server that will cause 
another Select statement to be generated. For Update functions this will return the node that 
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has just been added or altered, while for Delete requests this will return the parent of the node 
that no longer exists. 
Content Broker 
Appendix C (contentBroker Java) 
The primary task of the Content Broker is to serve as the centralized hub for XML 
data documents and XSLT stylesheets. This task forces the Content Broker to find a balance 
between the goals of data integrity and data availability. This system must allow additions, 
updates and deletes from the user community to be useful. It must also function in a multi-
threaded environment to serve as many client requests as is efficient given system resources. 
With these two contrasting goals in mind, this system was designed to process as many 
transactions as possible without sacrificing the integrity of the data. 
The first task of the Content Broker is to return references to XML Documents stored 
inside the Content Broker. The Data Workers make a call to getDomQ and pass the complete 
URL and a Boolean flag. The Content Broker then checks the internal storage hash, using 
the URL as a key, and tries to return the Document object. If that particular document is not 
found, the Content Broker will try to parse the document from file, return a reference and add 
it to the internal storage. 
The Boolean flag tells the Content Broker if the Data Worker intends on making 
changes to the underlying data. If so the Content Broker must call the checkOutQ function 
on the internal storage. If the document is free a reference will be returned immediately. If 
not, the function will block at this point and wait for the other thread to finish. If the Data 
Worker merely wants to select the information, the peekO function is called which will also 
wait for a busy document but does not impose any locks of its own. 
If the data is only for viewing, the reference is used by the Data Worker and 
discarded when finished. If a lock has been placed on the data, however, the Data Worker 
must relinquish it when finished. This is accomplished via the checkInQ function, which 
simply clears the available flag and thereby frees the resources for other waiting threads. 
The Content Broker also stores static XSLT stylesheets so that they can be reused. It 
will return a reference to a stylesheet with a call to the getXSLQ function. While not strictly 
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necessary due to the constraints of abstract goals like integrity or availability, testing has 
shown a significant increase in performance. Creating the stylesheets is computationally 
expensive and any reuse has a dramatic effect on efficiency. 
Finally the Content Broker contains the functionality to track which documents have 
been updated and periodically save them to file. The cleanup function iterates through the set 
of storage objects and asks two questions per object. First, if the Document object's dirty 
flag is set it has been altered and the Content Broker saves the file. Second, if the object has 
not been used in the last 10 minutes, the object will be removed from active memory to free 
up resources for other XML documents. 
Cleaner Worker 
Appendix D (CleanerWorker.java) 
The task of the Cleaner Worker is perhaps the simplest of any object in the Project 
Jalisco application. The Cleaner Worker is a low priority thread that waits a fixed amount of 
time and then begins the cleaning process. As noted in the section concerning the Content 
Broker, this process saves data that has been altered and retires documents that have not been 
used in a specified amount of time. 
appindex 
Appendix E (appindex. j ava) 
The primary task of the appindex object is to take a unique token from a client and 
return the location of any specific document required to complete the task. In other words, 
there is a set of stylesheets and other documents that are required for a Data Worker to 
successfully transform the client's SOAP:Request into the appropriate SOAP:Response. The 
location of these documents is stored in an XML file called index.xml. These values are 
stored outside the program so they can be updated and changed on an ongoing basis without 
recompiling any code. It is the task of the appindex object to manage these values and serve 
client requests with the proper information. 
Each unique XML document has a complete entry in the index.xml file. A sample 
index value is shown below for a document with a URI or unique token of "kt." 
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<value> 
<uri>kt</uri> 
<xml>file:/home/me/pj/kt/kt.xml</xml> 
<xsd>file:/home/me/pj/kt/kt.xsd</xsd> 
<sec>file:/home/me/pj/kt/ktSec.xml</sec> 
<data main="file:/home/me/pj/DataMain.xsl" 
add="file:/home/me/pj/DataAdd.xsl" upd="file:/home/me/pj/DataUpd.xsl" 
base="file:/home/me/pj/kt/data"> 
</data> 
<pres main="file:/home/me/pj/kt/KtPresMain.xsl" 
add="file:/home/me/pj/PresAdd.xsl" upd="file:/home/me/pj/PresUpd.xsl" 
base="file:/home/me/pj/kt/pres"> 
</pres> 
</value> 
Figure 26 index.xml Entry Example 
The xml tag refers to the physical location of the XML document. The xsd tag refers 
to the XSL Schema document that defines the structure of the data and the sec tag refers to 
the security information that is required for node level authorization. The data and pres tags 
contain a series of attributes with URL values that point to the framework stylesheets 
required by the application. More details on the inner workings of these processes can be 
found in the section concerning the XSLT stylesheets. 
There is also a base attribute. This points to the directory that contains the node level 
stylesheets. If no specific reference to a node is found, the application will assume that the 
node-level stylesheet in question can be found in that directory in a file with the same name 
as the node. For instance, if the node in question is a root node the file would be called 
root.xsl. 
It is also possible to include full node-level attributes in both the data and pres 
attributes. This is useful if the default structure described above is too limiting in a specific 
case. For instance the administrator may wish to reuse a similar stylesheet from another node 
or even from another distinct XML document entirely. In that case, he or she can rely on the 
base structure for most documents and only include exceptions that do not conform to the 
norm. See the GetDatallodeQ function and the GetPresNodeQ function in the developer's 
guide for more details on how this process works. 
This data driven structure allows the administrator maximum flexibility in 
determining which stylesheets to apply to which documents. Reuse of documents is 
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accomplished by simply repeating the same value for multiple entries. Exceptions can be 
taken care of by adding extra attributes. 
Finally, there are two stand-alone documents that must be accounted for. The 
refChild.xsl stylesheet is used by the Data Worker object to determine which children should 
be brought over during the update process and which should be left behind. Second, the 
users.xml is the user list for the security functionality. They are called "extras" and are 
returned with a call to the GetExtra() function. This mechanism can be extended for any 
purpose and allows the program to function independently of any particular filesystem. 
Auth 
Appendix F (Auth. j ava) 
The responsibility of the Auth object is to authenticate users and authorize node-
specific queries. The section entitled Security Structure deals with this process in the 
abstract. This section will deal with the specific functionality of the Auth object. 
There are two different authorization functions. This is necessary because the format 
of the select tag in the security document is more complicated than the other tags. Therefore 
authorizing a select request is made with a call to the resolveSelectQ function while the other 
three actions are served from the resolveAUDO function. This function requires a string 
argument that identifies which action is being requested. 
Each Data Worker object maintains a separate copy of an Auth object. This will not 
provide conflicts during updates as the Auth object relies on the same Content Broker object 
that it receives from its Data Worker. There is only one Content Broker per Data Server. 
Logger 
Appendix G (Logger.java) 
The Logger object is an extremely simple object that writes inputs to a file. This 
object is used to create a record of the transactions that the Data Server application processes. 
It both logs the SOAP:Request objects that come from the presentation tier and the 
SOAP:Responses generated by the Data Workers. 
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Conclusion 
Computers are Deterministic 
Unlike a child's ant farm or even a simple living cell, all computing devices are 
artificial and intrinsically simple. They are a collection of silicon that transports ones and 
zeros from one location to another. Although there are certainly computer networks whose 
complexity has outstripped their administration's ability to control them, this is a failure of 
management and not an unavoidable burden of evolution. While the human intellect may not 
have conquered the mysteries of life, the only things standing between any organization and 
a complete understanding of its network are human talent, budget dollars and political 
support. 
The complexity of any computer system can be tamed. There is no excuse for 
computer networks that are out of control. From large campus wide networks to personal 
computers, if individuals and organizations understood and enforced the proper set of 
controls the damage caused by hackers would be minimal. Vandals and malicious teenagers 
are nothing new and will not disappear in the near future. If our organizations understood 
and implemented the proper controls and security procedures, the threat could be overcome. 
Dynamic Methodologies are the Key to Success 
The three major attacks described at the beginning of this paper illustrate that modern 
organizations are failing to implement basic security practices. Although both structured 
methodologies, in form of CERT's security practices, and discussion forums, like Usenet, 
exist and are open to the public they have not turned the tide of security attacks. Anew 
solution to this problem must be found. 
The Knowledge Trees framework offers a successful approach to balancing the needs 
for context while incorporating dynamic feedback. It offers organizations a means to provide 
instructions to their team members while facilitating a dynamic interchange of ideas to 
overcome the inevitable exception conditions they will encounter in the real world. The 
proof-of-concept Project Jalisco application proves that implementing the Knowledge Trees 
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framework is not only possible, it is imminently feasible. It can be used on its own or its 
components can be utilized piecemeal in the creation of production caliber servers. 
Combining the static content of methodologies with the dynamic feedback of discussion 
forums can create communities capable of overcoming the security challenges of the modern 
world. 
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Developers Guide 
Servlets 
Select 
Appendix H (Select.java) 
doGetQ 
All Servlet object must extend the HttpServlet object, throw ServletExceptions and 
IOExceptions anc~'implement a goGetO function. They can also implement a doPostO 
function if POST request are expected but this is used by the Login Servlet in Project Jalisco. 
doGetQ is the function that is called by Tomcat to begin processing. 
The first task of the Select Servlet is to tell the response object that the Servlet will be 
replying in HTML. It then extracts certain parameters form the request itself. The URI and 
XPath variables indicate which unique XML document and which specific node within that 
document are being requested by the client. The username and password are used by the data 
tier to authenticate and authorize the user. Finally a host variable is formed so that the 
resulting HTML can automatically generate links regardless of the name of the server or the 
port being used. 
The next task of the Select Servlet is to communicate with the data tier. It does this by 
opening a socket ~vvith the Data Server object. It then creates a SOAP:Request object by 
plugging the client parameters into a predetermined form. This request is sent to the data tier 
using a PrintVVriter object and the response is returned with a BufferedReader. Finally, the 
socket is closed. 
Once communication with the data tier is complete, it is time to prepare for the 
transformation process. The first task is to determine whether an error has occurred. This is 
accomplished by searching for the string SOAP:Fault in query response. If an error has 
occurred, the data query will be transformed using a predetermined stylesheet called 
loginFailed.xsl that will generate an HTML message indicating that the user's security 
credentials were rejected. Given the philosophy that "loose ships sink ships," this is the only 
error message sent back to the client, although more detailed information is available to the 
administrator in the logs. 
Assuming no error has occurred, certain values are extracted from the data query. The 
element value indicates which type of node was selected and the mode value determines what 
role the user has been given in the security hierarchy. This will help the stylesheet determine 
how much information should be shown to the user. Finally the xslt value represents the 
URL of the mains stylesheet to be used for this document and the xsltnode value represents 
the URL of the stylesheet that corresponds with the specific node requested. Given the goal 
of data integrity, this information is stored in only one place, the date server that holds the 
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original XML data. It is the responsibility of that particular Data Server object to maintain 
and distribute this information to requesting presentation servers. 
Once preparations are complete, the transformations can begin. The first transformer is 
created from the xslt value and the other parameters are set. This first transformation is only 
to prepare the dynamic stylesheet so it is run off of a bogus XML source (<root />). The 
output of the first transformation is then piped into the new stylesheet and run against the 
results of the data query. Finally, these results are returned to the client. 
Add 
Appendix I (Add.java) 
The Add Servlet functions almost entirely like the Select Servlet exception for a few minor 
changes. First, there is another parameter in the client request indicating what type of node 
will be added. This value is included in the request to the data tier. This request is also 
formatted differently to indicate that this is a request for an add form. Also, this type of 
transformation does not require a mode value. 
Upd 
Appendix J (Upd.java) 
The Upd or update Servlet is almost entirely identical to the Add Servlet except that it lacks 
the newElement parameter as the URI and XPath values are enough to uniquely determine 
which node should be update. Also, the data request is formatted like an update request. 
CommitAdd 
Appendix K (Commit.java) 
The CommitAdd Servlet is similar to the Select Servlet but contains some important 
differences. First, the newNode parameter from the client request represents the text XML 
data that should be add to the node tree by the data tier. It is sent along with the data request 
to the Data Server. Second, in the case that there is no error no transformations are 
performed. Instead the HttpServletResponse object is notified that it will be sending a 
redirect and is handed the location. This value was earlier extracted from the data response. 
CommitUpd 
Appendix L (CommitUpd.java) 
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The only difference between CommitApd and CommitAdd is that the new node is called 
updNode and the data request is formatted for an update commit request. 
Delete 
Appendix M (Delete.java) 
The Delete Servlet is a nearly identical to the CommitAdd Servlet except that no node 
parameter is required from the client because the URI and XPath expression uniquely 
identify the node to be removed from the document tree. Again, the data request is formatted 
as a delete request. 
Login 
Appendix N (Login.java) 
doGetQ 
The Login Servlet makes use of both the goGetQ function and the doPostQ function. The 
call to soGetQ is used by a client requesting the login screen. This is the first interaction 
between Project Jalisco and the client. This function merely returns the HTML of a 
simplistic login form that contains a text field for the username variable and password field 
for the password. This form enclosed in this document will then post these values back to the 
same Servlet but because the post method is being used it will call the doPostQ function the 
second time. 
doPostQ 
The doPostQ function is more substantial and more closely mirrors the Select Servlet. The 
first major difference is that if the either username or the password is empty, the doPostQ 
function will call the soGet() and return a new copy of the login form to the user so they can 
try again. 
Next, assuming there was no error in the data query process, a cookie is added to the 
response headers that will hold the username and password value so the user does not have to 
retype them for each transaction. This cookie will only stay alive through this single active 
connection. If the user goes to another server or closes the browser, the cookie will be lost 
and they will have to login again. 
Next the Uri.xsl stylesheet is run against the users.xml and the uri.xml files to generate the 
opening screen of the Project Jalisco application. This screen will list every document the 
user is allowed to see and provide a link to the user's starting point for each document. If no 
other information is given, this starting point defaults to the root node of the document. As 
discussed in the "Scenario" section of the discussion on security, many users will only have 
access to pieces of the documents. For them, their entry point will represent the lowest level 
node they have access to. 
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Data Server Objects 
Data Server 
Constructor 
The job of any constructor is to prepare the object for the work that it will be required to 
perform. This constructor takes three arguments: the location of the index, the port number 
for the socket server and the number of workers to assign to the pool. The index is explained 
in greater detail in the section describing the appIndex object below. The other two 
parameters give the system administer the ability to alter the function and performance of the 
application from the command line. 
The first task of the Data Server is to instantiate a ServerSocket object in order to receive 
communication from the presentation servers. This requires the port number supplied from 
the command line and a backlog parameter. This parameter tells the ServerSocket how many 
open connections to maintain waiting for the program to receive the socket and accomplish 
some task with it. This is not the same as the number of workers but was set to the same 
value because it offers a good guide to the performance expectations of the administer. 
Next, the Data Server instantiates a number of objects required orchestrate the functions of 
the application. The Obj ectFIFO represents the thread pool and the WorkerList is an array to 
hold the collection of Data Workers. The Logger object is a simplistic tool to write a record 
of transactions and errors to a file and will be discussed in more detail in the section below 
called the Logger. Finally the Content Broker is instantiated. Its primary task is to manage 
the XML document data and must be created in the Data Server so that each Data Worker 
will share a reference to the same object. This is critically important in maintaining data 
integrity. 
Next, each data worker is instantiated and given a reference to the thread pool, the Logger, 
the index and the Content Broker. It is important that they be given a reference to the thread 
pool because they must know where to go when they have completed their task. Then a 
Cleaner Worker is created and given a reference to the Content Broker. 
For readers unfamiliar with Java thread programming, the declaration of a Runnable may 
seem confusing but it is actually quite simple. Every Java thread must have a Run() function 
that describes its purpose. In the case of the Data Server, it will simply invoke the runWarkQ 
function described below and print any errors it encounters to the console. The program then 
overwrites the current Runnable with the one described above. It sets its own priority to 6 
and invokes startQ. 
runWorkO 
The runWorkO function represents the loop that receives socket connections from the 
SocketServer and passes them on to the Data Workers. The first task is to alert the console 
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that setup is complete and the application is ready to service requests. It then enters a loop 
that will repeat indefinitely on the condition that no interrupt has been requested. 
Inside this loop, the application waits for the SocketServer to have an incoming socket. This 
is called "blocking" and is accomplished with accept() call. Assuming a Data Worker is 
available, a worker is removed from the thread pool and given the socket to process. The 
worker will return itself when it has accomplished the task at hand. 
If an error has occurred, the program will differentiate between a legitimate system error and 
a request for interrupt. All legitimate system errors will be printed to the console, while 
requests for interrupt will stop the loop. 
stopRequestQ 
The stopRequestQ function is a simple procedure to shut the application down gracefully. It 
set the test condition of the loop to false and interrupts the main thread to stop the loop. Then 
each worker is sent a stop request in order to give them a chance to shut down gracefully if 
that is required. Next, assuming the ServerSocket is still running, an attempt is made to shut 
it down. As error conditions can lead to a variety of responses from the ServerSocket, none 
of which are significant at this point, an errors generated in this process are ignored. Finally 
the Logger is sent a signal to close and clean itself up. 
isAliveQ 
isAliveQ is a simple function that returns whether the main thread is still functioning 
normally. 
main() 
The main() function is the root of all Java programs. This one simply calls the constructor 
and passes it the first three command line parameters. Every Java program has a main() 
function which serves as the entry point of the application. Any errors are printed to the 
console. 
Data Worker 
Constructor 
The constructor takes four arguments. The first is a reference to the thread pool so the Data 
Worker can add itself back when it has finished the task. It also receives a reference to the 
Content Broker, so it can retrieve data, and a reference to the Logger. The final parameter is 
location of the index, so the data can be located and uniquely identified. 
The first task of the Data Worker is to internalize the parameters and instantiate an appIndex 
and an Auth object. The appIndex object translates a unique identifier from the client request 
message and returns a URL so the Content Broker can locate and return the XML data. The 
Auth object's responsibility is to authorize and authenticate the credentials supplied in the 
client request. Both these objects are further described in sections below specific to each 
tool. 
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The next step is instantiate both a DocumentBuilder and a TransformerFactory. A 
DocumentBuilder is used to turn text data into an XML document that can be manipulated 
programmatically. The TransformerFactory used to create new XSL transformers that will 
be used throughout the application. These objects are instantiated here for performance 
reasons and shared by all the functions of the Data Worker. ~ 
Next, this particular Data Worker must be given a unique identifier so that log files can be 
traced back to the right entity. This unique identifier comes from a static function called 
getNextWorkerIDO that will described in detail below. 
The final set of code is related to the multithreaded nature of the program and is very similar 
to functionality in the Data Server object with a few exceptions. First, the runWorkQ 
function will be the function called by the Java Virtual Machine as it is part of the Runnable 
interface. This function must have some way to access the incoming socket for it to do 
useful work. However, this socket cannot be passed directly to the function, as the 
constructor does not have the socket. It will not be created until runtime. Therefore the 
program would not compile if it attempted to pass the socket directly. 
Instead, an alternate route must be created for the runWork() to access the socket. An extra 
ObjectFIFO, called handoffBox, is created with a capacity of one. Since this variable is 
available to all the functions of the object, the Data Server will use it to temporarily "hand 
off' the socket to the object until the runWork() is called by the Java Virtual Machine. 
Otherwise, this code is identical to that describe in the Data Server section and the details 
will not be needlessly repeated. 
getNextWorkerIDQ 
The getNextWorkerIDQ function is a static and synchronized function. Being static means 
that it belongs to the class and not the object. For non-technical readers, this means that a 
static or class variable is held by every single Data Worker at once. If there are 2 or 200, 
each object will have access to this variable. When a particular Data Worker calls this 
function it will be given a unique identifier and then the static nextWorkerID variable will be 
incremented, waiting for the next object. 
Being synchronized means that individual Data Workers will wait until there are no other 
objects in the function before calling it. This ensures that two objects in two different threads 
will not call the function at the same time and each get the same identifier. In other words it 
ensure the uniqueness of the identifier. 
processRequest() 
The processRequest function is the simple function, called by the Data Server, that transfers 
the client's socket into the handoffBox. 
' Test showed a 65% increase in efficiency when the objects where stored and shared instead of created. and 
destroyed as needed. 
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runWarkQ 
The runWarkQ function begins by declaring three variables. The sckt variable refers to the 
socket upon which the client request will come. The last two variables are a BufferedReader 
that will read the client data from the socket and a PrintWriter that will be used to send data 
back to the client over the same socket. 
The Data Worker then enters a loop that will only break when a stop is requested by the Data 
Server that contains it. The first task in the loop is to notify the Data Server that this 
particular worker is ready to do useful work by adding itself to the pool of idle workers. It 
then settles down to wait for a client request by calling the removeO function from the 
handoffBox. This is similar to blocking at the accept function of a SocketServer. 
When a socket is active with a client connection, the BufferedReader and Print~lVriter are 
attached to the socket to facilitate communication. Next the client request is read in from the 
reader into a waiting text string. As this is a Java program there is no risk of a buffer 
overload do to the size of the string. 
This message is sent to the HandleSOAP function which, among other things, determines 
what type of action the client has requested. This is accomplished through the use of the 
global variable called action. There are eight possible values corresponding to the eight 
functions: Select, Add, AddCommit, Upd, UpdCommit, Delete, Login and C1eanUp. The 
proper function is then called and the return value is piped into the PrintWriter and back to 
c lent. 
When the transaction processing is complete, the runWorkQ function must reset the three 
original variables in order to process more requests from other clients in the future. For each 
variable a call to the closeO function is made and any error is caught but discarded as 
irrelevant at this stage in the process. Finally, they are set to null to be ready for the next 
iteration of the loop. 
stopRequest() 
The stopRequest function is simple function to shut down the Data Worker gracefully. It sets 
the loop condition to false to break out of the runWorkQ function and interrupts the its own 
thread in case it is waiting on some other part of the application. This may occur if the Data 
Worker is waiting for the ContentBroker to release a lock on a data document that is being 
altered by another worker. 
isAliveQ 
The isAliveQ function is a simple function return whether the thread is alive or not. 
HandleSOAPQ 
The primary responsibility of the HandleSOAP function is to prepare the Data Worker object 
for the task at hand. The first step is to log the incoming message for administrative reasons. 
It then parse the text string received from the client with the DocumentBuilder that was 
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instantiated in the constructor. This results in a Document object that represents the XML 
document in a form the can be manipulated programmatically. 
Which direction the program than takes depends upon the name of the tag directly below the 
SOAP:Body in the document hierarchy tree. A sample login request is shown below: 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<SOAP-ENV: Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV = 
"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Body> 
<pj:loginRequest> 
<username>SpongeBob</username> 
<password>SquarePants</password> 
</pj:loginRequest> 
</SOAP-ENV:Body> 
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 
The loginRequest tag not only indicates that the HandleSOAP function should set the action 
to "Login", is also contains all the elements necessary to process the request. All requests 
except a Cleanup request require a username and password and all but the Login request 
require a URI and XPath statement to uniquely describe the XML document and specific 
node within that document that the client is requesting. Data manipulation request like 
updates will also contain the new node that should be added to document tree. In the case of 
the Delete request, the XPath is sufficient to determine which node should be permanently 
removed from the tree. 
GoSelectQ 
The GoSelectQ function begins by sending the appIndex object the URI variable and thereby 
notifying it which unique document will be required to process the request. Then several 
String and StringWriter variables are declared and initialized that will be used in later 
transformations. It is important to declare them outside any code blocks as they will be 
needed to return data at the end of the function. 
The next several steps involve the Auth or security object. First, the object is passed to 
credentials supplied by the client so it can prepare itself for the following function calls. 
Next, the Auth object is asked to authenticate the client. If this is unsuccessful a SOAP:Fault 
is generated saying the an error has occurred. 
If authentication is successful, the Auth object is passed the URI and XPath variables in order 
to determine if the client is authorized to view this particular piece of data. If so, a mode 
value is returned which determines the role of the user in relation to this node and will effect 
the transformations that will take place later in the function. Some standard mode values are 
user, owner, supervisor or mobile. More information on this topic is presented in the section 
entitled, Security Structure. If the authorization fails, a SOAP:Fault is returned. 
If the authorization is successful, the main transformation work begins. The first step is to 
extract the name of the last node in the XPath expression, as this will be needed as a 
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parameter form the transformations. The main XSLT Transformer is requested from the 
Content Broker with the aid of appIndex translating the URI into the full URL value. 
Then next step is to set the parameters on the Transformer object. The first four parameters 
are simple text values, URI, XPath, element and mode. The next parameter, href, refers to 
the name specific XSLT stylesheet that correspond with the XPath value. The transformer 
will need the exact URL so the appIndex object is again called translate. Finally, the last two 
parameters are actually intended for the Presentation Server, but as it does not have access to 
an appIndex object, they are included along with SOAP:Response message from the Data 
Server. They represent the URL's of the two presentation XSLT stylesheets that should be 
run on the Presentation Server. More information on this topic can be found in the section 
entitled Architecture. 
Once the parameters have been set, the first transformation takes place. As a data source, the 
transformation runs off of the XML Schema that describes the data structure of the XML 
document. This transformation is output to the first Stringwriter and represents the 
dynamically generate, transaction specific stylesheet that will be run against the data itself. 
This stylesheet is converted into a String object and then used as an input by the 
TransformerFactory to create a new Transformer. This second transformer is then run 
against the actual XML data returned by the Content Broker with the aid of the appIndex. A 
value of false is sent because the GoSelect() function does not need to place a lock on the 
data. This function is merely looking at the data, not attempting to change anything. The 
second transformations outputs to a Stringwriter, that is transformed into a String object and 
returned to the client. 
GoAddQ 
Most of the following core functions resemble the GoSelectQ function to greater or lesser 
degrees. Only the major differences will be focused upon. The GoAddQ function is simpler 
than the GoSelectQ function because it does not need to reference the XML data. Once the 
authentication and authorization methods have completed positively, a single transformer is 
requested from the Content Broker and it is run against the XML Schema which will 
determine the parameters of the new node. This data is then returned to the client. 
GoUpdQ 
The GoUpdQ function is slightly more complex than the GoAdd() because it must query the 
data for the information to be updated. It functions very much like the GoSelectQ function 
but selects the data update XSLT stylesheet instead of the main select stylesheet. 
Information regarding the functioning of these stylesheets can be found in the section entitled 
XML, XSLT and XSD. 
GoAddCommitQ 
The primary purpose of the GoAddCommitQ function is to save the results of the add form 
that was created by the GoAddQ function. The GoAddCommitQ function authenticates and 
authorizes the user. Assuming these operations are successful, it requests the XML data from 
the Content Broker. This time the second parameter value is true. This means that this 
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particular data object will be locked until this function in this Data Worker releases the lock. 
No other thread will be able to open this document from additions, updates or deletes until 
this function is finished. 
The next step is to find the appropriate node. First the document element or root node of the 
XML tree is returned. If the XPath points to the root node, then processing is complete. If 
not, the XPath expression is broken into pieces with the aid of a StringTokenizer object. This 
object breaks a string into tokens according to special characters called delimiters. In the 
case of XPath, the delimiter is the slash character or "/". 
If the token contains square brackets, "[" and "] ", this means that one node must be selected 
from many possible children. In this case the name of the child node to be searched upon 
and the search string itself are extracted from the token. If the name begins with an 
ampersand, "~~", it refers to an attribute node instead of a normal child node. Once the 
search parameters have been found, they are passed to the FindNextNode function which will 
search the XML tree and return the correct node. Details of this process are provided below. 
If there are no square brackets, there should only be one child available. In this case the 
GetChildQ function will return the first child with given name. This process will repeat for 
each token until parsing the XPath expression results in arriving at the correct node. 
Once the program has arrived at the node specified in the XPath expression, the new node 
that was provided by the add form will be "imported" into the XML tree of the larger data. 
This process is simply the way that Java lets the XML document know that new data is 
coming and what that data will look like. It does not actually add that data to the tree. 
The next step is to add a unique id to the next element to maintain data integrity. First a new 
element called "id" is create with a call to createElementQ. The GetMaxIDQ function 
returns one plus the largest id for nodes with the same name as the new node. This number is 
then loaded into the new id element as a text node. Next the XPath expression is updated to 
include the new node and will be used to redirect the Presentation Server to the display the 
new node when the process is complete. 
Next the id element is inserted into the new node as the first element and then the new node 
is appended to data tree. A call is made to the Auth object to update security tree to reflect 
the new node. This new node will inherit the security parameters of its parent. The Content 
Broker is then notified the AddCommitQ function is done updating the data and that is 
should release the lock to any waiting Data Workers. Finally a redirect is created using the 
new updated XPath expression which points to the new node. This redirect is log and then 
returned to the client, completing the process. 
GoUpdCommitQ 
The GoUpdCommitQ function is very similar to the GoAddCommitQ function, but the 
problem of editing information is more difficult than merely adding a new node. As noted in 
the section entitle BLAHBLAH a node can have data elements and references to other 
complete nodes that can have children of there own. When replacing a node in an XML 
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document tree, it is critical to add these complete nodes back into the new node in order to 
preserve the link between the logical objects. 
This is accomplished through a series of steps. First, the RefChild stylesheet is run against 
the XML Schema corresponding to this XML document. This stylesheet returns apipe-
delimited string of all the names of possible independent child nodes. This will tell the 
program which children to bring over to the new node and which to ignore as data elements 
that should already be included in the new node. 
Next the pipe-delimited string is put into a StringTokenizer to break it into tokens. For each 
token, the old node is searched for any elements with a matching name. If any are found they 
are transported over to the new node. 
The old node is then replaced by the new node. The Content Broker is then notified to 
release the lock and the redirect is logged and returned to the client. 
GoDeleteQ 
The GoDeleteQ function shares many similar features with the GoAddCommitQ function but 
is much simpler. The main difference is that once the appropriate node is found, it is simply 
deleted. Also, the XPath string must be modified so that it points back to the parent of the 
deleted node. This is necessary so that the redirect will not point to a node that no longer 
exists. 
GoLogin() 
The GoLogin function is the simplest of the core functions. It prepares the Auth object and 
asks it to authenticate the user's credentials. If successful, it will log and return and empty 
loginResponse. If unsuccessful, it will return a S~AP:Fault. 
GetChildQ 
GetChildQ and the next five functions help other functions get around the XML data tree. 
The GetChildQ function takes two arguments, the node that is to be searched and the search 
string. This function will return the first child it encounters with this name. 
getElementNameO 
The getElementNameQ function returns the name of the last node referred to the XPath 
expression it takes as an argument. 
FindNextNodeO 
The FindNextNodeQ function takes four arguments, the node to be searched, the name of the 
child to found, the field within the child that acts as an index (usually the string "id") and the 
index value. For example, if the user was searching a telephone book for a person with the 
number 5 5 5 -5 5 5 5, the function call would be 
FindNextNode(telephonebook, "person", "number", "5 5 5 -5 5 5 5 "); 
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CheckChildByValueO 
The CheckChildByValueQ function determines is a given node has a child with the name and 
value specified. This is the primary means other functions use to determine if a given node 
meets the specified search criteria. 
GetMaxID() 
The GetMaxIDQ function looks through all the children of the specified node and finds the 
highest id that corresponds with the given name. It then increments that number by one and 
returns the value. 
hasChildQ 
The hasChildO function returns a Boolean value indicating whether a given node contains a 
child with the given name. 
MakeFaultQ 
The MakeFaultQ function generates the SOAP:Fault that is returned to the user to indicate an 
error has occurred. It takes three arguments that correspond to SOAP specification. The first 
is specific value from the specification regarding the nature of the problem. The second is a 
human readable message for the user. The third or factor is the part of the program that 
generated the fault. 
The faultcode wi 11 always be "client . Au t h e n t i c a t i o n F a i l u r e" and the faultstring will 
always be "The authentication mechanism did not accept your credentials." The 
faultfactor will refer to actual function that generated the fault. 
This functionality was designed under the motto that "Loose lips sink ships." In other words 
the application should not reveal aspects of its nature to potential hostile entities sending 
malformed requests over the network. However, it is designed to be easy to upgrade with 
more talkative and user-friendly responses if that is required. 
MakeRedirectQ 
The MakeRedirectQ function simply generates a SOAP:Response object that contains an 
HTTP redirect that will cause the client's browser to issue a Select request with the 
appropriate URI and XPath settings. 
Content Broker 
Constructor 
The first task of the Content Broker is to instantiate two hash maps that will hold the Content 
Broker's data. The first, called domMap, stores the XML data in the form of DOM Tree 
Nodes and the second, called xslMap, stores the XSLT transformers that will be used in the 
Data Workers. 
The constructor then creates the Document Builder Factory and Document Builder that are 
required to create new DOM trees. This is the process by which XML data is read into the 
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program in a format the application can manipulate. The constructor also makes a 
Transformer Factory for the similar purpose of creating new XSL Transformers from the text 
files (.xsl) they are stored in. 
Finally, the constructor creates a single Transformer, named "saver", that will be used to 
write our DOM trees that have been updated in the process of using the application. This 
simple Transformer takes the following form: 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"> 
<xsl:output method="xml"/> 
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<xsl:copy-of select="*"/> 
</xsl:template> 
</xsl:stylesheet>" 
As should be apparent from the XSLT listed above, this Transformer outputs XML without 
any whitespace, having stripped the whitespace from all (*)elements. It then begins with the 
root node and copies all the elements in the document. This results in the entire DOM tree 
being written out to a file. 
subData Object 
The subData object is the internal wrapper class that contains the DOM tree and holds the 
functionality necessary to maintain its integrity in a multithreaded environment. It has four 
private variables: the Document object itself, the available flag, the dirty flag and long value 
the represents to last time the object was used. 
The constructor takes two arguments, the Document object and flag indicating whether a lock 
is requested. The first task is to set the incoming Document as the object's Document. If a 
lock is requested, the available flag is set to false and the dirty flag is set. No object 
reference is returned because the calling function already has the object reference and will 
return it from there. If no lock is requested, the available flag will be set to true and the dirty 
flag will not be set. Finally, the touched value will be set to the current system time in 
milliseconds. 
The first priority if the checkOutQ function is to wait if another thread has set the available 
flag to false. When it is safe to proceed, the available flag will be set to false, the dirty flag 
will be set and the touched variable will be updated. Finally, the object reference will be 
returned. 
The peek() function also waits for all other threads to relinquish their claims the available 
flag before proceeding. It does not, however, alter either the available or the dirty flag. It 
merely updates the touched variable with the current system time and returns a reference to 
the DOM tree. 
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The checkInO function sets the available flag to true and, critically, calls the notifyAllQ 
function. This is a single to the Java Virtual Machine that all threads waiting on the flag 
should be woken up and given a chance to compete for the resource. The JVM does not 
guarantee a first come, first serve approach to handing out the lock but does guarantee that 
access will be shared more or less fairly amongst the competing threads. 
The last five functions represent simple utility functions. The lockdownQ function set the 
available flag to false. The isDirtyQ function returns the dirty flag. The setCleanQ flag 
resets the dirty flag. The isAvailO function returns the available flag. Finally, the 
lastTouchedQ function returns the last time the object was used in milliseconds. 
getDomO 
The getDomO function is the primary interface between the Data Workers and the Content 
Broker concerning XML data. The first task of this function is to query the domMap 
hashmap to see if the Document object is waiting in active storage. If not, the document is 
parsed from file and used to generate a new subData storage object. This object is then 
added to the HashMap object. 
If the document is found in active storage, the subData object is retrieved. If the flag 
requests a lock, the checkOutQ method is called. If not, the peek() method is called. Finally 
an object reference to the Document object is returned to the Data Worker. 
domCheckInQ 
This function takes one argument, the key of the XML file in question. The domCheckInQ 
function finds the corresponding subData object in the HashMap and calls the checkInO 
function to release the lock. 
getXSL() 
The getXSLQ function is the primary conduit for preloaded static XSLT stylesheets. These 
are stored in a separate HashMap called xslMap. The function first tries to find a preexisting 
function in the map. If it cannot, it will create a new Transformer object from the 
TrasnformerFactory and store it the xslMap object. Finally it will return a reference to the 
Data Worker. 
cleanUpQ 
The first task of the cleanupO function is to get the set of keys from the domMap HashMap 
and create an Iterator object. Using this Iterator, the function will step through each subData 
object in the HashMap. If the dirty flag is set, the function will first save the Document 
object by checking it out of the subData and running it through the saver Transformer. This 
will write the Document object in memory out to the file it was retrieved from. The subData 
will then be checked in and set clean. If the Document object has not been used in the last 
ten minutes it will be removed from the HashMap object. 
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Cleaner Worker 
Constructor 
The constructor takes a single argument, a reference to the Content Broker. Its first task is to 
internalize that argument. It then defaults the noStopRequested loop flag to true and 
initializes the lockTarget to an empty object. This object does not fulfill any purpose on its 
own. Rather it will be used as anchor to help the Cleaner Worker enter and exit its dormancy 
phase. 
The constructor then defines a Runnable object that calls the runWorkQ. This is similar to 
what transpires in the Data Server and Data Worker objects and details can be found in those 
sections. Finally the internal thread is set to the new Runnable, given a low priority of 3 and 
started. 
runWorkQ 
Assuming no stop has been requested, the runWorkQ function will attempt to lock on the 
lockTarget and for 5 minutes. For this process to be successful, Java requires that the thread 
be waiting for something. Therefore the IockTarget has been created to fulfill that condition. 
The Java Virtual Machine does not guarantee that the Cleaner Worker will wait exactly five 
minutes. It guarantees to wait at least 5 minutes but at that time the Cleaner Worker will get 
in line with any other thread and request exclusive control over the lockTarget object. Since 
no other thread has a reference to the object, control should be ceded almost instantaneously. 
This cumbersome method really is the most precise way to implement the wait and go 
scenario in a multithreaded environment. 
Once the lock has been released, the Cleaner Worker requests that the Content Broker begin 
the clean up procedure. It then iterates the loop and reenters the wait cycle for another 5 
minutes. 
stopRequestQ 
Like all the other noStopRequestedQ functions, this one sets the loop condition to false to 
break the infinite loop in the runWorkO function and interrupts the thread. 
isAliveQ 
The isAliveQ function merely returns a Boolean value concerning the state of the thread. 
appindex 
Constructor 
The sole task of the constructor function is to load the index.xml file into memory. It does 
this with a call to the GetRootO function with the single argument passed in by the Data 
Worker. 
set() 
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Similarly the sole purpose of the set() function is to locate and prepare the index value that 
corresponds with the unique token passed in as an argument. A call to the 
FindNodeByChildQ function will select the proper value tag given the unique uri value. This 
function returns a Boolean value to indicate whether the proper index value was successfully 
found or not. The calling function is responsible for dealing with an error condition. 
GetXMLQ 
The next twelve functions return data values stored in the index value. The GetXMLQ 
function returns the URL stored in the xml tag. It first finds the xml node below the value 
node. It then returns the value or an empty string if nothing is found. It is the responsibility 
of the calling function to handle an error condition properly. 
GetXSDO 
The GetXSDO function behaves exactly like the GetXMLO function except that it returns the 
value of the xsd tag. 
GetSecQ 
The GetSecQ function behaves exactly like the GetXMLO function except that it returns the 
value of the sec tag. 
GetDataMainQ 
The getDataMainQ function behaves almost exactly like the GetXMLQ function except that 
it returns the value of the attribute called main instead of the value of a legitimate child. It 
does this with a call to GetAttrValueQ instead of GetValueQ. 
GetDataAddQ 
The GetDataAddQ function behaves exactly like the GetDataMainQ function except that is 
returns the value of the add attribute. 
GetDataUpd() 
The GetDataUpdQ function behaves exactly like the GetDataMainQ function except that is 
returns the value of the upd attribute. 
GetDatallodeQ 
The GetDatallode() function is similar to GetDataMainQ function but contains some extra 
functionality. First the function takes a single argument which represents the name of the 
element node that has been requested. This function first checks the data tag to see if it 
contains a child node with the same name. This would represent a hard coded exception. If 
it does contain such a child, the function will look for a select attribute and return the hard-
coded URL contained within. If it does not find such an exception, it will return to its default 
behavior of returning the base value, which points to the directory contains the node-specific 
stylesheets, with a slash character, the name of the element and a ".xml" suffix 
GetPresMain() 
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The GetPresMainQ function behaves exactly like the GetDataMainQ function but looks at the 
pres tag instead of the data tag. 
GetPresAddQ 
The GetPresAddQ function behaves exactly like the GetDataAddQ function but looks at the 
pres tag instead of the data tag. 
GetPresUpdQ 
The GetPresUpdQ function behaves exactly like the GetDataUpdQ function but looks at the 
pres tag instead of the data tag. 
GetPresNodeQ 
The GetPresNodeQ function behaves exactly like the GetDatallodeO function but looks at 
the pres tag instead of the data tag. 
GetExtraQ 
Finally the GetExtraQ function returns the value of any extra URL's that are required by the 
application, for example the refChild.xsl stylesheet. 
GetRootQ 
The next seven functions deal primarily with the DOM interface in Java and exist to shield 
the application logic from the sometimes obtuse code required to manipulate DOM 
Document trees in Java. The GetRootQ function parses the index.xml file with a 
DocumentBuilder object and sets an object wide internal variable to the document or root 
node. It is from this node that the setO function works from. 
FindNodeByChildQ 
This function returns the child of a node given the name of the index field and the index 
value searched for. 
FindNextNodeAttributeQ 
This function is very similar to FindNodeByChildQ except that it searches on an attribute as 
the index value. 
CheckChildByValueQ 
This function returns a Boolean value describing the presence of the child node in question. 
GetChildQ 
This function returns the first child node with the specified name. 
GetValueQ 
This function returns the text value of the supplied node. 
GetAttrValueQ 
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This function returns the value of the attribute supplied as a parameter. If no value is found, 
an empty string is returned. 
Auth 
Constructor 
The constructor of the Auth object is extremely simple. It instantiates an new appIndex 
object for the purpose of finding the required security documents. It also instantiates a new 
Vector object to hold account's security groups and internalize the object reference to the 
Content Broker. 
prepAuthQ 
The prepAuthO function is a simple function that passes the users credentials to the Auth 
object . These are still in object wide variable so other functions can use them. 
Authenticate() 
The Authenticate() function is one of the main public functions of the Auth object. Its first 
task is to retrieve the user list document from the Content Broker and attempt to find the user 
tag that corresponds with the supplied username. It then attempts to check the password. If 
the authentication has been successful, the Authenticate() function loads the list of security 
groups for the account in the group Vector object to prepare it for the next authorization call. 
This is done in this function to keep from having to repeat a call to the Content Broker to 
check this information a few lines of code later. 
resolveSelectQ 
The resolveSelect() functions takes to arguments, a URI value to determine the location of 
the seucirty document and an XPath value to determine the appropriate node. Assuming that 
the authorization is successful, this function will return the text string of the presentation 
mode of the appropriate security group or individual user. See the section entitled Screen 
Shot Examples for more details on the uses of presentation modes. If the authorization fails, 
the text string "Failed" will be returned. 
The first task of the resolveSelectQ function is to determine that the URI and XPath 
parameters contains data. It then attempts to find the correct node described by those two 
parameters in the appropriate security document with a call to parseXPathQ. If the node is 
found, the select tag is extracted. 
The Auth object first attempts to find a child node with a name that is an exact match for the 
supplied username. If that is unsuccessful it will iterate through the group Vector object 
containing the security group values until it finds a match. If it does find an acceptable 
match, it will extract and return the value contained inside. 
resolveAUDQ 
The resovleAUDO function is very similar to the resolveSelectQ function. The only 
difference is an extra parameter which determines which of the three other actions, add, 
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update or delete, that has been requested. It then searches for that particular tag. This 
function also returns a Boolean value because presentation modes are not required for add, 
update or delete tags. 
addNodeQ 
The addNodeQ function adds extra nodes to the security tree to keep it in lock step with the 
data tree. The GoAddQ function of the Data Worker object calls this function after a new 
node has been added to the XML document. 
The first task is to acquire a lock on the security document so that it can be updated and find 
the node in question. Then a new node is created with the same name as the data node 
supplied as a parameter. An id element is created with the same value as the data node. The 
parent node's security information is then copied into the child by cloning each of the four 
action nodes. The child is then appended into the parent and lock on the security document is 
then released. 
removeNodeQ 
The removeNodeQ function simply removes a node in the security tree. It first acquires a 
lock on the security document and finds the node specified in the XPath expression. Next, it 
backs up the DOM tree one node and removes the initial node. It then releases the security 
document. 
parseXPath() 
The parseXPathQ function is overloaded because some functions need to have access to the 
Document object for updates but most would prefer to shield themselves from the 
complexity. Therefore, if a Document object is not provided as an argument, the initial 
function contacts the Content Broker without requesting a lock and then calls the second 
parseXPathQ function. This step can be avoided if the function already contains a copy of 
the Document object (addNodeO, removeNodeQ). 
The second function is the main parseXPath() function. Like other parseXPath() functions in 
other objects, this function breaks the XPath expression into tokens. It then follows each 
token out through the document tree until it arrives at the proper node. 
FindNextNodeQ 
The next four functions are designed to shield the Auth object from the complexities of the 
DOM interface in Java. They serve the same purpose as other functions in other objects with 
the same name. The FindNextNodeQ function will return the child of the node that has the 
correct name and the correct index value. These values are supplied as arguments. 
CheckChildByValueQ 
The CheckChildByValueQ function returns a Boolean value indicating whether a node has a 
child with the right index value or not. Iterating through a node list of children and calling 
this function is a good way of determining which child has the proper index value. 
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hasChildQ 
The hasChildQ function returns a Boolean indicating is the supplied node has a child with the 
proper name or not. 
GetChildQ 
The GetChildO function returns the first child node that has the name supplied in the 
argument list. 
Logger 
Constructor 
The first task of the constructor is to create a Calendar object to get the current system date. 
It then generates a new File object in the supplied path with the current data. If no file with 
this name already exists, a new physical file is created. If one does exist, the new data will 
be appended to the old. A FileWriter is attached to this file so that Log() function can write 
data out to the file. The true parameter passed in the FileWriter's constructor tells it to 
append data. 
Log() 
The LogO function writes a blank line to the file to distinguish between log entries. It then 
writes out the contents of the String object passed in as an argument. 
Close() 
The Close() function simply closes the FileWriter object and dumps any errors to Standard 
Error. 
~s 
Appendices: Code and Stylesheets 
Appendix A —Data Server Object 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
public class DataServer extends Object { 
//Available workers 
private ObjectFIFO idleWorkers; 
//All worker objects 
private DataWorker[] WorkerList; 
//The object that maintains the content nodes and stylesheets 
private contentBroker cB; 
//The worker that cleans the dirty nodes 
private CleanerWorker clnWrkr; 
//The primary logging tool passed to all workers 
private Logger log; 
//The primary Server Socket 
private ServerSocket socketServer; 
private Thread internalThread; 
private volatile boolean noStopRequested; 
* 
* Constructor 
* 
* Purpose -the constructor that sets up the socket server, thread pool and Runnable 
* 
* Parameters: 
* index -String -the URL of the index.xml file which tells the app where to find the resources 
sPortNumber -String -the port number for the socket server 
sNumWorkers -String -the number of worker threads in the thread pool 
* 
* 
* 
public DataServer(String index, String sPortNumber, String sNumWorkers) throws IOException { 
int portNumber = Integer.parseInt(sPortNumber); 
int numWorkers = Integer.parseInt(sNumWorkers); 
socketServer =new ServerSocket(portNumber, numWorkers); 
idleWorkers =new ObjectFIFO(numWorkers); 
WorkerList =new DataWorker[numWorkers]; 
log =new Logger(); 
cB =new contentBroker(); 
for(int i=0; i<numWorkers; i++) { 
//The workers need a reference to the FIFO to get back in 
WorkerList[i] =new DataWorker(idleWorkers, log, index, cB); 
clnWrkr =new CleanerWorker(cB); 
noStopRequested =true; 
Runnable r =new RunnableO { 
public void runO { 
try { 
1 r 
internalThread =new Thread(r); 
internalThread. setPriority(6); 
} 
runWork(); 
catch(Exception x) { 
//In case any exceptions slip up hese 
x.printStackTraceQ; 
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internalThread. start(); 
} 
* 
* runWork() 
* 
* Purpose -this function is actually called by the JVM 
* 
public void runWork() { 
System.out.println("Ready to accept connections"); 
while(noStopRequested) { 
try { 
Socket sckt = socketServer.accept(); 
DataWorker worker = (DataWorker)idleWorkers.removeQ; 
worker.processRequest(sckt); 
} catch(lOException iox) { 
if(noStopRequested) { 
iox.printStackTrace(); 
} catch(InterruptedException x) { 
//Reassert interrupt? 
Thread.currentThread().interrupt(); 
} 
* 
* stopRequest() 
* 
* Purpose -this function exists to shutdown the system gracefully 
* 
public void stopRequestO { 
noStopRequested =false; 
internalThread. interrupt(); 
for(int i=0; i<WorkerList.leng~th; i++) { 
WorkerList[i].stopRequestQ; 
if(socketServer != null) { 
try{ socketServer.closeO; } catch(IOException iox) { } 
socketServer =null; 
} 
log.CloseO; 
* 
* isAlive() 
* 
* Purpose -this function exists to return the state of the current thread 
* 
public boolean isAliveO { 
return internalThread.isAlive(); 
1 
* 
* mainO 
* 
* Purpose -This is the main entry point of the fimciton from the command line 
* 
* Parameters: 
* args[] -String Array -the array of strings that come in from the command line 
* 
public static void main(String args[]) { 
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try { 
new DataServer(args[0],args[ 1 ],args[2]); 
{ catch(IOException x) { 
x.printStackTrace(); 
l 
f 
t 1 
1 
Appendix B —Data Worker Object 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.dom.*; 
import org.xtnl.sax.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.*; 
import org.w3c.dom.*; 
public class DataWorker extends Object { 
private static int nextWorkerID = 0; 
private ObjectFIFO idleWorkers; 
private int workerID; 
private ObjectFIFO handoRBox; 
private Thread internalThread; 
private volatile boolean noStopRequested; 
private String uri; 
private String xpath; 
private String newElement; 
private Node newNode; 
private Node updNode; 
private String action; 
private String username; 
private String password; 
private Logger log; 
private String index; 
private appIndex aI; 
private contentBroker cB; 
private Auth auth; 
private DocumentBuilderFactory dbf; 
private DocumentBuilder db; 
private TransfonmerFactory factory; 
* 
* Constructor 
* 
* Purpose -the constructor sets up the document bulder factory, transformer factory and Runnable 
* 
* Parameters: 
* idleWorkers - ObjectFIFO -the pool of threads so this thread can add itself back when it is finished working 
* log -Logger - a reference to the simple logging object 
* indexIn -String -the URL of the index.ximl file which tells the app where to find tl~e resources 
* cBln -contentBroker - a reference to the shared contentBroker to return XML (DOM) and XSLT objects 
* 
public DataWorker(ObjectFIFO idleWorkers, Logger log, String indexIn, contentBroker cBln) { 
this.idleWorkers =idleWorkers; 
this.log =log; 
aI =new appIndex(indexln); 
index =indexIn; 
cB = cBIn; 
auth =new Auth(index, cB); 
try { 
dbf =DocumentBuilderFactory.newlnstanceO; 
db = dbf.newDocumentBuilderO; 
factory = TransformerFactory.newInstance(); 
j catch (ParserConfigurationException e) { 
System.out.println("HandleSOAP: " ~ e); 
} 
workerID = getNextWorkerIDO; 
handoflBox =new ObjectFIFO(l ); 
noStopRequested =true; 
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Runnable r =new Runnable() { 
public void nmO { 
try { 
runWorkQ; 
} catch(Exception x) { 
//In case any exceptions slip up hese 
x.printStackTraceO; 
} 
} 
i 
internalThread =new Thread(r); 
internalThread. setPriority(5); 
internalThread. startO; 
} 
* getNextWorkerIDO 
public static synchronized int getNextWorkerID() { 
//at the class level 
int id =nextWorkerID; 
nextWorkerID++; 
return id; 
Purpose -when the thread is being created it needs a static fiinction to return a unique id 
} 
processRequest() 
* Purpose -this is the function that is actually called by the server. As the runWorkQ function is called by the JVM itself, not the server, the socket 
must be stored somewhere until the JVM gets around to calling this thread 
public void processRequest(Socket s) throws InterruptedException { 
handof~Box.add(s); 
run W ork() 
Purpose -this is the function called by the JVM 
public void runWorkO { 
Socket sckt =null; 
BufferedReader in =null; 
PrintWriter out =null; 
while(noStopRequested) { 
try { 
//Adding itself to the queue 
idleWorkers.add(this); 
//Wait here until something shows up in the handof~Box 
sckt = (Socket)handof~Box.removeO; 
in =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(sckt.getinputStreamQ)); 
out =new PrintWriter(sckt.getOutputStreamO); 
String msg = in.readLine(); 
HandleSOAP(msg); 
if(action.equals("Select")) { 
out.println(GoSelectQ); 
} else if(action.equals("Add")) { 
out.println(GoAdd()); 
} else if(action.equals("Commit")) { 
out.println(GoAddCommitO); 
} else if(action.equals("Upd")) { 
out.println(GoUpdO); 
} else if(action.equals("UpdCommit")) { 
out.println(GoUpdCommitO); 
} else if(action.equals("Delete")) { 
out.println(GoDeleteO); 
} else if(action.equals("Login")) { 
out.println(GoLogin()); 
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} else if(action.equals("C1eanUp")) { 
cB.cleanUpQ; 
out.flush(); 
} catch(IOException iox) { 
System.out.println("WorkerlD: " + workerID + "fin" +iox); 
} catch(InterruptedException x) { 
//Reassert the interrupt? 
Thread.cucrentThread().interrupt(); 
} finally { 
if(in !=null) { 
try { 
in.closeO; 
catch(IOException iox) { 
//ignore any error here, catch and discard 
} finally { 
in =null; 
if(out !=null) { 
try { 
out.closeQ; 
//} catch(IOException iox) { 
//ignore any error here, catch and discard 
* 
* 
stopRequestO 
} finally { 
} 
1 
1 
if(sckt !=null) { 
try { 
} 
out =null; 
sckt.close(); 
} catch(IOException iox) { 
//ilmore this 
} finally { 
sckt =null; 
} 
* Purpose -this function exists to shut down the thread gracefully 
* 
public void stopRequestO { 
noStopRequested =false; 
internalThread. interrupt(); 
isAlive() 
* 
* Purpose -this function exists to return the current state of the thread 
* 
public Boolean isAliveO { 
return internalThread.isAliveO; 
* HandleSOAPQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function takes the incoming message from the presentation tier and translates the SOAP messages into instructions for the code 
* 
* Parameters: 
* msg -String -the text message read in from the socket from the client 
public void HandleSOAP(String msg){ 
log.Log("Incoming: " +msg); 
Document doc =null; 
try { 
doc = db.parse(new InputSource(new StringReader(msg))); 
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r catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
System.out.println("HandleSOAP: " + e); 
} catch (SAXException e) { 
System.out.println("HandleSOAP: " + e); 
} catch (IOException e) { 
System.out.println("HandleSOAP: " + e); 
} 
Node node = doc.getDocumentElement(); 
node = GetChild(node, "SOAP-ENV:Body"); 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeNa~neQ.equals("pj:request")) { 
action = "Select"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:request"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueQ; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else if(node.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:addRequest")) { 
action = "Add"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:addRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "newElement"); 
newElement = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueQ; 
nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeVahieO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else if(node.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:commitRequest")) { 
action = "Commit"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:commitRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeVahieQ; 
newNode = GetChild(node, "newNode"); 
newNode =newNode.getChildNodesO.item(0); 
nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueQ; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:updRequest")) { 
action = "Upd"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:updRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueQ; 
else if(node.getChildNodesO.item(0}.getNodeNameQ.equals("pj:commitUpdRequest")) { 
action = "UpdCommit"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:commitUpdRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
updNode = GetChild(node, "updNode"); 
updNode =updNode.getChildNodesO.item(0); 
nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueQ; 
} else if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:deleteRequest")) { 
action = "Delete"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:deleteRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "uri"); 
uri = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "xpath"); 
xpath = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
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nd = GetChild(node, "username"); 
username = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else if(node.getChildNodes(}.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:loginRequest")} { 
action = "Login"; 
node = GetChild(node, "pj:loginRequest"); 
Node nd = GetChild(node, "username"}; 
userna~ne = nd.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
nd = GetChild(node, "password"); 
password = nd.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else if(node.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeNameO.equals("pj:cleanUpRequest")) { 
action = "C1eanUp"; 
} else { 
System.err.println("ERROR: A servlet sent something the Data Server does not understand: " + 
node.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeNameQ); 
} 
* 
* GoSelect() 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function processes a select request and returns the resulting HTML 
public String GoSelect() { 
aI . set(uri}; 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterO; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriterO; 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
if(auth.AuthenticateO) { 
String mode = auth.resolveSelect(uri, xpath); 
if(mode.equals("Failed")) { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Select")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Select"); 
StreamResult(rxslt)); 
} else { 
} else { 
try { 
String element = getElementName(xpath); 
Transformer transformer = cB.getXSL(aLGetDataMainO);; 
transfonmer.setParameter("uri", uri); 
transformer.setParameter("xpath", xpath); 
transformer.setParameter("element", element); 
transformer. setParameter("mode", mode); 
transformer.setParameter("href', al.GetDatallode(element)); 
transformer.setParameter("xslt", aI.GetPresMain()); 
transformer.setParameter("xsltnode", aI.GetPresNode(element)); 
transfonmer.transfonm(new DOMSource(cB.getDom(aI.GetXSDO, false)), new 
rxtrn = rxslt.toStringQ; 
Transformer tr = factory.newTransfonmer(new StreamSource(new StringReader(rxtrn))); 
tr.transform(new DOMSource(cB.getDom(aI.GetXMLO, false)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
t 
log.Log("Outgoing: " + rtrn); 
return rtrn; 
} 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Select")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Select"); 
} 
r 
* 
* GoAdd() 
* 
* Purpose -this fimction processes the request for an add form and returns the resulting HTML 
* 
public String GoAddO { 
aI . set(uri); 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
if(auth.AuthenticateO) { 
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if(auth.resolveAUD(uri, xpath, "add")) { 
String rtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriterO; 
try { 
Transformer transformer = cB.getXSL(a1.GetDataAddO); 
transfonner.setParameter("uri", uri); 
transformer. setParameter("xpath", xpath); 
transformer.setParameter("element", newElement); 
transformer.setParameter("xslt", aLGetPresAddO); 
transformer.setParameter("xsltnode", a1.GetPresNode(newElement)); 
transformer.transfonn(new DOMSource(cB.getDom(a1.GetXSDO, false)), new 
StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
l 
log.Log("Outgoing: " + rtrn); 
return rtrn; 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Add")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Add"); 
} 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Add")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Add"); 
} 
} 
public String GoUpdO { 
aI.set(uri); 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
GoUpd() 
Purpose -this function processes the request for an update form and returns the resulting HTML 
StreamResult(rxslt)); 
} 
if(auth.Authenticate()) { 
if(auth.resolveAUD(uri, xpath, "update")) { 
} else { 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""~ 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterO; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriter(); 
try { 
String element = getElementName(xpath); 
Transformer transformer = cB.getXSL(al.GetDataUpdO); 
transformer.setParameter("uri", uri); 
transformer.setParameter("xpath", xpath); 
transformer.setParameter("element", element); 
transfonner.setParameter("xslt", aI.GetPresUpd()); 
transformer.setParameter("xsltnode", al.GetPresNode(element}); 
transformer.transfonn(new DOMSource(cB.getDom(a1.GetXSDO, false)), new 
rxtrn = rxslt.toStringO; 
Transformer tr = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(new StringReader(rxtrn))); 
tr.transfonn(new DOMSource(cB.getDom(al.GetXMLO, false)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toString(); 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
log.Log("Outgoing: " + rtrn); 
return rtrn; 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Update")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Update"); 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Update")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Update"); 
} 
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GoAddCommitO 
Purpose -this fi~nction processes the actual add request and returns a redirect to the proper select query 
public String GoAddCommitO { 
Document doc =null; 
Node newMsg =null; 
al.set(uri); 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
if(auth.AuthenticateQ) { 
if(auth.resolveAUD(uri, xpath, "add")) { 
doc = cB.getDom(aI.GetXMLO, true); 
Node nd = doc.getDocumentElementQ; 
if(xpath.lastIndexOf("/") != 0) ~ 
String chuck = xpath.substring(xpath.indexOf("/", 2)); 
StringTokenizer st =new StringTokenizer(chuck, "/"); 
while(st.hasMoreTokensO) { 
String token = st.nextTokenO; 
if(token.indexOf("[") !_ -1) { 
int open = token.indexOf("["); 
int eq = token.indexOf("="); 
int close = token.indexOf("]"); 
String middle = token.substring(open + I, eq); 
if(middle.indexOf("@") _= 0) { 
middle = middle.substring(1); 
nd = FindNextNode(nd, token.substring(O,open), middle, 
token.substring(eq + 1, close)); 
else { 
nd = GetChild(nd, token); 
} 
} 
} 
Node input = doc.importNode(newNode, true); 
Node before = input.getChildNodes().item(0); 
Element idE = doc.createElement("id"); 
String max = GetMaxlD(nd, input.getNodeNameO); 
String xpathOld = xpath; 
xpath +_ "/" + newNode.getNodeNameO + "[id=" +max + "]"~ 
idE.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(max)); 
input.insertBefore(idE, before); 
nd.appendChild(input); 
auth.addNode(input.getNodeNameO, max, uri, xpathOld); 
cB.domCheckIn(aI.GetXML()); 
log.Log("Outgoing: " + MakeRedirect(uri, xpath)); 
return MakeRedirect(uri, xpath); 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "AddCommit")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "AddCommit"); 
t 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "AddCommit")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "AddCommit"); 
} 
} 
* GoUpdCommitO 
Purpose -this fi~nction process the actual update request and returns a redirect to the proper select query 
public String GoUpdCommitO { 
Document doc =null; 
aI . set(uri); 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
if(auth.AuthenticateO) { 
if(auth.resolveAUD(uri, xpath, "update")) { 
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doc = cB.getDom(aI.GetXMLO, true); 
Node nd = doc.getDocumentElementO; 
if(xpath.lastIndexOf("/") != 1) { 
String chuck = xpath.substring(xpath.indexOf("/", 2)); 
StringTokenizer st =new StringTokenizer(chuck, "/"); 
while(st.hasMoreTokensQ) { 
String token = st.nextTokenQ; 
if(token.indexOf("[") !_ -1) { 
int open = token.indexOf("["); 
int eq = token.indexOf("="); 
int close = token.indexOf("J"); 
String middle = token.substring(open + I, eq); 
if(middle.indexOf("~") _= 0) { 
middle = middle.substring(1); 
nd = FindNextNode(nd, token.substring(O,open), middle, 
token.substring(eq + l ,close)); 
} else { 
} 
} 
* GoDeleteO 
public String GoDeleteO { 
Document doc =null; 
aI.set(uri); 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
} else { 
} else { 
} 
nd = GetChild(nd, token); 
} 
StringWriter refTokenW =new StringWriter(); 
try { 
Transformer tt = cB.getXSL(aLGetExtra("RefChild.xsl")); 
tt.setParameter("element", getElementName(xpath)); 
tt.transform(new StreamSource(al.GetXSDO), new StreamResult(refTokenW)); 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
Node input = doc.importNode(updNode, true); 
Node parent = nd.getParentNode(); 
String refToken = refTokenW.toStringO; 
StringTokenizer refT =new StringTokenizer(refToken, "~"); 
while(refT.hasMoreTokensO) { 
String tkn = refT.nextTokenO; 
Node ref = GetChild(nd, tkn); 
while(ref !=null) { 
input. appendChild(ref); 
ref = GetChild(nd, tkn); 
} 
parent.replaceChild(input, nd); 
cB.domCheckIn(aI.GetXMLO); 
Iog.Log("Outgoing: " + MakeRedirect(uri, xpath)); 
return MakeRedirect(uri, xpath); 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "UpdateCommit")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "UpdateCommit"); 
Iog.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "UpdateCommit")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "UpdateCommit"); 
Purpose -this function process the delete request and rehirns a redirect to tl~e proper select query 
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if(auth.AuthenticateO} { 
if(auth.resolveAUD(uri, xpath, "delete")) { 
doc = cB.getDom(aLGetXMLO, true); 
Node nd = doc.getDocumentElementO; 
if(xpath.lastIndexOf("I") ~= I) { 
String chuck = xpath.substring(xpath.indexOf("/", 2}); 
StringTokenizer st =new StringTokenizer(chuck, "/"); 
while(st.11asMoreTokens()) { 
String token = st.nextToken(); 
if(token.indexOf("[") !_ -I) { 
int open = token.indexOf("["); 
int eq = token.indexOf("="}; 
int close = token.indexOf("]"); 
String middle = token.substring(open + 1, eq); 
if(middle.indexOf("@") _= 0) { 
middle = middle.substring(l ); 
nd = FindNextNode(nd, token.substring(O,open), middle, 
token.substring(eq + 1, close)); 
} else { 
nd = GetChild(nd, token 
{ 
} 
Node parent = nd.getParentNodeO; 
parent.removeChild(nd); 
auth.removeNode(uri, xpath}; 
cB.domCheckln(aLGetXMLO); 
xpath = xpath.substring(0, xpath.lastlndexOf("/")); 
log.Log("Outgoing: " + MakeRedirect(uri, xpath)); 
return MakeRedirect(uri, xpath); 
} else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Delete")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Delete"); 
else { 
log.Log("Outgoing: " +MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Delete")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Delete"); 
* 
* 
* 
GoLoginO 
* Purpose -this function processes the login request and generates a SOAP:Fault if the authentication process fails 
* 
public String GoLoginO { 
auth.prepAuth(username, password); 
if(auth.AuthenticateQ) { 
log.Log("<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV=\"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/\"><SOAP-
ENV:Body><pj:loginResponse></pj:loginResponse></SOAP-EN V:Body></SOAP-ENV: Envelope>"); 
return "<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV=\"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/\"><SOAP-
ENV:Body><pj:loginResponse></pj aoginResponse></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>"; 
} else { 
Iog.Log(MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Login")); 
return MakeFault("auth", "auth", "Login"); 
1 r 
r 
* 
* GetChildQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the first child from the parent node that matches the name string 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* name -String -the name of the child to be returned 
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* 
public Node GetChild(Node node, String name) { 
Node target =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(name)) { 
target = node.getChildNodesO.item(i); 
break; 
} 
} 
{ 
return target; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* Parameters: 
* 
getElementNameO 
Purpose -this function returns the name of the final node in the xpath expression 
xpath - Strrng -the xpath statement to be searched 
private String getElementName(String xpath) { 
int pos = xpath.lastIndexOf("/"); 
String rslt = xpath.substring(pos + 1); 
pos = rslt.indexOf("["); 
rslt = rslt.substring(0, pos); 
s 
return rslt; 
} 
* 
* FindNextNodeO 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returnes a node that contains a given value 
Parameters: 
node -Node -the parent node 
child -String -the name of the child to returned 
id -String -the id value of the child to be returned 
value -String -the value to be searched for 
public Node FindNextNode(Node node, String child, String id, String value) { 
Node target =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthQ; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals(child)) { 
if(CheckChildByValue(node.getChildNodesO.item(i), id, value)) { 
target = node.getChildNodesO.item(i); 
break; 
return target; 
* 
* CheckChildByValueO 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
l 
f 
i 
1 
Purpose -this function checks if a node contains a child with a particular value 
Parameters: 
node -Node -the parent node 
name -String -the name of the child to search for 
value -String -the value to be searched for 
public boolean CheckChildByValue(Node node, String name, String value) { 
boolean found =false; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals(name)) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeVahieO.equals(value)) { 
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found =true; 
break; 
r 
} 
return found; 
t 
* 
* GetMaxIDO 
* 
* Purpose -this function increments the nighest node value of the children of the context node 
* 
* Parameters: 
* context -Node -the node to search 
* nameIn -String -the name of the children to search 
* 
private String GetMaxID(Node context, String nameIn) { 
String max="0"; 
Node hold; 
for(int i=0; i<context.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++){ 
if(context.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(context.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(nameln)) { 
if(hasChild(context.getChildNodesO.item(i),"id")) { 
hold = GetChild(context.getChildNodesO.item(i),"id"); 
if(Integer.valueOf(max).intValueO < 
Integer.valueOf(hold.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO).intValueO) ; 
max =hold.getChildNodesQ.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} 
} 
r 
int it = Integer.valueOf(max).intValueQ; 
it++; 
Integer ig =new Integer(it); 
return ig.toStringO; 
i 
I 
************************************************** 
* 
* hasChildO 
* 
* Purpose -this function tests whether a particular node has a child with the given name 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* name -String -the name of the child to be searched for 
* 
private boolean hasChild(Node node, String name) { 
boolean target =false; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals(name)) { 
target =true; 
break; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
return target; 
* 
* MakeFault() 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the SOAP Fault 
* 
* Parameters: 
* code -String -SOAP standard error message 
* string -String -error string 
* factor -String -cause of the error 
* 
private String MakeFault(String code, String string, String factor) { 
if(code.equals("auth")) {code = "Client.AuthenticationFailure"; ; 
if(string.equals("auth")) {string = "The authentication mechanism did not accept your credentials"; } 
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return "<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV=\"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/\"><SOAP-ENV:Body><SOAP-
ENV:Fault><faultcode>" +code + "</faultcode><faultstring>" +string -+ "</faultstring><faultfactor>uri:DataServer:" +factor + "</faultfactor></SOAP-
ENV:Fault></SOAP-ENV :Body></SOAP-ENV: Envelope>"; 
} 
* 
* MakeRedirectO 
* 
* Purpose -this function generates a redirect to be sent back to the client tier 
* 
* Parameters: 
* uri -String -the uri to be returned 
* xpath -String - t11e xpath to be returned 
* 
private String MakeRedirect(String uri, String xpath) { 
return "<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV=\"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/\"><SOAP-
ENV:Body><pj:redirect>Select?uri=" +uri + "&xpath=" + xpath + "</pj:redirect></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>"; 
{ 
Appendix C —Content Broker Object 
import java.util.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import org.xml.sax.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.*; 
import org.w3c.dom.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.dom.*; 
public class contentBroker { 
private HashMap domMap; 
private HashMap xslMap; 
private DocumentBuilderFactory dbf; 
private DocumentBuilder db; 
private TransformerFactory tf; 
private Transformer saver; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Constructor 
Purpose -this constructor sets up the doucment builder factory and the transformer factory and creates the saver transformer 
public contentBrokerO { 
domMap =new HashMapO; 
xslMap =new HashMap(); 
try { 
dbf = DocumentBuilderFactory.newlnstance(); 
db = db£newDocumentBuilderO; 
} catch (ParserConfigurationException e) { 
System.out.println("contentBroker: " + e); 
1 
1 
tf = TransfonmerFactory.newlnstanceQ; 
try { 
saver = t£newTransformer(new StreamSource(new StringReader("<?xml version=\" 1.0\"?><xsl:stylesheet version=\" l .0\" 
xmins:xsl=\"http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform\"><xsl:output method=\"xml\"/><xsl:strip-space elements=\"*\"/><xslaemplate match=\"/\"><xsl:copy-
of select=\"*\"/></xsl:template></xsl:stylesheet>"))); 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println("contentBroker: " + e); 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
l 1 
getDomO 
Purpose -this function returns and object reference to a Document object according to the value of the checkout flag 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
Parameters: 
key -String -the unique identifier of the document to be returned 
checkout -boolean - a flag indicating whether the client needs exclusive access to the document 
public Document getDom(String key, boolean checkout) { 
subData dt = (subData)domMap.get(key); 
Document rtr =null; 
if(dt == null) { 
try { 
} else { 
} 
return rtr; 
} 
rtr = db.parse(new lnputSource(key)); 
dt =new subData(rtr, checkout); 
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
System.out.println("getDom: " + e); 
} catch (SAXException e) { 
System.out.println("getDom: " + e); 
} catch (IOException e) { 
System.out.println("getDom: " + e); 
} 
domMap.put(key, dt); 
System.out.println("contentBroker loading: " +key); 
if(checkOut) { 
try { 
} else { 
* 
* domChecklnO 
* 
Purpose -this function releases the exclusive lock held on a Document object 
Parameters: 
* 
* 
* 
rtr = dt.checkOutO; 
} catch (InterruptedException ie) { 
ie.printStackTrace(); 
} 
try { 
rtr = dt.peek(); 
} catch (InterruptedException ie) { 
ie.printStackTrace(); 
} 
* key -String -the unique identifier of the document in question 
* 
public void domCheckln(Sh-ing key) { 
subData dt = (subData)domMap.get(key); 
if(dt !=null) { 
try { 
} 
} 
dt.checkInO; 
catch (InterruptedException ie} { 
ie.printStackTraceQ; 
* 
* getXSL() 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns an object reference to an XSL stylesheet 
* 
* Parameters: 
* 
* 
key -String -the unique identifier of the Transformer object 
public Transformer getXSL(String key) { 
Transformer rtr = (Transfonner)xslMap.get(key); 
if(rtr == null) { 
try { 
rtr = tf.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(key)); 
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} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
xslMap.put(key, rtr); 
} 
return rtr; 
* 
* cleanupO 
* 
* Purpose -this function iterates through all the Document objects and saves dirty objects and prunes old objects from the HashMap 
* 
public void cleanUpQ { 
Set st = domMap.keySetQ; 
Iterator it = st.iteratorQ; 
subData dt =null; 
Object ky =null; 
while(it.hasNextO) { 
ky = it.nextQ; 
dt = (subData)domMap.get(ky); 
if(dt.isDirty()) { 
try { 
saver.transform(new DOMSource(dt.checkOutO), new StreamResult((String)ky)); 
dt.checkInQ; 
dt. setCleanO; 
} catch (InterruptedException ie) { 
ie.printStackTraceO; 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println("contentBroker:cleanUp: " + e); 
1 
i 
if((System.currentTimeMillis() - dt.lastTouched()) > b00000) { 
it.removeO; 
System.out.println("contentBroker retiring: " + (String) ky); 
System.out.println("Clean up stopping"); 
} 
* 
* subData -Internal Class 
* 
* Purpose -this internal class wraps a single Document object and provides extended functionality 
* 
private class subData { 
private Document doc; 
private boolean avail; 
private boolean dirty; 
private long touched; 
* 
* Constructor 
* 
* Purpose -this constructor sets the internal object reference and initializes the touched field 
* 
* Parameters: 
* docIn -Document -the document to be wrapped 
* checkout -boolean - a flag indicating whether the Document object should be locked 
* 
public subData(Document docIn, boolean checkout) { 
doc = docIn; 
if(checkOut) { 
avail =false; 
dirty =true; 
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} else { 
avail =true; 
dirty =false; 
i 
touched = System.currentTimeMillisO; 
} 
* 
* checkOutQ 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function exclusively locks the Document object. If another lock already exists, the function will block until it is freed 
public synchronized Document checkoutO throws InterruptedException { 
while(avail == false) { 
wait(); 
} 
avail =false; 
touched = System.currentTimeMillisO; 
dirty =true; 
return doc; 
} 
* 
* peek() 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returns an object reference without acquiring an exclusive lock but will block if one already exists 
public synchronized Document peek() throws InterruptedException { 
while(avail == false) { 
wait(); 
} 
touched = System.currentTimeMillisO; 
return doc; 
* 
* checkInQ 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function releases the lock and notifies all waiting threads 
public synchronized void checkln() throws InterruptedException { 
avail =true; 
notifyAllQ; 
1 
1 
************************************************** 
* 
* IockDown() 
* 
* Purpose -this function sets the lock 
* 
public void lockDownO { 
avail =false; 
} 
* 
* isDirtyO 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the current state of the dirty flag 
* 
public boolean isDirtyQ {return dirty; } 
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setCleanO 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this functton clears the dirty flag 
public void setCleanQ {dirty =false; } 
* 
* isAvail() 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this fiinction returns the state of the avail flag 
public boolean isAvailO {return avail; ; 
]astTouchedQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the time the Document object was last accessed 
* 
public long lastTouchedQ {return touched; } 
i 
J 
Appendix D —Cleaner Worker Object 
import java.io.*; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.*; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.*; 
import javax.xml.transform.dom.*; 
import org.xml.sax.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.*; 
import org.w3c.dom.*; 
public class CleanerWorker extends Object { 
private contentBroker cB; 
private Thread internalThread; 
private volatile boolean noStopRequested; 
private Object IockTarget; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Constructor 
Purpose -this constructor sets up the Runnable 
Parameters: 
cBIn -contentBroker - an object reference to the shared contentBroker 
public CleanerWorker(contentBroker cBIn) { 
cB = cBln; 
noStopRequested =true; 
lockTarget =new Object.(); 
Runnable r =new Runnable() { 
public void run() { 
try { 
}; 
} 
nznWorkO; 
} catch(Exception x) 
x.printStackTraceO; 
} 
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internalThread =new Thread(r); 
internalThread. setPriority(3 ); 
internalThread. start(); 
} 
runWorkO 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose - this is the function that is actually called by the JVM and waits a certain amount of time and calls cleanup() on the content broker 
public void runWork() { 
while(noStopRequested) { 
try { synchronized(lockTarget) { 
lockTarget.wait(300000); 
cB.cleanUpO; 
} 
catch(Exception e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
} 
stopRequest() 
Purpose -this function exists to shut the thread down cleanly 
public void stopRequest() { 
noStopRequested =false; 
internalThread. interr~iptQ; 
* 
* isAliveQ 
* 
* 
} 
Purpose -this function exists to return the current state of the thread 
public Boolean isAlive() { 
return internalThread.isAliveO; 
Appendix E — appindex Object 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import org.w3c.dom.NamedNodeMap; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonmerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.Transfonner; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerConfigiirationException; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.dom.DOMSource; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.File; 
public class appindex { 
private Document doc; 
private Node root; 
private Node value; 
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Constructor 
Purpose -this constructor initializes the object by parsing the index.xml file 
Parameters: 
href -String -the URL of the index.xml file 
public appIndex(String href) { //href should be a path and not a url, if local 
root = GetRoot(href); 
setO 
Purpose -this function locates the proper node in the index file 
Parameters: 
code - Stirng -the unique identifier of the approporiate node 
* 
public boolean set(String code) { 
value = FindNodeByChild(root, "uri", code); 
if(value != null) { 
return true; 
} else { 
return false; 
} 
1 
J 
* 
* GetXML() 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returns the xml value of the proper node 
public String GetXMLO { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "xml"); 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetValue(n); 
}else{rtr=""; } 
return rtr; 
GetXSD() 
Purpose -this function returns the xsd value of the proper node 
public String GetXSDO { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "xsd"); 
if(n != null) { 
rtr = GetValue(n); 
else {rtr = ""; } 
return rtr; 
r 
~***************:x********************************** 
GetSecQ 
Purpose -this function returns the security value of the proper node 
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public String GetSecQ{ 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "sec"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetValue(n); 
else {rtr = ""; } 
return rtr; 
* 
* GetDataMainO 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returns the data main value of the proper node 
public String GetDataMainQ { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "data"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "main"); 
if(rtr == null) { rtr = ""; ; 
} else {rtr = ""~ ' ~ r 
return rtr; 
r 
* 
* GetDataAdd(} 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this fimction returns the data add value of the proper node 
public String GetDataAddO { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "data"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "add"}; 
if(rtr == null) { rtr = ""; } 
} else {rtr = ""; } 
return. rtr; 
} 
* 
* GetDataUpd() 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the data update value of the proper node 
* 
public String GetDataUpdQ { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "data"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "upd"); 
if(rtr == null) { rtr = ""; } 
else {rtr = ""; 
return rtr; 
{ 
* 
* GetDatallode() 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the date node value of the proper node 
* 
* Parameters: 
* name -String -the name of the value to be returned 
* 
public String GetDatallode(String name){ 
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String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "data"); 
if(n != null) { 
Node node = GetChild(n, name}; 
if(node !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(node, "select"); 
if(rtr == null) { rtr = ""~ t ~ f 
} else { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "base"} + "/" +name + ".xsl"; 
l 
J 
} else {rtr = ""; } 
return rtr; 
} 
* 
* GetPresMainO 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returns the presentation main value of the proper node 
public String GetPresMainQ { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "pres"); 
if(n != null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "main"); 
if(rtr == null) { rtr = ""; } 
} else {rtr = ""; } 
return rtr; 
t 
1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
GetPresAdd() 
Purpose -this function returns the presentation add value of the proper node 
public String GetPresAddQ { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "pres"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "add"); 
if(rtr == null){ rtr = ""~ 1~1 
} else {rtr = ""; } 
retw-n rtr; 
* 
GetPresUpdQ 
Purpose -this function returns the presentation update value of the proper node 
public String GetPresUpdO { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "pres"); 
if(n !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "upd"); 
if(rtr == null.) { rtr = "" ~ i ~ r 
;~ else {rtr = ""; } , 
return rtr; 
} 
* 
* 
GetPresNodeQ 
Purpose -this function returns the presentation node value of the proper node 
Parameters: 
* name -String -the name of the value to be returned 
* 
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public String GetPresNode(String name) { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = GetChild(value, "pres"); 
if(n !=null) { 
Node node = GetChild(n, name); 
if(node !=null) { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(node, "select"); 
if(rtr == null){ rtr = ""; } 
} else { 
rtr = GetAttrValue(n, "base") + "/" +name + ".xsl"; 
l J 
} else {rtr = ""; } 
return rtr; 
1 f 
* 
* GetExtra( ) 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns whatever extra value exists that corresponds to the given name 
* 
* Parameters: 
* value -String -the name of the extra value to be returned 
* 
public String GetExtra(String value) { 
String rtr =null; 
Node n = FindNextNodeAttribute(root, "extra", "name", value); 
if(n != null) { 
rtr = GetValue(n); 
} 
return rtr; 
} 
* 
GetRootO 
Purpose -this function parses the index.xml file and returns the Document object 
Parameters: 
filename - Strrng -the URL of the index.xml file 
private Node GetRoot(String filename) { 
Node root; 
try { 
DocumentBuilderFactory dbf =DocumentBuilderFactory.newlnstanceO; 
DocumentBuilder db = dbf.newDocumentBuilderO; 
doc = db.parse(filename); 
} catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
System.out.println("The File Was Not Found"); 
} catch (Exception e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
root = doc.getDocumentElementQ; 
return root; 
i 
* 
* FindNextNodeByChild() 
* 
* 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
Purpose -this function returnes a node that contains a given value 
* child -String -the name of the child to returned 
* value -String -the value to be searched for 
* 
private Node FindNodeByChild(Node node, String name, String value) { 
Node target =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getCllildNodesO.getLengthQ; i++) { 
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if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeTypeQ _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(CheckChildByValue(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i), name, value)){ 
target = node.getChildNodesO.item(i); 
break; 
t 
} 
} 
return target; 
} 
* 
* FindNextNodeQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function returnes a node that contains a given value as an attribute 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* child -String -the name of the child to returned 
* id -String -the id value of the child to be returned 
* value -String -the value to be searched for 
* 
private Node FindNextNodeAttribute(Node node, String child, String id, String value) { 
Node target =null; 
NamedNodeMap nnm =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesQ.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(child)) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getAttributesQ.getNamedltem(id).getNodeValueO.equals(value)) { 
target = node.getChildNodesQ.item(i); 
break; 
} 
1l 
fl 
J 
return target; 
} 
* 
* CheckChildByValueQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function checks if a node contains a child with a particular value 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* name -String -the name of the child to search for 
* value -String -the value to be searched for 
* 
private boolean CheckChildByValue(Node node, String name, String value) { 
boolean found =false; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals(name)) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO.equals(value)) { 
found =true; 
break; 
} 
} 
} 
return found; 
} 
* 
* GetChildO 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function returns the first child from the parent node that matches the name string 
Parameters: 
node -Node -the parent node 
name -String -the name of the child to be returned 
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private Node GetChild(Node node, String name) { 
Node target =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesQ.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodes().item(i).getNodeType() _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals(name)) { 
target = node.getChildNodesO.item(i); 
break; 
} 
1 
1 
return target; 
* 
* GetValueO 
* 
* Purpose -this function returns the value of a node 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* 
private String GetValue(Node node) { 
return node.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
* 
* GetAttrValueQ 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose - t11is function returns the value of the attribute node with the given name 
Parameters: 
node -Node - tl~e parent node 
name -String -the name of the attribute to be returned 
private String GetAttrValue(Node node, String name) { 
String target = ""; 
Node hold =node.getAttributesQ.getNamedItem(name); 
if(hold !=null) { 
target = hold.getNodeValueO; 
if(target.lengthO < l) { 
return ""; 
} else { 
} 
} 
} 
return target; 
Appendix F — Auth Object 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
import java.util.StringTokenizer; 
import java.utiLVector; 
import javax.xml.transform.dom.DOMSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transform.Transfonner; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerException; 
public class Auth { 
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private String username; 
private String password; 
private boolean auth; 
private Vector group; 
private String target; 
private appIndex aI; 
private contentBroker cB; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Constructor 
Purpose -this function updates the member variables with object references passed in by the parent worker object 
Parameters: 
index -String -the URL of the index.xml file 
cBln -contentBroker -the object reference for the shared content broker 
public Auth(String index, contentBroker cBIn) { 
aI =new appindex(index); 
group =new VectorO; 
cB = cBIn; 
prepAuthQ 
* Purpose -this function clears the object for another transaction and sets the username and password variables 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Parameters: 
userIn -String -the incoming username 
passIn -String -the incoming password 
public void prepAuth(String userIn, String passIn) { 
username =userIn; 
password =passIn; 
group.clear(); 
} 
* 
* AuthenticateO 
* 
* Purpose -this function authenticates the supplied username and password against the user list 
* 
public boolean Authenticate(} { 
String grpstr =null; 
Document usersDoc = cB.getDom(aLGetExtra("Users"), false); 
Node user = usersDoc.getDocumentElement(); 
user = FindNextNode(user, "user", "username", username); 
if(user !=null) { 
if(CheckChildByValue(user, "password", password)) { 
auth =true; 
Node groupNode = GetChild(user, "groups"); 
;~ else { 
} 
else { 
auth =false; 
for(int i=0; i<groupNode.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(groupNode.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(groupNode.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameO.equals("group")) { 
grpstr = groupNode.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
group.add(~pstr); 
};; 
auth =false; 
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return auth; 
* 
* resolveSelect() 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function authenticates the supplied user to select the supplied data node 
Parameters: 
targetURI -String -the requested uri 
targetXPath -String -the requested xpath 
public String resolveSelect(String targetURI, String targetXPath) { 
if(targetURI.leng~thO < 1 ~~ targetXPath.leng~thO < l) { 
return "Failed"; 
} else { 
r 
} 
resolveAUDO 
Node hold = parseXPath(targetURI, targetXPath); 
if(hold !=null) { 
Node node = GetChild(hold, "select"); 
} else { 
if(node !=null) { 
Node test = GetChild(node, username); 
if(test == null) { 
for(int i=0; i<group.sizeO; i++) { 
test = GetChild(node, (String)group.get(i)); 
if(test != null) {break; } 
} 
if(test != null) { 
return test.getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueO; 
} else { 
return "Failed"; 
} else { 
rehirn "Failed"; 
} 
return "Failed"; 
* Purpose -this function authenticates the supplied user to add, update or delete the supplied data node 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Parameters: 
targetURI -String -the requested uri 
targetXPath -String -the requested xpath 
action -String -the requested action: add, update or delete 
public Boolean resolveAUD(String targetURI, String targetXPath, String action) { 
if(targetURI.lengthO < I ~~ targetXPath.lengthO < 1 ~~ action.lengthO < I) { 
return false; 
}else{ 
Boolean rtrn =false; 
Node hold = parseXPath(targetURI, targetXPath); 
if(hold != null) { 
Node node = GetChild(hold, action); 
if(node != null) { 
Node test = GetChild(node, username); 
if(test == null) { 
for(int i=0; i<gRoup.size(); i++) { 
test = GetChild(node, (String)gnoup.get(i}); 
if(test !=null) {break; } 
1~5 
t 
if(test !=null) { 
rtrn =true; 
} 
} 
} 
return rtrn; 
} 
} 
* 
* addNodeQ 
* 
* Purpose -this function adds a node to the security document to keep it in sync with the data document 
* 
* Parameters: 
* element -String -the name of the new node 
* maxId -String -the new node's id 
* uri -String -the uri of the new node 
* xpath -String -the xpath of the new node 
* 
public void addNode(String element, String maxld, String uri, String xpath) { 
aI.set(uri); 
String secLoc = aI.GetSecQ; 
Document doc = cB.getDom(secLoc, true); 
Node hold = parseXPath(uri, xpath, doc); 
Node node = doc.createElement(element); 
Node id = doc.createElement("id'"); 
id.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(maxId)}; 
node. appendChild(id); 
Node child = GetChild(hold, "select"); 
if(child != null) {node.appendChild(child.cloneNode(true)); ; 
child = GetChild(hold, "add"); 
if(child !=null) {node.appendChild(child.cloneNode(true)); } 
child = GetChild(hold, "update"); 
if(child !=null) {node.appendChild(child.cloneNode(true)); 
child = GetChild(hold, "delete"); 
if(child !=null) {node.appendChild(child.cloneNode(true)); } 
hold. appendChild(node); 
cB.domCheckIn(secLoc); 
} 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
removeNodeO 
Purpose -this function removes the given node from the security document to keep it in sync with the data document 
Parameters: 
uri -String -the uri of the node to be removed 
xpath -String -the xpath of the node to be removed 
public void removeNode(String uri, String xpath) { 
aI. set(uri); 
String secLoc = aI.GetSecO; 
Document doc = cB.getDom(secLoc, true); 
Node hold = parseXPath(uri, xpath, doc); 
Node parent = hold.getParentNodeQ; 
parent.removeChild(hold); 
cB.domCheck In(secLoc); 
parseXPath() 
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* Purpose -this overloaded function first retrieves the missing Document object which it then passes off to the other function below 
* 
* Parameters: 
* uriIn -String -the uri of the node to be returned 
* xpathIn -String -the xpath of the node to be returned 
* 
private Node parseXPath(String uriIn, String xpathIn) { 
aI. set(uri In); 
String secLoc = aI.GetSecQ; 
if((secLoc.equals("Failed")) { 
Document doc = cB.getDom(secLoc ,false); 
return parseXPath(uriln, xpathIn, doc); 
} else { 
return null; 
t r 
} 
* 
* 
* 
* 
statement 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
parseXPathO 
Purpose -the primary version of the overloaded function, given a Document object it sifts through the nodes to retrieve the node in the xpatl~ 
Parameters: 
uriln -String -the uri of the node to be returned 
xpathIn -String -the xpath of the node to be returned 
doc -Document -the Document object to be searched 
private Node parseXPath(String uriln, String xpathIn, Document doc) { 
Node nd = doc.getDocumentElement(); 
if(xpathIn.lastIndexOf("/"} != 0) { 
String chuck =xpathIn.substring(xpathIn.indexOf("/", 2)); 
StringTokenizer st =new StringTokenizer(chuck, "/"}; 
while(st.hasMoreTokensO) { 
String token = st.nextTokenQ; 
1 
1 
f 
return nd; 
'r 
FindNextNode() 
if(token.indexOf("[") !=-1) { 
int open = token.indexOf("["); 
int eq = token.indexOf("="); 
int close = token.indexOf("]"); 
String middle = token.substring(open + 1, eq); 
if(middle.indexOf("@") _= 0) {middle = middle.substrmg(1); ; 
nd = FindNextNode(nd, token.substring(O,open), middle, token.substring(eq + 1, close)); 
} else { 
} 
nd = GetChild(nd, token); 
Purpose -this function returnes a node that contains a given value 
Parameters: 
node -Node -the parent node 
child -String -the name of the child to returned 
id -String -the id value of the child to be returned 
value -String -the value to be searched for 
private Node FindNextNode(Node node, String child, String id, String value) { 
Node target =null; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLeng~thO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
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if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(child)) { 
if(CheckChildByValue(node.getChildNodesO.item(i), id, value)) { 
target = node.getChildNodesO.item(i); 
break; 
} 
1 
1 
1 
return target; 
{ 
* 
* CheckChildByValueO 
* 
* 
* 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* name -String -the name of the child to search for 
* value -String -the value to be searched for 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Purpose -this function checks if a node contains a child with a particular value 
private boolean CheckChildByValue(Node node, String name, String value) { 
boolean found =false; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesQ.getLengthQ; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getNodeTypeQ == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(name)) { 
if(node.getChildNodesQ.item(i).getChildNodesO.item(0).getNodeValueQ.equals(value)) { 
found =true; 
break; 
1 
1 
return found; 
{ 
hasChildO 
1 
1 
i r 
} 
Purpose -this function tests whether a particular node has a child with the given name 
* Parameters: 
* node -Node -the parent node 
* name -String -the name of the child to be searched for 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
private boolean hasChild(Node node, String name) { 
boolean target =false; 
for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLength(}; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeNameQ.equals(name)) { 
target =true; 
break; 
r 
return target; 
GetChildQ 
} 
Purpose -this function returns the first child from the parent node that matches the name string 
Parameters: 
node -Node -the parent node 
name -String -the name of the child to be returned 
private Node GetChild(Node node, String name) { 
Node target =null; 
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for(int i=0; i<node.getChildNodesO.getLengthO; i++) { 
if(node.getChildNodesO.item(i).getNodeTypeO _= Node.ELEMENT_NODE) { 
if(node.getCllildNodesO.item(i}.getNodeName(}.equals(name)) { 
target = node.getChildNodes(}.item(i); 
break; 
1 
J 
return target; 
{ 
} 
Appendix G —Logger Object 
import java.io.File; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.util.Calendar; 
public class Logger { 
private File f; 
private FileWriter fw; 
Constructor 
Purpose -this constructor opens the apropriate file to append 
public Logger() { 
Calendar today = Calendar.getInstanceO; 
String name = "/home/me/pj/dataserver/log/" + today.get(Calendar.DATE) + "_" + today.get(Calendar.NIONTH) + "_" + 
today.get(Calendar.YEAR) + "Data.log"; 
try { 
f =new File(name)s 
if(f.exists() _= false) { 
f.createNewFile(); 
1 
fw =new FileWriter(f, true); 
catch(IOException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
} 
Log() 
Purpose -this function writes out the supplied log message 
Parameters: 
str -String -the message to write out 
public void Log(String str) { 
try { 
fw.write(" ~n"); 
fw.write(str + "~n\n"}; 
fw.flushQ; 
} catch(lOException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
{ 
CloseO 
Purpose -this function exists to properly close the file and clean up the object 
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public void CloseO { 
try { 
fw.closeQ; 
} catch(IOException e) { 
System.err.println(e); 
} 
} 
} 
Appendix H —Select Servlet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.Transformer; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import _java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URlSyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import _java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enwneration; 
import. javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfitntrationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
import javax.servlet.http.Cookie; 
public class Select extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriterQ; 
Cookie[] cookies= request.getCookies(}; 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request.getParameter("xpath"); 
String username =cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(0,cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":")); 
String password = cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(cookies[0].getValueQ.indexOf(":") + 1); 
String host = request.getSchemeO + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortQ + "/"; 
String xml = ""~ 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStreamO, true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-
ENV=\"http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/\"><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:request><uri>" + uri + "</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><username>" + 
username + "</username><password>" +password + "</password></pj:request></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>"); 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLineQ) !=null) { 
xml += in; 
socket.closeQ; 
} catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
out.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
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} catch(IOException ex) { 
out.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
TransformerFactory factory = TransfonnerFactory.newInstance(); 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterO; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriter(); 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String element = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:element>") + 12, xml.indexOf("</pj:element>")}; 
String mode = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:mode>"} + 9, xml.indexOf("</pj:mode>")}; 
String xslt = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xslt>") + 9, xmLindexOf("</pj:xslt>")); 
String xsltnode = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xsltnode>") + 13, xml.indexOf("</pj:xsltnode>")); 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(xslt)); 
transfonner.setParameter("element", element); 
transformer.setParameter("mode", mode); 
transformer.setParameter("uri", uri); 
transfonner.setParameter("host", host); 
transfonner.setParameter("xsltnode", xsltnode); 
transformer.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader("<root/>")), new StreamResult(rxslt)); 
rxtrn = rxslt.toStringO; 
Transformer tr = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(new StringReader(rxtrn))); 
tr.transfonn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) ~ 
out.println(e); 
t r 
} else { 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/IoginFailed.xsl")); 
transfonner.transfonn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn ~= rslt.toStringO; 
catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
out.println(e); 
out.println(rtrn); 
out.closeO; 
Appendix 1 —Add Servlet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transform.Transformer; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URISyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
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import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
public class Add extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriterO; 
Cookie[] cookies= request.getCookiesO; 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request.getParameter("xpath"); 
String newElement = request.getParameter("newElement"}; 
String username =cookies[0].getValueO.substring(0,cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":")); 
String password = cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(cookies[0].getValueQ.indexOf(":") + l ); 
String host = request.getSchemeO + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
String xml = ""~ 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStreamO, true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:addRequest><uri>" +uri + 
"</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><newElement>" +newElement + "</newElement><username>" + username + "</username><password>" +password + 
"</password></pj : addRequest></SOAP-EN V: Body></SOAP-ENV :Envelope>"); 
Stnng tn; 
while((in = input.readLine()) !=null) { 
xml += in; 
socket.close(); 
catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
} catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
i 
TransformerFactory factory = TransfonmerFactory.newInstance(); 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriter(); 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriterO; 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String element = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:element>") + 12, xml.indexOf("</pj:element>"}); 
String xslt = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xslt>") + 9, xml.indexOf("</pj:xslt>")); 
String xsltnode = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xsltnode>") + l3, xml.indexOf("</pj:xsltnode>")); 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(xslt}); 
transfonmer.setParameter("element", element); 
transfonner.setParameter("xsltnode", xsltnode); 
transfonner.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader("<root/>")), new StreamResult(rxslt)); 
rxtrn = rxslt.toStringO; 
Transformer tr = factory.newTransfonmer(new StreamSotu-ce(new StringReader(rxtrn))); 
tr.transfonn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringQ; 
catch(TransformerException e} { 
System. out. println(e); 
} else { 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonmer(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/loginFailed.xsl")); 
transfonner.transfonn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonmerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
} 
out.println(rtrn 
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out.closeO; 
} 
} 
Appendix J —Commit Servlet 
import javax. servlet. *; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.TransfonmerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.Transfonmer; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfornerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonmerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io. StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URlSyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
public class Commit extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("textlhtml "); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
Cookie[] cookies= request.getCookies(); 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request.getParameter("xpath"); 
String newNode = request.getParameter("newNode"); 
String username =cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(0,cookies[0).getValueO.indexOf(":")); 
String password =cookies[0].getValue().substring(cookies[OJ.getValue().indexOf(":") + 1); 
String host = request.getSchemeO + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
String xm1 = ""~ 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStreamQ, true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:commitRequest><uri>" +uri + 
"</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><newNode>" +newNode + "</newNode><username>" + username + "</username><password>" +password + 
"</password></pj : commitRequest></SOAP-EN V: Body></SOAP-ENV :Envelope>"); 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLineO) != null) { 
xml += in; 
socket.closeO; 
} catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System.exit(l ); 
i 
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String rtrn = "' ; 
String rxtrn = ""~ 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterO; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriter(); 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String redirect = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:redirect>") + 13, xml.indexOf("</pj:redirect>")); 
response. sendRedirect(redirect); 
} else { 
try { 
TransfonnerFactory factory = TransformerFactory.newlnstanceO; 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/loginFailed.xsl")); 
transfonner.transforn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System. out.println(e); 
} 
out.println(rtrn); 
1 
t 
out.closeQ; 
Appendix K —Update Servlet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonmerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.Transfonner; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transfonm.TransfonmerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import _java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URlSyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml. sax. SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
public class Upd extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
Cookie[] cookies= request.getCookiesO; 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request. getParameter("xpath"); 
String username =cookies[0].getValue().substring(0,cookies[0].getValue().indexOf(":")); 
String password =cookies[0].getValueO.substring(cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":") + 1); 
String host = request.getSchemeO + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
String xml = ""~ 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
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BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getlnputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStreamO, true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\" 1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:updRequest><uri>" +uri + 
"</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><username>" + username + "</username><password>" +password + "</password></pj:updRequest></SOAP-
ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>"); //<newElement>" +newElement + "</newElement> 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLineO) !=null) { 
xml += in; 
} 
socket.close(); 
} catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
} catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex), 
System.exit(1); 
TransfonmerFactory factory = TransformerFactory.newInstanceO; 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterO; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriterO; 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String element = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:element>"} + 12, xml.indexOf("</pj:element>"}); 
String xslt = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xslt>"} + 9, xml.indexOf("</pj:xslt>")); 
String xsltnode = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:xsltnode>") + 13, xml.indexOf("</pj:xsltnode>")); 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource(xslt)); 
transfonmer.setParameter("element", element); 
transformer.setParameter("xsltnode", xsltnode); 
transfonmer.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader("<root/>")), new StreamResult(rxslt)); 
rxtrn = rxslt.toStringO; 
Transformer tr = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource(new StringReader(rxtrn))); 
tr.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)}; 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
} else { 
try { 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/loginFailed.xsl")); 
transfonner.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System. out.println(e}; 
t 
ottt.println(rtrn); 
out.close(); 
Appendix L —Commit Update Servlet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transform.Transformer; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonmerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FilelnputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
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import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URISyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
public class CommitUpd extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
Cookie[] cookies= request. getCookiesO; 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request.getParameter("xpath"); 
String updNode = request.getParameter("updNode"); 
String username =cookies[0].getValueO.substring(0,cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":")); 
String password = cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":") + 1); 
String host = request.getSchemeQ + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
String xml = ""~ 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777}; 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStream(), true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:commitUpdRequest><uri>" +uri + 
"</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><updNode>" +updNode + "</updNode><username>" + username + "</username><password>" +password + 
"</password></pj:commitUpdRequest></SOAP-ENV: Body></SOAP-ENV: Envelope>"); 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLineO) != null) { 
xml += in; 
socket.close(); 
catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System. exit(1); 
} catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System. exit(1); 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""~ 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriter(); 
StringVt~riter rslt =new StringWriter(); 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String redirect = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:redirect>") + 13, xml.indexOf("</pj:redirect>")); 
response. sendRedirect(redirect); 
else { 
try { 
TransformerFactory factory = TransformerFactory.newInstanceO; 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/loginFailed.xsl")); 
transformer.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
out.println(rtrn), 
} 
out.closeO; 
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Appendix M —Delete Servlet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.http.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transform.Transformer; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FileInputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URISyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
public class Delete extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriterO; 
Cookie[] cookies= request.getCookiesQ; 
String uri = request.getParameter("uri"); 
String xpath = request.getParameter("xpath"); 
String username =cookies[0].getValueO.substring(0,cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":")); 
String password = cookies[0].getValueQ.substring(cookies[0].getValueO.indexOf(":") + I); 
String host = request.getSchemeQ + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
String xm1= ""• 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getlnputStreamO)}; 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStream(), true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"1.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:deleteRequest><uri>" +uri + 
"</uri><xpath>" + xpath + "</xpath><username>" + username + "</username><password>" +password + "</password></pj:deleteRequest></SOAP-
EN V :Body></SOAP-ENV :Envelope>"); 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLineQ) !=null) { 
xml += in; 
} 
socket.closeO; 
} catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex}; 
System.exit(1); 
} catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
t 
String rtrn = ""; 
String rxtrn = ""• 
StringWriter rxslt =new StringWriterQ; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriter(); 
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int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
String redirect = xml.substring(xml.indexOf("<pj:redirect>") + 13, xml.indexOf("</pj:redirect>")); 
response. sendRedirect(redirect); 
} else { 
try { 
TransfonnerFactory factory = TransfonnerFactory.newInstanceO; 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/loginFailed.xsl")); 
transformer.transfonn(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toStringO; 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
i 
out.println(rtrn); 
l 
f 
out.close(); 
} 
Appendix N —Login Serviet 
import javax.servlet.*; 
import javax.servlet.11ttp.*; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerFactory; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.Transfonner; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamSource; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.stream.StreamResult; 
import javax.xml.transfonn.TransfonnerException; 
import javax.xml.transform.TransfonnerConfigurationException; 
import java.io.FileNotFoundException; 
import java.io.FilelnputStream; 
import java.io.FileOutputStream; 
import java.io.FileReader; 
import java.io.BufferedReader; 
import java.io.StringReader; 
import java.io.StringWriter; 
import java.net.URL; 
import java.io.File; 
import java.net.URI; 
import java.net.URISyntaxException; 
import java.net.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.Enumeration; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import org.w3c.dom.Document; 
import org.w3c.dom.Node; 
import javax.xml.parsers.ParserConfigurationException; 
import org.xml.sax.SAXException; 
import org.xml.sax.InputSource; 
import javax.servlet.http.Cookie; 
public class Login extends HttpServlet { 
public void doGet (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/html"); 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriterO; 
String host =null; 
out.println("<hhnl><head><title>Please Login</title></head><body><fonn action=\"Login\" method=\"post\"><input type=\"text\" 
name=\"username\"><br><input type=\"password\" name=\"password\"><br><input type=l"submit\"></form></body></html>"); 
out.closeO; 
l 
1 
public void doPost (HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws ServletException, IOException { 
response. setContentType("text/Irtml"); 
String username =request.getParameter("username"); 
String password = request.getParameter("password"); 
String host = request.getSchemeO + "://" + request.getServerNameO + ":" + request.getServerPortO + "/"; 
if((username.length(} < I) ~~ (password.lengthO < 1)} { 
doGet(request, response); 
return; 
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} 
String xm1= ""• 
try { 
Socket socket =new Socket("localhost", 7777); 
BufferedReader input =new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(socket.getlnputStreamO)); 
PrintWriter output =new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStream(), true); 
output.println("<?xml version=\"I.0\"?><SOAP-ENV:Envelope><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:loginRequest><username>" + username + 
"</username><password>" +password + "</password></pjaoginRequest></SOAP-ENV:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope>"); 
String in; 
while((in = input.readLine(}) !=null) { 
xml += in; 
} 
socket.closeQ; 
} catch(UnknownHostException ex) { 
System.err.println("UnknownHostException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
} catch(IOException ex) { 
System.err.println("IOException:" + ex); 
System.exit(1); 
} 
PrintWriter out = response.getWriter(); 
String rtrn = ""; 
StringWriter rslt =new StringWriterO; 
int fault = xml.indexOf("SOAP-ENV:Fault"); 
response.addCookie(new Cookie("username", username + ":" +password)); 
try { 
TransfonnerFactory factory = TransfonnerFactory.newInstanceQ; 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransfonner(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/Uri.xsl")); 
transformer. setParameter("user", username); 
transformer.transform(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pj/users.xml"), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toString(); 
} catch(TransfonnerException e) { 
System.. out. println(e); 
t 
} else { 
try } 
TransformerFactory factory = TransformerFactory.newlnstanceO; 
Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource("file:/home/me/pjlloginFailed.xsl")); 
transformer.transform(new StreamSource(new StringReader(xml)), new StreamResult(rslt)); 
rtrn = rslt.toString(}; 
} catch(TransformerException e) { 
System.out.println(e); 
} 
out.println(rtrn); 
out.closeQ; 
Appendix O —Data Main Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001 /XMLSchema" 
xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com" xmins:xslt="http:/Ixslt"> 
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="no"/> 
<xsl:param name="uri"/> 
<xsl:param name="xpatll"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:param name="mode"/> 
<xsl:param name="href'/> 
<xsl:param name="xslt"/> 
<xsl:param name="xsltnode"/> 
<xslaemplate match="/"> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schema/xsd:element[@name=$element]"> 
<xslt:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xslt:output method="xml"/> 
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<xslt:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xslt:variable name="xpath" select=" { $xpath } "/> 
<xslt:variable name="element" select="'{$element}"'/> 
<xslt:variable name="mode" select="' { $mode; "'/> 
<xslt:include href==" {$href; "/> 
<xsltaemplate match="/"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Body> 
<pj :response> 
<pj:uri><xsl:value-of select="$uri"/></pj:uri><pj:xpath><xsl:value-of select="$xpath"/></pj:xpath><pj:element><xsl:value-of 
select="$element"/></pj:element><pj:mode><xsl:value-of select="$mode"/></pj:mode><pj:xslt><xsl:value-of 
select="$xslt"/></pj:xslt><pj:xsltnode><xsl:value-of select="$xsltnode"/></pj:xsltnode> 
<xslt:for-each select="$xpath"> 
<xslt:call-template name="header"/> 
<xslt:call-template name="body"/> 
<xslt:call-template name="children"/> 
<xslt:call-template name="footer"/> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</pj:response> 
</SOAP-ENV : Body> 
</SOAP-EN V:Envelope> 
</xslt:template> 
<xsltaemplate name="header"> 
<xsl:element name="pj:header" namespace="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xsl:call-template name="recurse"><xsl:with-param name="test" select="$xpath"/><xsl:with-param name="before" select="'/"'/></xsl:call-template> 
</xsl:element> 
</xslttemplate> 
<xslt:template name="body"> 
<xsl:element name="pj:body" namespace="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xslt:apply-templates select="self::*"/> 
</xsl:element> 
</xslt:template> 
<xslt:template name="children"> 
<xsl:element name="pj:children" namespace="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xsl:element name="xslt:for-each" namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"><xsl:attribute name="select">child::*<xsl:if 
test="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@refJ">[<xsl:for-each select="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@ref]">self::<xsl:value-of 
select="@ref'/><xsl:if test="not(positionO = lastQ)"> or </xsl:i~</xsl:for-each>]</xsl:ifl</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:if test="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@refJ"> 
<xsl:element name="xslt:choose" namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"> 
<xsl:for-each select="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@refJ"> 
<xsl:element name="xslt:when" namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"><xsl:attribute name="test">nameO='<xsl:value-of 
select=" ref'/>'</xsl :attribute> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schema/xsd:element(@name =currentO/ ref]"> 
<xsl:element name=" { u,name; "> 
clink>/<xsl:value-of select="@name"/><xsl:if test="xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/link">[<xsl:value-of select="xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/link"/>=<xsl:element 
name="xslt:value-of' namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"><xsl:attribute name="select"><xsl:value-of 
select="xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/link"/></xsl:attribute></xsl:element>]</xsl:if5</link> 
<display><xsl:iftest="xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/display"><xsl:element name="xslt:value-of' 
namespace="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"><xsl:attribute name="select"><xsl:value-of 
select="xsd: annotation/xsd: appinfo/display"/></xsl :attribute></xsl :element></xsl: i f5</di splay> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl :for-each> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl:i~ 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl:element> 
</xslt:template> 
<xslt:template name="footer"> 
<xsLelement name="pj:footer" namespace="http://www.Project,Talisco.com"> 
<xsl:for-each select="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[~ref]"> 
<xsl:element name=" { ref} "/> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsltaemplate> 
</xslt:stylesheet> 
~?o 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate name="recurse"> 
<xsl:param name="test"/> 
<xsl:param name="before"/> 
<xsl:variable name="iftest" select="substring($test, 2)"/> 
<xsl:if test="contains($iftest, '/')"> 
<xsl:variable name="first" select="substring-after($test, $before)"/> 
<xsl:variable name="second" select="substring-before($first, '/')"/> 
<xsl:variable name="third" select="substring-after($test, concat($before, $second, '/'))"/> 
<xsl:call-template name="printHeader"><xsl:with-param name="elem" select="$second"/><xsl:with-param name="path" select="concat($before, 
$second)"/><xsl:with-param name="ename"><xsl:choose><xsl:when test="contains($second, '[')"><xsl:value-of select="substring-before($second, 
'[')"/></xsl:when><xsl:otllerwise><xsl:value-of select="$second"/></xsl:otllerwise></xsl:choose></xsl:with-param></xsl:call-template> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="contains($third, '/')"> 
<xsl:call-template name="recurse"><xsl:with-param name="test" select="$test"/><xsl:with-param name="before" select="concat($before, $second, 
'/')"/></xsl :call-template> 
</xsl :when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<!--<xsl:call-template name="printHeader"><xsl:with-param name="elem" select="$third"/><xsl:with-param name="path" select="concat($before, 
$first)"/><xsl:with-param name="ename"><xsl:choose><xsl:when test="contains($third, '[')"><xsl:value-of select="substring-before($third, 
'[')"/></xsl:when><xsl:otherwise><xsl:value-of select="$third"/></xsl:otherwise></xsl:choose></xsl:with-param></xsl:call-template>--> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
</xsl:ifl 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template name="printHeader"> 
<xsl:param name="elem"/> 
<xsl:param name="path"/> 
<xsl:param name="ename"/> 
<xsl:element name=" { $ename } "> 
clink><xsLvalue-of select="$path"/></link> 
<display><xsl:value-of select="$ename"/><xsl:if test="/xsd:schemalxsd:element[ a.name=$ename]/xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/display">:<xsl:element 
name="xslt:value-of' namespace="http://www.w3.org/l 999/XSL/Transform"><xsl:attribute name="select"><xsl:value-of select="concat($path, '/', 
/xsd:schema/xsd:element[@,name=$ename]/xsd:annotation/xsd:appinfo/display)"/></xsl:attribute></xsl:element></xsl:if></display> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:namespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="xslt" result-prefix="xsl"/> 
</xsl: stylesheet> 
Appendix P —Data Add Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com" xmins:xslt="http://xslt"> 
<xsl:output method="xml"h 
<xsl:param name="uri"/> 
<xsl:param name="xpath"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:param name="xslt"/> 
<xsl:param name="xsltnode"/> 
<xsl :strip-space elements="* "/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:addResponse><pj:uri><xsl:value-of 
select="$uri"/></pj:uri><pj:xpath><xsl:value-of select="$xpath"/></pj:xpath><pj:element><xsl:value-of 
select="$element"/></pj:element><pj:xslt><xsl:value-of select="$xslt"/></pj:xslt><pj:xsltnode><xsl:value-of select="$xsltnode"/></pj:xsltnode> 
<pj:body> 
<xsl:for-each select="xsd:schema/xsd:element[@name=$element]"> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@name]"/> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</pj:body></pj:addResponse></SOAP-EN V:Body></SOAP-ENV:Envelope> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate match="xsd:element"> 
<xsl:element name=" { n,name} "> 
J 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="@maxOccurs='unbounded"'> 
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<xsl:attribute name="mutt">true</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="~maxOccurs > 1 "> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">true</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="mutt">false</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="type='xsd:string'"'> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test=" n pj:lines"> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">textarea</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:attribute name="rows"><xsl:value-of select="@pj:lines"/></xsl:attribute> 
</xsl :when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">string</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
</xsl :when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='xsd:integer'"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">integer</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:variable name="type" select="@type"/> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schema/xsd:simpleType[~name=$type]"> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">enumeration</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:for-each select="xsd:restriction/xsd:enumeration"> 
<xsl:element name="value"><xsLvalue-of select="@value"/></xsl:element> 
</xsl :for-each> 
</xsl:for-each> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schema/xsd:complexType[@name=$type]"> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">complex</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="xsd:sequence/xsd:element"/> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
</xsl:element> 
</xsl aemplate> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix Q —Data Update Stylesheet 
<`:'xml version=" 1.0"~> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001 /XMLSchema" 
xmins:pj="littp://www.ProjectJalisco.com" xmins:xslt="http://xslt"> 
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/> 
<xsl:param name="uri"/> 
<xsl:param name="xpath"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:param name="xslt"/> 
<xsl:param name="xsltnode"/> 
<xslaemplate match="/"> 
<xslt:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.cotn"> 
<xslt:output method="xml"/> 
<xslt:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xslt:variable name="xpath" select=" { $xpath } "/> 
<xslt:variable name="element" select="'{$element}"'/> 
<xslt:template match="/"> 
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope xmins:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"><SOAP-ENV:Body><pj:updResponse><pj:uri><xsl:value-of 
select="$uri"/></pj:uri><pj:xpath><xsl:value-of select="$xpath"/></pj:xpath><pj:element><xsl:value-of 
select="$element"/></pj:element><pj:xslt><xsl:value-of select="$xslt"/></pj:xslt><pj:xsltnode><xsl:value-of select="$xsltnode"/></pj:xsltnode> 
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<pj :body> 
<xslt:for-each. select="$xpath"> 
<xsl:for-each select="xsd:schema/xsd:element[@name=$element]"> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[@name]"/> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</pj:body> 
</p j : updResponse></SOAP-ENV :Body></SOAP-ENV : Envelope> 
</xslt:template> 
</xslt:stylesheet> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl:template match="xsd:element"> 
<xslt:choose> 
<xslt:when test=" { @name} "> 
<xslt:for-each select=" { @name } "> 
<xsl:element name=" {@name} "> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="@maxOccurs='unbounded"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">true</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@maxOccurs > 1 "> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">true<Jxsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="mutt">false</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
<xsl: choose> 
<xsl:when test="@type='xsd:string"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">string</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="value"> { .; <Ixsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="type='xsd:integer"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">integer</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="value">{.}</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='filename"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">filename</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="walue">{.}</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl :when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">enumeration</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="value">{.',</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:variable name="ty" select="@type"/> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schemalxsd:simpleType[@name=$ty]/xsd:restriction/xsd:enumeration"> 
<xsl:element name="value"><xsl:value-of select="@,value"/></xsl:element> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
<Ixsl:element> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</xslt:when> 
<xslt:otherwise> 
<xsl ;element name=" { @name } "> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="~maxOccurs='unbounded"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">true</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl :when> 
<xsl:when test=" a maxOccurs > 1 "> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">true</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="mint">false</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test=" a type='xsd:string"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">string</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='xsd:integer"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">integer</xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test=" ntype='filename"'> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">filename</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="walue"><xslaext> </xslaext></xsl:attribute> 
</xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise> 
<xsl:attribute name="type">enumeration</xsl:attribute> 
<xsl:variable name="ty" select=" cr,type"/> 
<xsl:for-each select="/xsd:schema/xsd:simpleType[ ~r name=$ty]/xsd:restriction/xsd:enumeration"> 
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<xsl:element name="value"><xsl:value-of select="@value"/></xsl:element> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
</xsl:element> 
</xslt:otherwise> 
</xslt:choose> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:namespace-alias styleslieet-prefix="xslt" result-prefix="xsl"/> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix R —Presentation Main Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="I.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xslt="http://xslt" xmins:pj="http://www.Projectialisco.com" 
xmins:SOAP-ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap. org/soap/encoding/"> 
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/> 
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:param name="mode"/> 
<xsl:param name="uri"/> 
<xsl:param name="host"/> 
<xsl:param name="xsltnode"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<xslt:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xslt:output method="html"/> 
<xslt:include href==" { $xsltnode } "/> 
<xslt:variable name="mode" select="' { $mode } "'/> 
<xsltaemplate match="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:response"> 
<html> 
<head><title>Knowledge Trees</title></head><script>function ChngLoc(loc) { window.location=loc; } </script>clink hre~" { $host; pj/ { $uri } .css" 
type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"/> 
<body> 
<xslt:apply-templates select="pj:header"/> 
<hr/> 
<xslt:apply-templates select="pj:body/*"/> 
<~-/> 
<xslt:apply-templates select="pj:children" mode=" {$mode} "/> 
<hr/> 
<xslt:apply-templates select="pj:footer" mode=" {$mode} "/> 
<hr/> 
<xslt:if test="$mode='owner"'><xsl:call-template name="Options"/></xslt:if5 
</body></html> 
</xsltaemplate> 
<xslt:template match="pj:header"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*"> 
<td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">header</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="style">text-
decorati on:underline;</xsl :attribute><xsl :attribute 
name="onclick">ChngLoc("Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={link}")</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="onmouseover">window.status = 
"Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={link}"</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-
of select="display"/></xsl:element></td> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</table> 
</xslt:template> 
<xsltaemplate match="pj:children" mode="user"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*[not(self::error or self::update or self::addition or self::help)]"> 
<tr><td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">child{nameO}</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onclick">ChngLoc("Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={parent::*/parent::*/pj:xpath} {link}")</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onmouseover">window.stahis = "Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={parent::*/parent::*1pj:xpath} {link}"</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/>:<xslt:value-of select="display"/></xsl:element></td></tr> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</table> 
</xsltaemplate> 
<xsltaemplate match="pj:children" mode="owner"> 
<table> 
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<xslt:for-each select="child::*"> 
<tr><td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">child{name(}}</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onclick">ChngLoc("Select?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj : xpath } {link } ")</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onmouseover">window.status = "Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={parent::*/parent::*/pj:xpath} {link}"</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.stahis = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/>:<xslt:value-of select="display"/></xsl:element></td></tr> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</table> 
</xslt:template> 
<xsltaemplate match="pj:children" mode="super"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*"> 
<tr><td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">child{nameO}</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onclick">ChnbLoc("Select?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={parent::*/parent::*/pj:xpath} {link} ")</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute 
name="onmouseover">window.status = "Select?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :xpath } {link } "</xsl:attribute><xsl :attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/>:<xslt:value-of select="display"/></xsl:element></td></tr> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</table> 
</xslt:template> 
<xsltaemplate match="pj:footer" mode="user"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*[self::error or self::update or self::addition or self::help]"> 
<td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">footer{name()} </xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="style">text-
decoration :underline;</xsl :attribute><xsl :attribute 
name="onclick">ChngLoc("Add?uri= {parent::*/parent:: */pj:uri} &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj:xpath } &amp;newElement={name0 } "}</xsl:attribute><xs 
l:attribute name="onmouseover">window.status = 
"Add?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :xpath } &amp;newElement= {name() } "</xsl :attribute><xsl :attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/></xsl:element></td> 
</xslt: for-each> 
</table> 
</xsltaemplate> 
<xsltaemplate match="pj:footer" mode="owner"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*"> 
<td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">footer{nameO}</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="style">text-
decoration:underline;</xsl :attribute><xsl :attribute 
name="onclick">ChngLoc("Add?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj: uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj : xpath } &amp;newElement= {nameO } ")</xsl: attribute><xs 
l:attribute name="onmouseover">window.status = 
"Add?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj :xpath } &amp;newElement= {nameO } "</xsl:attribute><xsl: attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/></xsl:element></td> 
</xslt:for-each> 
<Itable> 
</xslt:template> 
<xslt:template match="pj:footer" mode="super"> 
<table> 
<xslt:for-each select="child::*[self::error or self::update or self::addition or self :help]"> 
<td><xsl:element name="span"><xsl:attribute name="class">footer{nameO}</xsl:attribute><xsl:attribute name="style">text-
decoration:underline;</xsl :attribute><xsl: attribute 
name="onclick.">ChngLoc("Add?uri={parent::*/parent::*/pj:uri}&amp;xpath={parent::*/parent::*/pj:xpath}&amp;newElement={nameO; ")</xsl:attribute><xs 
l:attribute name="onmouseover">window.status = 
"Add?uri= {parent:: */parent:: */pj: uri } &amp;xpath= {parent:: */parent:: */pj: xpath} &amp;newElement= {nameO } "</xsl: attribute><xsl: attribute 
name="onmouseout">window.status = ""</xsl:attribute><xslt:value-of select="nameO"/></xsl:element></td> 
</xslt:for-each> 
</table> 
</xsltaemplate> 
</xslt:stylesheet> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="Options"> 
<xsl:element name="a"><xsl:attribute name="href'>Upd?uri={pj:uri}&amp;xpath={pj:xpath}</xsl:attribute>Update</xsl:element>~ 
<xsl:element name="a"><xsl:attribute name="href'>Delete?uri={pj:uri}&amp;xpath={pj:xpath}</xsl:attribute>Delete</xsl:element> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl:namespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="xslt" result-prefix="xsl"/> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix S —Presentation Add Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xslt="http://xslt" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
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<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/> 
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<xslt:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xslt:output method="html"/> 
<xslt:include href=="file:/home/me/pj/GenericAdd.xsl"/> 
<xslt:variable name="base" select="'http://localhost:8080/Thesis/servlet/AddServ?"'/> 
<xslt:template match="/"> 
<xslt:call-template name="add"/> 
</xsltaemplate> 
</xslt:stylesheet> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsLnamespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="xslt" result-prefix="xsl"/> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix T —Presentation Update Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" ] .0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xslt="http://xslt" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xsl:output method="xml" indent="yes"/> 
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<xslt:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http:/Iwww.ProjectJalisco.com"> 
<xslt:output method="html"/> 
<xslt:include href="file:/home/me/pj/GenericUpd.xsl"/> 
<xslt:variable name="base" select="'UpdServ?"'/> 
<xslt:template match="/"> 
<xslt:call-template name="upd"/> 
</xslt:template> 
</xslt: stylesheet> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:namespace-alias stylesheet-prefix="xslt" result-prefix="xsl"/> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix U —Generic Add Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com" xmins:SOAP-
ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 
<xslaemplate name="add"> 
<html> 
<head><title>Add</title></head> 
<body> 
<fonn name="addFonn"> 
<table border=" 1 "> 
<xsl:call-template name="childScript"/><xsl:call-template name="multiply"/> 
<xsl:for-each select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:addResponse/pj:body/child::*[not(nameO='id')]"> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="@molt='true"'><xsl:call-template name="complex"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@molt='false"'><xsl:call-template name="single"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise>OTHERWISE ERROR</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl:choose> 
</xsl:for-each> 
</table> 
<input type="button" value="Submit" onclick="GoSubmitQ"/> 
</form> 
<xsl:call-template name="goFocus"/> 
</body></html> 
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</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl:template name="single"> 
<tr><td><xsl:value-of select="nameO"/></td><td><input name="{nameO}" type="text"/></td></tr> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template name="complex"> 
<tr><td><xsl:value-of select="nameO"/></td><td><input name="{nameO, " type="text" onchange="multiply this)"/></td></tr> 
</xslaemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="multiply"> 
<script> 
function multiply(incoming) { 
var nw =document.createElement(incoming.nodeName); 
var nm = document.createAttribute("name"}; 
nm.value = incoming.name; 
nw.setAttributeNode(mn); 
var ty = document.createAttribute("type"); 
ty.value = "text"; 
nw. setAttributeNode(ty); 
nw.onchange =functionO { multiply(this); 
var tr = document.createElement("tr"); 
var td = documentcreateElement("td"); 
var td2 = document.createElement("td"); 
tr.appendChild(td2); 
td.appendChild(nw); 
tr.appendChild(td); 
var parent = incoming.parentNode.parentNode; 
parent. appendChild(tr); 
nw.focusO; 
</script> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate name="childScript"> 
<script> 
var uri = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:addResponse/pj:uri"/>"; 
var xpath = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:addResponse/pj:xpath"/>"; 
var elem = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:addResponse/pj:element"/>"; 
var childList = (<xsl:for-each select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:addResponse/pj:body/child::*[not(nameO='id')]">"<xsl:value-of 
sel ect="nameO"/>",</x sl :for-each>""]; 
function GoSubmit(){ 
var rtrn = "uri=" + uri + "&amp;xpath=" + xpath + "&amp;newNode=&It;" + elem + ">"; 
for(var i = 0; i &lt; document.addFonn.elements.length; i++) { if(document.addForm.elements[ij.value.length > 0) { if(document.addFonn.elements[iJ.type =_ 
"text") 
}{ 
{ 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" + addForm.elements[i].name ~ ">" +document.addFonn.elements[i].value + "&lt;/" + addForm.elements[i].name + ">"; 
window.location = "Commit?" + rtrn; 
} 
</script> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="goFocus"> 
<script> 
var inp = document.addFonn.elements(0); 
inp.focusQ; 
</script> 
</xsl aemplate> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix V —Generic Update Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" 1.0"~> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" xmins:pj="http://www.ProjectJalisco.com" xmins:SOAP-
ENV="http://schemas.xmisoap.org/soap/encoding/"> 
<xsl:template name="upd"> 
<html> 
<head><title>Update</title></head> 
<body> 
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<form name="updForm"> 
<table border—" l "> 
<xsl:call-template name="childScript"/><xsl:call-template name="multiply"/> 
<xsl:for-each select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:updResponse/pj:body/child::*"> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="@mint='true"'><xsl:call-template name="complex"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@mint='false"'><xsl:call-template name="single"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:otherwise>OTNERWISE ERROR</xsl:otherwise> 
</xsl: choose> 
</xsl :for-each> 
</table> 
<input type="button" value="Submit" onclick="GoSubmitO"/> 
</form> 
</body></html> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate name="single"> 
<tr><td><xsl:value-of select="nameO"/></td><td> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test="@type='string"'><input name=" {nameQ} " type="text" value=" { @value } "/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='integer"'><input name="{nameO} " type="text" value=" {value} "/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='filename"'><input name="{nameO } " type="file" value=" { @value } "/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='enumeration"'><select name="{name()}" value=" { ~r value} "><xsl:for-each select="value"><xsl:element name="option"><xsl:if 
test=".=parent::*/@value"><xsl:attribute name="selected">true</xsl:attribute></xsl:if~<xsl:attribute name="value"><xsl:value-of 
select="."/></xsl:attribute><xsl:value-of select="."/></xsl:element></xsl:for-each></select> 
</xsl:when> 
</xsl:choose> 
</td></tr> 
</xslaemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="complex"> 
<tr><td><xsl:value-of select="name()"/></td><td> 
<xsl:choose> 
<xsl:when test=" cr type='string"'><input name=" {nameO}" type="text" value=" {value}" onchange="multiply(this)"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test=" a,type='integer"'><input name="{nameO}" type="text" value="{value}" onchange="multiply(this)"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@.type='filename"'><input name="{nameO}" type="text" value="{@value}" onchange="multiply(this)"/></xsl:when> 
<xsl:when test="@type='enumeration"'><select name="{nameO}" value="{ ~rvalue}" onchange="multiplyScript(this)"><xsl:for-each 
select="value"><xsl:element name="option"><xsl:iftest=".=parent::*/ cr value"><xsl:attribute name="selected">true</xsl:attribute></xsl:if~<xsl:attribute 
name="value"><xsl:value-of select="."/></xsl:attribute><xsl:value-of select="."/></xsl:element></xsL•for-each></select></xsl:when> 
</xsl:choose> 
</td></tr> 
</xslaemplate> 
<xsl:template name="multiply"> 
<script> 
function multiply(incoming) { 
var nw =document.createElement(incoming.nodeName); 
var nm = document.createAttribute("name"); 
nm.value = incoming.name; 
nw.setAttributeNode(nm); 
var ty = document.createAttribute("type"); 
ty.value = "text"; 
nw. setAttributeNode(ty); 
nw.onchange =functionO { multiply(this); } 
var tr = document.createElement("tr"); 
var td = document.createElement("td"); 
var td2 = document.createElement("td"); 
tr.appendChild(td2); 
td.appendChild(nw); 
tr.appendChild(td); 
var parent = incotniilg.parentNode.parentNode; 
parent. appendChild(tr); 
nw.focusO; 
} 
fimction multiplyScript(incoming) { 
var nw =document.createElement(incoming.nodeName); 
var nm = document.createAttribute("name"); 
nm.value = incoming.name; 
nw. setAttributeNode(ron); 
nw.onchange =fimctionO{ multiplyScript(this); } 
for(var i = 0; i &lt; incoming.childNodes.length; i++) { 
var cpy =document.createElement("OPTION"); 
if(incoming.childNodes[i].hasChildNodesO) { 
cpy.vahie =incoming.childNodes[i].childNodes[0].nodeValue; 
cpy.appendChild(document.createTextNode(incoming.childNodes[i] .childNodes[0].nodeValue)); 
} 
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//alert(incoming.childNodes[i].nodeName + ":" +incoming.childNodes[i].childNodes[O].nodeValue); 
nw.appendChild(cpy); 
} 
var tr = document.createElement("tr"); 
var td = document.createElement("td"); 
var td2 = document.createElement("td"); 
tr. appendChild(td2 ); 
td.appendChild(nw); 
tr.appendChild(td); 
var parent = incoming.parentNode.parentNode; 
parent.appendChild(tr); 
nw.focusO; 
</script> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate name="childScript"> 
<script> 
var uri = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:updResponse/pj:uri"/>"; 
var xpath = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:updResponse/pj:xpath"/>"; 
var elem = "<xsl:value-of select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:updResponse/pj:element"/>"; 
var childList = [<xsl:for-each select="/SOAP-ENV:Envelope/SOAP-ENV:Body/pj:updResponse/pj:body/child::*">"<xsl:value-of 
select="nameQ"/>",</xsl:for-each>""]; 
function GoSubmit() { 
var rtrn = "uri=" + uri + "&amp;xpath=" + xpath + "&amp;updNode=&lt;" + elem + ">"; 
for(var i = 0; i &It; document.updFonn.elements.length; i++) { if(document.updFonn.elements[i].type =_ "text") { 
if(document.updFonn.elements[i].value.length > 0) { 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">" +document.updFonn.elements[i].value + "&lt;/" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">"• 
else if(document.updFonn.elements[i].type =_ "file") { 
if(document.updForm.elements[i].value.length > 0) { 
rtrn +_ "&]t;" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">" +document.updFonn.elements[i].value + "&lt;/" + updFonn.elements[i].name + 
} else if(document.updForm.elements[i].vvalue.length > 0) { 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">" +document.updForm.elements[i].walue + "&lt;/" + updForm.elements[i].name + 
} else { 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" -~ updFonn.elements[iJ.name + ">&lt;/" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">"; 
} 
} else if(document.updFonn.elements[i].type =_ "select-one") { if(document.updFonn.elements[i].value.length > 0) { 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">" +document.updForm.elements[i].value + "&lt;/" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">"; 
}; else if(document.updFonn.elements[i].type =_ "select-multiple") { if(document.updFonn.elements[i].value.length > 0) { 
rtrn +_ "&lt;" + updFonn.elements[i).name + ">" +document.updForm.elements[i].value + "&lt;/" + updFonn.elements[i].name + ">"; 
}}} 
window.location = "CommitUpd?" + rtrn; 
//alert(rtrn); 
t 
</script> 
</xsl :template> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
Appendix W — RefChild Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" l .0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/l 999/XSL/Transform" xmins:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001 /XMLSchema"> 
<xsl:output method="text"/> 
<xsl:param name="element"/> 
<xslaemplate match="/"> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="/xsd:schema/xsd:element[@name=$element]/xsd:complexType/xsd:sequence/xsd:element[ a ref]"/> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate match="xsd:element">~<xsl:value-of select=" aref'/></xslaemplate> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
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Appendix X — URI Stylesheet 
<?xml version=" l .0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.1" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"> 
<xsl:output method="html"/> 
<xsl:param name="user"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<hhnl> 
<head><title><xsl:value-of select="$user"/>'s Index Page</title><script>function ChngLoc(loc) { window.location=loc; ; </script><!--clink 
href=="http://192.168.42.1:8080/pj/uri.css" type="text/css" ref="stylesheet"/>--></head> 
<body> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="users/user[username=$user]/portaUuri"/> 
</body></html> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl aemplate match="uri"> 
<xsl:for-each select="document('file:/home/me/pj/uri.xml')/uris/uri name=currentO)"> 
<xsl:choose><xsl:when test="$user—'b"'><xsl:call-template name="uriNoJS"/></xsl:when><xsl:otherwise><xsl:call-template 
name="uriJS"/></xsl:otherwise></xsl:choose> 
<span class="description"><xsl:value-of select="description"/></span> 
</xsl:for-each> 
<hr/> 
</xslaemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="uriJS"> 
<span class="title" style="text-decoration :underline ;font-size :medium ; font-family : 'Verdana'"' 
onclick="ChngLoc('Select?uri={name}&amp;xpath={xpath;')" onmouseover—"window.status ='Select?uri={name;&amp;xpath={xpath;"'><xsl:value-of 
select="title"/></span><br/> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl:template name="uriNoJS"> 
<a href="Select?uri={name; &amp;xpath={xpath; "><xsl:value-of select="title"/></a><br/> 
</xslaemplate> 
</xsl : stylesheet> 
Appendix Y — makeSec.xsl 
<?xml version=" 1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version=" 1.0" xmins:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"> 
<xsl: output method="xml" indent="yes"/> 
<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/> 
<xsl:template match="/"> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="kt"/> 
</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template match="kt"> 
<kt> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="process"/> 
</kt> 
</xsl: template> 
<xsl aemplate match="process"> 
<process> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="activity"/> 
</process> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate match="activity"> 
<activity> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="task"/> 
</activity> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xsl:template match="task"> 
<task> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="issue~error~update~addition~help"/> 
</task> 
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</xsl:template> 
<xsl:template match="issue"> 
<issue> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
<xsl:apply-templates select="response"/> 
</issue> 
</xsl:template> 
<xslaemplate match="response"> 
<response> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
</response> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate match="error"> 
<error> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
</error> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate match="update"> 
<update> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
</update> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate match="addition"> 
<~addition> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
</addition> 
<lxslaemplate> 
<xslaemplate match="help"> 
<help> 
<xsl:call-template name="values"/> 
</help> 
</xsl aemplate> 
<xslaemplate name="values"> 
<id><xsl:value-of select="id"/><lid> 
<select> 
<ktUsers>user</ktU sers> 
<ktOwners>owner</ktOwners> 
<ktSupervi sors>super</ktSupervisors> 
</select> 
<add> 
<ktUsers/> 
<ktOwners/> 
</add> 
<update> 
<ktOwners/> 
</update> 
<delete> 
<ktOwners/> 
</delete> 
</xslaemplate> 
</xsl:stylesheet> 
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